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CATHOLIC HISTORICAL RECORDS AND STUDIES 

THE PLAN OF POPE BENEDICT XV FOR A 

JUST AND DURABLE PEACE 

(Address delivered before the annual meeting of the United 

States Catholic Historical Society, New York, 

November 17, 1944) 

CHARLES CALLAN TANSILL, PH.D. 

As American eyes lift from the long casualty lists to the more 

pleasant prospect of early peace, the most fervent wish in every 

heart is that our statesmen may really find some plan to outlaw 

future wars. Since 1914 the world has passed through a vicious 

cycle of war, revolution and war. Many of us well remember the 

crusading spirit that dwelt in the hearts of our soldiers in 1917 

as they gladly enlisted in the fight to end all wars. A year later 

their hopes were still high as they anxiously followed the efforts 

of President Wilson to impart to the weary and disillusioned 

politicians of Europe some spark of the idealism that apparently 

burned so strongly in his own breast. But the aspiration of man- 

kind were buried in the punitive paragraphs of the Treaty of 

Versailles, and all the blood, sweat and tears of the armies of the 

Allied Powers were a useless sacrifice. History has the unwel- 

come habit of repeating itself, and the hopes of today may be 

buried as deeply as those of 1918 unless the leaders of the United 

Nations have the courage to cling to fundamental principles rather 

than to court popular favor. 

Since the turn of the twentieth century it has been apparent 

to thoughtful observers that an end must be put to wars or civiliza- 

tion will perish. Treaties of arbitration were hurriedly signed 

and multi-lateral peace pacts were put into operation, but these 

paper barricades could not shut out the angry tides of war. 

1 



4 POPE BENEDICT XV’S PEACE EFFORTS 

Two days after his coronation, Benedict XV issued an 

“Exhortation” to all Catholics in which he emphasized the im- 

portance of leaving “nothing undone” that might assist in effecting 

an early end of the World War. He earnestly implored the states- 

men of the belligerent countries to “forget all their own discord 

for the sake of the salvation of human society,” and they were 

gravely reminded that there was already “enough misery and 

trouble in the life of men” and therefore it should not be made 

“more miserable and troubled”.® 

In his Encyclical Letter addressed to the Catholic clergy 

throughout the world, Benedict XV called attention to the wide- 

spread ruin caused by the World War and expressed the fervent 

hope for an early return of peace. It seemed as if there was 

no limit to the measure of ruin and of slaughter. . . . No 

one would imagine as we see them thus filled with hatred of 

one another, that they are all of one common stock, all of 

the same nature, all members of the same human society. . . . 

We implore those in whose hands are placed the fortunes of 

nations, to hearken to Our Voice. Surely there are other 

ways and means whereby violated rights can be rectified.® 

Several weeks later, at the approach of the Christmas season, 

the Pope endeavored to effect a temporary cessation of hostilities. 

He addressed the belligerent nations and proposed a truce on 

Christmas Day. Great Britain, Belgium and Germany expressed 

their agreement “in principle” with this proposal, but the French 

General Staff interposed a prompt objection to any interruption 

of hostilities. The Russian Government supported the French 

objection, and this Papal effort to stop human destruction for even 

a brief twenty-four hours met with failure.’° 

But the Pope was not dismayed by this failure to bring some 

small measure of reason to a world made mad by war. He was 

determined to continue his efforts for world peace, and he did 

not hesitate to condemn aggression. In a consistorial allocution, 

January 22, 1915, while he stressed the “absolute neutrality” of 

®Gabriel Martyn, His Holiness Pope Benedict XV on the Great War 
(London, 1916), pp. 4-5. 
*This encyclical was issued on All Saints’ Day, 1914. See Gabriel Martyn, 

His Holiness Pope Benedict XV on the Great War, pp. 6-7. 
Humphrey Johnson, Vatican Diplomacy in the World War, pp. 14-15. 
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the Holy See in the World War then being waged, he included 

a paragraph which referred to his “beloved Belgium”, and which 

criticized the “violence” of the German attack as one that had 

“exceeded all measure.”?4_ This comment led to the filing of an 

immediate protest by Herr von Muhlberg, the Prussian Minister 

to the Holy See. 

This Papal policy of neutrality became particularly difficult 

after the Italian Government decided to intervene in the World 

War. Italian statesmen realized they could drive a hard bargain 

for armed assistance to the Allied Powers, and they held out for 

large promises that were never fulfilled. But imperialism was 

not the only force that drove Italy into the war. The Freemasons 

of that country strongly favored intervention as one means of 

crushing Catholic Austria. As early as September 20, 1914, a 

confidential document was sent by Masonic headquarters to the 

different lodges exhorting the members to join hands with their 

French brethren in the task of creating a state that would be 

without “altars and without thrones.”!* Allied success meant a 

Masonic victory. 

The entry of Italy into the World War raised many difficult 

questions for the Papacy. The Law of Guarantees made no pro- 

vision for a state of war. What action should be taken with 

reference to the representatives of the Central Powers who were 

accredited to the Holy See? The German and Austrian Ambassa- 

dors solved this problem by moving to Lugano, but there were other 

questions that clamored for answer, and the Spanish Government 

offered the use of the Escorial as a temporary home for the Holy 

Father. Benedict was fully aware of the dangers of a second 

Avignon, so the invitation of the Spanish Government was politely 

declined. 

In certain Catholic circles in Germany there was a sentiment 

in favor of making some effort to re-establish the Temporal 

Power of the Pope in the form of a small state somewhat akin 

to the present Vatican City.?* But this idea evoked such violent 

“Gabriel Martyn, op. cit., pp. 10-11. ; 
“Humphrey Johnson, Vatican Diplomacy in the World War, p. 18. 
%Francesco Ruffini, “Il Potere temporale negli scopi de guerra degli ex- 

imperi centrali,” Nuova Antologia, April 16, 1921. 
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opposition among Protestants in North Germany that it was soon 

abandoned. Papal reaction to this tempest in a teapot was indi- 

cated in an interview accorded by Cardinal Gasparri to a repre- 

sentative of the Corriere d’Italia on June 27, 1915. The Holy 

Father disclaimed with the strongest emphasis any desire to see 

the solution of the Roman Question effected through armed force. 

The very fact, however, that German Catholics like Erzberger 

had outlined a scheme for the re-establishment of the Temporal 

Power, created in the minds of some Allied statesmen the suspi- 

cion that the Pope was pro-German.14 Was Erzberger merely 

reflecting Papal desires? In order to allay these suspicions Mon- 

signor Baudrillart paid a visit to the Vatican and suggested the 

importance of a statement of peace aims. Through Cardinal 

Gasparri, His Holiness replied in a memorandum that contained 

five important items that could serve as the basis for a just and 

durable peace: (1) The retention by France of her territorial 

integrity and her position as a first-class power; (2) the complete 

re-establishment of Belgian independence; (3) the maintenance of 

Austria-Hungary as a great power. This would not preclude 

some concessions to Italy. (4) The creation of a Polish state 

with boundaries as generous as possible. (5) A Balkan settlement 

that would exclude Russia from Constantinople.® 

It was evident that these peace terms reflected current beliefs 

that the war would not end in a complete victory for either side. 

The time was ripe for a negotiated peace that could be arranged 

through the mediation of some strong neutral nation. The Pope 

had cherished the hope that the American Government might take 

the lead in these efforts towards world peace, and instructions 

were sent to Cardinal Gibbons to take the matter up with Presi- 

dent Wilson. In his instructions to the Cardinal, Benedict XV 

“Ernesto Vercesi, I] Vaticano, L’Italia e la Guerra (Milan, 1925); J. S 
Barnes, “Benedict XV: An Impression,” Dublin Review, CLV, 373- 377; 
“European Suspicion of an Understanding between Benedict XV and Wil- 
helm II,” Current Opinion, lix, 157-158; G. Arnaud d’Angel, Bendit XV et 
le Conflit Europeen (Paris, 1916); N. E. Beyens, Quatra Ans a Rome, 
1921-1926 (Paris, 1934). 

“Cardinal Baudrillart, Benoit XV, pp. 60-61. See also J. Van den Heuvel, 
“Benoit XV,” Revue Generale, CVII, 249-275; E. J. Dillon, “The Pope 
and the Belligerents,” Contemporary Review, 1915, pp. 553-571; Victor 
Lemaitre, Un Grand Artisan de la Paix (Avignon, 1932). 
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expressed his readiness to give the whole support of the Catholic 

Church to the person, institution or country that undertook the 

“noble mission of ending the war.’’® 

Cardinal Gibbons paid to visit to the White House on Septem- 

ber 2, 1915, and placed the matter of American mediation squarely 

before President Wilson. Later the same day he had an extended 

conference with Secretary Lansing. The American Government 

was in the midst of the submarine controversy with Germany. 

The sinking of the Lusitania had deeply shocked American public 

opinion, and had turned certain minds towards war. While diplo- 

matic notes were still passing between Germany and the United 

States with reference to this incident, the British liner Arabic 

was sunk on August 19, without warning and without any provi- 

vision being made for the safety of her passengers. Two Ameri- 

can lives had been lost as a result of the attack.’” 

Colonel House and Secretary Lansing strongly urged the 

President to adopt an uncompromising policy towards Germany 

with reference to submarine warfare. House assured the Presi- 

dent that one could never trust the promises of the German 

Foreign Office, and he emphasized the importance of taking a 

“decided stand” in the matter of submarine activities.1* The 

Colonel then regretfully confided to his Diary that the President 

could not be stampeded into precipitate action and would evi- 

dently go “to great lengths to avoid war.”?® 

The President held the view that American intervention into 

the World War would deprive the United States of a large meas- 

ure of influence in determining the terms of peace. If we re- 

mained neutral it was possible for the American Government to 

offer mediation at a propitious time and thus bring about a nego- 

tiated peace that would be just and durable. Secretary Lansing 

sharply contested this view. He insisted that the United States 

would have little influence “in molding the terfns of peace” if 

we remained neutral. We had already lost the friendship of 

Allen S. Will, The Life of Cardinal Gibbons (N. Y., 1922, 2 vols.), II, 
809-810. 

“Charles C. Tansill, America Goes to War (Boston, 1938), pp. 358-359. 
Colonel House to President Wilson, August 22, 1815, Intimate Papers of 

Colonel House, Il, 31-32. 
“Intimate Papers of Colonel House, II, 32. 
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Germany and a large part of the good will of the Allies because 

of our neutral stand. If we went to war with Germany we would 

regain “the friendship and confidence of the Allies” and thus 

win the “necessary recognition of the United States as a party 

to the peace negotiations.’’?° 

In this belligerent frame of mind, Secretary Lansing spoke 

very bluntly to the German Ambassador on August 27 and frank- 

ly declared that if Germany made any more surprise attacks upon 

vessels carrying passengers the United States “would certainly 

declare war.” The Ambassador was deeply impressed by this 

warning, and on September 1 he sent a note to the Department 

of State in which formal assurance was given that passenger 

steamers would not be sunk by German submarines without warn- 

ing and without provision being made for the safety of the 

passengers.”! 

Secretary Lansing and President Wilson had won an important 

diplomatic victory on September 1 when they forced the German 

ambassador to give this far-reaching promise with reference to 

the conduct of submarine warfare. Perhaps this could be the 

basis for an attempt at American mediation to bring the war to 

a close! The visit of Cardinal Gibbons to the White House on 

the following day came at a seemingly propitious time. The Car- 

dinal had already gone on record with reference to the sinking 

of the Arabic. He had felt that “the loss of a few lives on the 

Arabic compares as a feather when weighed against the awful 

calamity of war.”** In his conversations with President Wilson 

and Secretary Lansing he probably repeated this sentiment, and 

as far as the President was concerned he found a sympathetic 

auditor. With Lansing it was a different matter. From the very 

moment he assumed the duties of Secretary of State he acted 

upon the belief that Germany was a dangerous enemy of all 

democracies and that the United States would inevitably be drawn 

into war with her.?? Having this burning conviction that a cru- 

sade against Germany would soon be sounded in the United States, 

Robert Lansing, War Memoirs, pp. 44-45. 
™C. C. Tansill, America Goes to War, p. 367. 
@Allen S. Will, Life of Cardinal Gibbons, II, p. 809. 
*Robert Lansing, War Memoirs, pp. 18-21. 
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Lansing was in no mood to talk peace with Cardinal Gibbons. 

With President Wilson, the Cardinal achieved a complete under- 

standing as far as the possibility of American mediation was 

concerned. There was no hope that American diplomatic inter- 

vention would be requested by either group of belligerent powers 

until the war had proceeded to the point where the fortunes of 

war could be more clearly perceived.2* Proposals of peace would 

have to be delayed. 

But this did not mean that the President had decided to take: 

no steps in the direction of peace. In September and October, 

1915, he had become deeply interested in the establishment of a 

League of Nations as a means of preventing future wars, and he 

had informed Sir Edward Grey, the British Foreign Secretary, 

of his willingness to advocate America’s entry into such an asso- 

ciation.*> This gesture on the President’s part seemed to indicate 

the possibility of a closer association of the United States with 

the Allied Powers. After some further study of the problem of 

world peace, Colonel House was sent to Europe to canvass the 

situation. It seemed clear to the Colonel that a secret agreement 

with England was the best means of insuring an important role 

for America in the peace that would come at the close of the 

World War. The question as to whether America would remain 

at peace, or would join the Allies as a partner in the struggle 

against Germany, would now be answered by Sir Edward Grey 

and not President Wilson. But the British Government did not 

choose to invoke the House-Grey Agreement of February 22, 

1916, so America was not drawn into the war until many months 

later. The Allies were confident of their ability to impose a 

crushing peace upon the Central Powers, and they did not wish 

to have the moderate voice of President Wilson at the peace table. 

The great Allied offensive began on July 1, 1916, and British 

casualties on that day alone reached the staggering figure of 

60,000. After the autumn rains had put a stop to further offensive 

operations, British losses reached a total of 412,000 troops and 

“AS. Will, Life of Cardinal Gibbons, p. 810. 
Colonel House to Sir Edward Grey, October 17, 1915, Intimate Papers 

of Colonel House, II, 90-91; President Wilson to Colonel House, Octo- 
ber 18, 1915, House MS. 
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the Allied Powers, sobered by this stupendous human destruction, 

were more inclined towards thoughts of peace. 

During this sanguinary summer there were many rumors of 

peace. The House of Hapsburg, under the impact of military 

disaster, was trembling to its very foundations, and the Emperor 

Charles was anxiously seeking some formula that would save the 

Austro-Hungarian state.2® In Germany the military leaders were 

increasing their control over the government, and the German 

Chancellor, who had hoped for an early peace, turned to the 

United States and endeavored to extract from President Wilson 

some peace proposal that would bring peace to an exhausted 

Europe. Finally, on December 18 the President issued a note in 

which he proposed that “soundings be taken in order that we may 

learn . . . how near the haven of peace may be for which all 

mankind longs with an intense and increasing longing.”?* 

Theodore Roosevelt hysterically denounced this peace note as 

“profoundly immoral,’ but the American press hailed it with 

favor.2® In England, Sir Henry Wilson confided to his Diary 

his contempt for that ‘ass President Wilson,”®® while King 

George V broke into a fit of weeping before the shocked and 

sympathetic eyes of Ambassador Page.*! The President then fired 

a second verbal barrage in favor of peace in an address to the 

Senate on January 22, 1917. He denounced the ancient diplo- 

matic system of the balance of power and suggested a world 

Monroe Doctrine as the most effective formula for world peace. 

In conclusion he emphasized the importance of terminating the 

war in a spirit of conciliation which would leave no deep inter- 

Stephen Osusky, “The Secret Peace Negotiations between Vienna and 
Washington,” Slavonic Review, IV, 657-688; G. de Manteyer, Austria’s 
Peace Offer, 1916-1917 (London, 1921); Count Ottokar Czernin, In the 
World War (N. Y., 1920); Count Stephen Burian, Austria in Dissolution 
(London, 1925). 
“Secretary Lansing to the Ambassadors and Ministers in Belligerent 

Countries, December 18, 1916, Foreign Relations, 1916, Suppl., 97-99. - 
Joseph B. Bishop, Theodore Roosevelt and His Times (N. Y., 1920), 

II, 417. 
*Titerary Digest, December 30, 1916, pp. 1693-1695. 
Sir C. E. Callwell, Life and Diaries of Field Marshall Sir Henry Wilson 

(London, 1927), I, 306. 
®1Ambassador Page to Secretary Lansing, December 22, 1916, For. Rel., 

1916, Suppl., 108-109. 
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national resentments. For the best interests of the whole world 

it would be important to have a peace “without victory”; a peace 

that would not satisfy the imperialistic longings of certain states- 

men but one that would usher in a period of international under- 

standing and good will.5? 

But these inspired words were lost upon the German military 

leaders who forced the pacific German Chancellor down the road 

to war with America. The announcement of unrestricted subma- 

rine warfare was followed by a severance of diplomatic relations 

between Germany and the United States, and on April 6, 1917, 

the declaration of war was signed by President Wilson. 

But there was still hope for a peace that would be constructive 

and not merely punitive. Pope Benedict had read with deep 

interest the address of President Wilson to the Senate on Janu- 

ary 22, 1917.5 If the President really meant what he said there 

still existed some hope for a satisfactory peace. Humanity had 

arrived at one of those great moments in history when the fate 

of future generations seemed to hang in the balance and await 

the sure hand of some great statesman to tip the scales in favor 

of world security. Profoundly moved by the possibilities that 

beckoned to him, Pope Benedict came forward with a peace plan 

that would insure world order and promote human understanding. 

The failure to accept this Papal mediation was one of the great 

mistakes in modern history, and it led to the great tragedy that 

now engulfs all Europe. 

The plan of Pope Benedict was dated August 1, 1917. In its 

opening paragraph it emphasizes the efforts that had been made 

by the Vatican to “maintain perfect impartiality towards all 

belligerents, as becomes him who is the common father and who 

loves with equal affection all His children.” Reference is then 

made to Papal efforts to effect a “peace, stable and honorable 

®The President’s Address to the Senate of the United States, January 22, 
1917, For. Rel., 1917, Suppl., pp. 24-29. 
®In May, 1916, Pope Benedict had requested President Wilson to “sus- 

pend” any decision “on the question of Submarine Warfare with Germany 
since we see the possibility of peaceful settlement and we hope that as far 
as you are concerned no incident will embarrass our effort.” The President 
replied that he was gratified to say that “before the receipt of your message 
the discussion had already entered upon a stage of satisfactory understand- 
ing.’ The Lansing Papers, 1914-1920 (Washington, 1939), I, 15-16. 

tae fear tint DY 
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for all.” But these efforts had been spurned by both belligerent 

groups and the war had “spread, on land, on sea—, nay, in the 

very air; upon defenceless cities, quiet villages, and their inno- 

cent inhabitants.” In order to check this destructive tide of war 

it was necessary to build certain barriers of peace that would pro- 

tect mankind then and in the future. 

The first item in this Papal peace plan was a wise insistence 

upon the obvious fact that “the moral force of right should re- 

place the material force of arms; hence a just agreement between 

all for the simultaneous and reciprocal diminution of armaments.” 

Then, “in the place of armies, the establishment of arbitration 

with its exalted pacifying functions . . . and with sanctions to 

be settled against any State that should refuse either to submit 

international questions to arbitration or to accept its awards.” 

With the supremacy of right once securely established, then every 

obstacle should be removed from the channels of communication 

between peoples by ensuring . . . the true freedom and common 

enjoyment of the seas.” 

With reference to reparation payments for the damage to 

property and to meet the costs of war, the plan recommended the 

establishment of a general principle of “complete and reciprocal 

condonation, which would . . . be justified by the immense bene- 

fits that would accrue from disarmament.” 

Along with reciprocal condonation with regard to reparations, 

there should also be a “reciprocal restitution of territories now 

occupied.” Germany should completely evacuate Belgium “with 

a guarantee of her political, military and economic independence 

towards all Powers whatsoever ; likewise the evacuation of French 

territory.” There should also be a “similar restitution of the 

German colonies.” 

With reference to the territorial questions that were at issue 

between Italy and Austria and between Germany and France, 

there was reason to hope that in consideration of the immense 

advantages of a lasting peace with disarmament, the parties in 

conflict would examine them in a “conciliatory spirit, taking ac- 

count ... of what is just and possible . . . of the aspirations of 

the peoples.” The same spirit of equity and justice should reign 

in the study of the “other territorial and political questions, notably 
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those relating to Armenia, the Balkan States, and to the terri- 

tories forming part of the ancient Kingdom of Poland, to which, 

in particular, its noble historical traditions and the sufferings 

endured, especially during the present War, ought justly to assure 

the sympathies of nations.” 

Although this important peace note to the belligerent nations 

was dated August 1, 1917, it did not reach them until several 

days later. It was not received in the United States until 

August 16. In Italy the Catholic, Socialist and Giolittian press 

was favorable, but the Nationalist and Liberal papers were criti- 

cal. In France, all parties except the extreme Left attacked the 

plan with vigor. Clemenceau expressed 'the sentiment of the 

greater part of French public opinion when he condemned the 

plan as a “German peace.” In England, except in pacific circles, 

the plan evoked widespread hostile comment. The Tablet voiced 

the views of a large majority of the British public when it strongly 

counselled a rejection of the plan because the Pope had apparently 

failed correctly to grasp “the military situation which promised 

an eventual peace far more favourable to the Allies.”*® 

In Germany the Social Democrats stated that they welcomed 

the “Pope’s proposal as they welcomed every step bringing peace 

nearer. ... The Center . . . perceived in the action of the Pope 

. a considerable advancement towards the peace desired by 

all peoples.”* In Austria the Papal peace note was warmly wel- 

comed. As early as January, 1917, peace-feelers had been put 

out by the Austrian Emperor through his brother-in-law, Prince 

Sixte of Bourbon. In March, 1917, Prince Sixte and his younger 

brother, Prince Xavier, paid a secret visit to Vienna where they 

had long conversations with the Emperor Charles. The Emperor 

“The French translation of this peace plan of Benedict XV is given in 
For. Rel., 1917, Suppl., 2, vol. I, 162-164. 
“Humphrey Johnson, Vatican Diplomacy in the World War, p. 30. See 

also, “The Pope and Peace,” Tablet, August 18, 1917. 
*Tanghorne, chargé in the Netherlands, to Secretary Lansing, August 21, 

1917, For Rel., 1917, Suppl. 2, vol. I, 169. On July 19, 1917, a majority of 
the German Reichstag, under the inspiration of Matthias Erzberger, passed 
a resolution declaring that the “Reichstag strives for peace of understand- 
ing and the permanent reconciliation of the peoples. With such a peace 
forced, acquisitions of territory and political, economic or financial oppres- 
sions are inconsistent.” 
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was ready to make certain concessions to obtain peace, but they 

were not far-reaching enough to satisfy the Allied Governments. 

The Austrian attitude towards Italy was none too generous, and 

this fact delayed the progress of these indirect negotiations 

through the agency of Prince Sixte. In July, 1917, it was appar- 

ent that the Emperor Charles could not bring himself to the point 

of making large sacrifices of territory in order to pay the price 

of peace with Italy, and this diplomatic impasse was probably one 

of the reasons why Pope Benedict issued his peace note on 

August 1.37 

Inasmuch as the Holy See had no diplomatic relations with 

France, Italy or the United States, the British Government was 

requested by Cardinal Gasparri to forward the Papal note to the 

President of the French Republic, the President of the United 

States, and the King of Italy. On August 15 the British Foreign 

Office sent to the American Embassy in London the text of the 

Papal peace plan, but four days earlier, Sir William Wiseman 

had cabled to Colonel House that the British Foreign Office had 

been given an outline of the peace note of Pope Benedict and 

Secretary Balfour had expressed the hope that President Wilson 

would let him know “privately what his views on the subject 

are.”88 Colonel House hurriedly sent Wiseman’s cablegram to the 

President with the observation that Balfour was “evidently much 

concerned regarding the Pope’s appeal.”%® 

The Colonel was convinced that an abrupt refusal to consider 

the Pope’s peace proposal would discourage German liberals and 

hasten the collapse of the war-weary provisional government in 

Russia. It was more important that Russia should be given an 

opportunity to weld herself into a virile republic than it was “that 

Germany be beaten to her knees.” There was no pressing reason 

why Austria should be dismembered. It would be possible, there- 

fore, to answer the proposal of the Pope in such a way “as to 

leave the door open and to throw the onus on Prussia.” This 

could be done by saying that it was useless to discuss peace terms 

"David Lloyd-George, War Memoirs, IV, 218-262. 
*®Charles Seymour, /ntimate Papers of Colonel House, III, 152. 
Colonel House to President Wilson, August 13, 1917, ibid., 152. 
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with a military autocracy like Germany; an autocracy that did 

not represent the real opinions of the German people.’’*° 

At first the President was not favorably impressed with the 

note of Pope Benedict, and he intimated to Colonel House that 

“he might not take any notice at all of the Pope’s offer.” Under 

pressure from the Colonel he modified his intransigent spirit and 

managed to send a brief note to the Pope in which he conveyed 

his appreciation of the “generous confidence” the Holy Father 

had shown in the “personal influence” of the President of the 

United States in this “time of tragedy and travail.” He then 

gave an assurance that he would endeavor to “pursue such a 

course as will bring the world the blessings of a. . . peace founded 

upon genuine and impartial justice.””*! 

On the following day the President wrote a letter to Cardinal 

Gibbons in which he remarked that he had “every inclination of 

the heart to respond to the suggestion of His Holiness the Pope.” 

But the creation of new states like Jugoslavia and Czecho-Slovakia 

would present such serious problems with reference to the fate 

of Austria-Hungary that it was difficult to outline at that time 

the formula of permanent peace.’ 

After sending this cryptic letter to the Cardinal, President 

Wilson received a long letter from Colonel House. The Colonel 

believed that the President now had the opportunity “to take the 

peace negotiations out of the hands of the Pope.” The oppor- 

tunity for world leadership was now within the grasp of America’s 

Chief Executive. The Allied Governments would have to accept 

any decision that proceeded from the White House, and the 

Central Powers were in a similar position. The Vatican, appar- 

ently, could easily be brushed aside. A clear statement of Amer- 

ica’s war aims and peace hopes would cause revolution in Germany 

and bring the war to a speedy conclusion.** 

“Colonel House to President Wilson, August 15, 1917, Intimate Papers 
of Colonel House, III, 153-154. 

“President Wilson to His Holiness, Pope Benedictus XV, October 17, 
1917, R. S. Baker, Woodrow Wilson: Life and Letters (N. Y., 1939), VIII, 
484-485. 

“President Wilson to Cardinal Gibbons, October 18, 1917, ébid., III, 489. 
“Colonel House to President Wilson, August 17, 1917, Intimate Papers 

of Colonel House, III, 156-157. 
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But the President was somewhat hesitant about taking the ac- 

tion suggested by the loquacious Colonel. In a message to Secre- 

tary Balfour he indicated that he was not certain that he would 

dignify the Papal peace note by making any formal reply. 

Inasmuch as the Allied Powers had not expressed themselves 

concerning the terms outlined by Pope Benedict, it would seem 

therefore nothing but a “blind adventure” to discuss them in 

detail. Moreover, it should be obvious to the Vatican that the 

German Government was “morally bankrupt” and its word could 

not be accepted with confidence.** 

On this same day, the French Ambassador sent a note of inquiry 

to Secretary Lansing. It appeared to the French Government that 

the Papal note had been drawn up under “inimical influences.” If 

it deserved an answer it would probably be expedient for the 

Allied Powers to prepare in concert an appropriate reply.*® 

From Belgium the report came that the King would send a 

negative reply to the Pope’s peace proposal. The opinion in 

Government circles was “wholly against any peace negotiation on 

any bases that do not fully meet the aspirations of the Allied 

powers.”’46 

In Russia the Papal note had aroused much discussion and the 

Russian Ambassador intimated to Colonel House his belief that 

“success or failure in Russia’ might depend upon the answer 

that President Wilson would make to the Papal attempt at medi- 

ation. Unless the President took the note seriously as a bona fide 

feeler for peace, there might be serious repercussions in Russia 

and the Provisional Government might be compelled to resign. 

The Ambassador hoped that President Wilson would assure the 

German people that he was willing to treat with them “at any 

time they are in a position to name their own representatives.” 

That was the crux of the situation.** 

It was apparent that Russia was waiting for President Wilson 

to take the lead in answering the peace proposal from the Vatican. 

“Colonel House to Arthur J. Balfour, August 18, 1917, ibid., 154-155. 
“Ambassador Jusserand to Secretary Lansing, August 18, 1917, For. Rel., 

1917, Supp., 2, vol. I, 165. ; 
“Brand Whitlock to Secretary Lansing, August 20, 1917, ibid., 165. 
“Colonel House to President Wilson, August 17, 1917, Intimate Papers 

of Colonel House, III, 156-157. 
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Italy adopted similar tactics. Baron Sonnino sent word to Wash- 

ington that the terms suggested by Pope Benedict should not be 

“taken too seriously.” It was evident that they had been “insti- 

gated by Germany and carried to the Vatican through Austria.” 

The Pope was “possibly unconsciously being made use of.” The 

best procedure for the Allied Powers to follow was to have 

President Wilson send, in advance of other Allied replies, a 

strong note of rejection.*® 

In the meantime, the British Foreign Secretary had sent to 

the Vatican a note along the lines suggested by President Wilson 

on August 18. The statement was made that the British Govern- 

ment had not been able to consult with the other Allied Govern- 

ments with reference to the peace terms outlined in the Papal 

note. The Vatican should take heed, however, that the Central 

Powers had never clearly stated their war aims or their proposed 

peace platform. Until this was done their was no use in discussing 

the possibilities of peace.*® 

In France there was profound pessimism about any peace terms 

Germany might offer. It was idle to put any trust in the word 

of the German Government. To the French mind the terms con- 

tained in the Papal note were German inspired and the aim was to 

establish a status quo that would greatly benefit the Central 

Powers. In condemning this return to the status quo, Ambassador 

Jusserand remarked to Colonel House: “Think of Belgium and 

France recovering their ravaged, destroyed, blood-soaked unfor- 

tunate cities and territories, just as they are, while the Germans 

go home, to there enjoy, until the next time, the ‘glory’ of their 

deeds, and the vast plunder taken by them against all laws.”5° 

Ambassador Jusserand had no real need to worry about the 

President’s reply to the peace note of Pope Benedict. There was 

no word in it about the restoration of the status quo. Instead, 

this idea so prominently put forward by the Pope was sharply 

“Jay to Secretary Lansing, August 21, 1917, For. Rel., 1917, Suppl. 2, 
vol. I, 167 
“Ambassador Page to Secretary Lansing, August 21, 1917, For. Rel., 

1917, Suppl., 2, vol. I, 167. See also, British and Foreign State Papers, 
1917-1918, pp. 575-589. ; 
“Ambassador Jusserand to Colonel House, August 23, 1917, Intimate 

Papers of Colonel House, III, 160-161. 
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rejected. The object of the Allied Governments was to “deliver 

the free peoples of the world from the menace and the actual 

power of a vast military establishment controlled by an irresponsi- 

ble government which, having secretly planned to dominate the 

world, proceeded to carry out the plan without regard either to 

the sacred obligations of treaty or the long-established practices 

and long-cherished principles of international action and honor.” 

Militarism should be pitilessly crushed and not given any respite 

so that it could recover its lost strength. The President did, how- 

ever, draw certain inspiration from the Papal note, and perhaps 

unconsciously repeated some of its phrases. We recognize the 

real authorship of statements to the effect that the peoples of the 

world have a right to a “participation upon fair terms in the eco- 

nomic opportunities of the world,” and that international arbitra- 

tion should take “the place of force.”®! 

Through this note of August 27, 1917, the President, as Colonel 

House predicted, took out of the Pope’s hands the leadership in 

the matter of preparing the world for the peace that would come 

at the close of the First World War. Allied statesmen were 

delighted that the White House and not the Vatican would assume 

the: responsibility for outlining the new world order that was 

supposed to outlaw war. They would welcome an opportunity to 

banish war and thus give their nations an opportunity to enjoy 

in security all the spoils of conflict. These rosy anticipations were 

suddenly darkened in November, 1917, when the Bolshevik Gov- 

ernment began publishing certain secret treaties which clearly 

revealed the sordid fact that the Czar’s Government, and the 

other Allied Governments, had been fighting for plunder as well 

as for principle. Consternation reigned in Allied camps. In des- 

peration they called upon President Wilson to prepare a manifesto 

that would proclaim the high ties of the spirit that bound the 

Allied Nations so tightly together. The President replied with 

the famous Fourteen Points of January 8, 1918. This was propa- 

ganda written in the grand manner, and liberal opinion throughout 

the world was reassured. 

“The President’s Reply to the Peace Proposal of Pope Benedict XV, 
August 27, 1917, For. Rel., 1917, Suppl. 2, vol. I, 177-179. 
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In preparing the program of the Fourteen Points the President 

once more drew inspiration from the peace note of Pope Benedict 

and repeated some of its items. But unlike the Pope, the President 

was more of a phrase-maker than a peace-maker. He was now 

the head of one of the warring nations, and he had lost all the 

cool objectivity that marked some of his pre-war addresses. In 

his speech to the Senate on January 22, 1917, he had voiced the 

ardent hope that the war would end in a peace without victory. 

The Pope had taken him at his word and had some expectations 

that the President would recognize the Vatican peace proposal 

as a development of the ideas so eloquently expressed on Janu- 

ary 22. But the President spurned his own brain-child and read 

a lecture to His Holiness in the best Princeton professorial man- 

ner. At Versailles he gave further proof that he could play with 

principles as he could play with words, and the structure of peace 

that he helped to construct had a false front of high-sounding 

labels that fooled only a few for a short time and then broke 

the hearts of countless millions. 

Let us earnestly hope that in the peace that will put an end to 

the present bloody conflict, careful attention will be paid to the 

spirit of the peace proposal of Pope Benedict. If all that we 

accomplish in this peace is the preservation of certain empires 

that have long denied democracy to millions of their subjects in 

their far-flung dominions, or if we, through all our giant efforts, 

merely succeed in placing astride the broken backs of exhausted 

Europe and ancient Asia the red Colossus of Russia, this war 

has been fought in vain. If the blood, sweat and tears of agonized 

Americans have served only to set the stage for another scene in 

big power politics, we have been betrayed by statesmen who will 

be called to account far sooner than they realize. The peace we 

make must be worthy of the sacrifice this war has entailed. It 

must not be a peace of hate or a peace designed to advance the 

political fortunes of any so-called statesmen. There must be 

present at the council table, compassion and charity as well as 

courage and justice. It is high time to remember that the Prince 

of Peace is Christ Himself. There can be no just and lasting 

peace unless it is based upon the principles that He set forth so 

clearly in His immortal message to mankind. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Leonard Neale, Bishop of Gortyna and coadjutor to Arch- 

bishop Carroll cum jure successionis, became the second Arch- 

bishop of Baltimore on December 3, 1815. With the passing of 

John Carroll, the first shepherd of the Catholic Church in the 

United States, Neale as coadjutor, assumed the task of guiding 

the Church in the new Republic. 

The future archbishop was born near Port Tobacco, Charles 

County, Maryland, on October 15, 1747.1 He could trace his 

lineage to the first families of colonial Maryland, which in his 

own and other generations had given many sons and daughters 

to the service of the Church both in this country and abroad. 

The founder of the family in Maryland, Captain James Neale, 

who had come to America sometime between 1636 and 1637, had 

been previously employed in the confidential service of Charles I 

of England.2 With the outbreak of civil war in England, how- 

ever, Captain Neale had found it impossible to practise his reli- 

gion unmolested or to serve his king. In 1642 he was granted a 

patent of two thousand acres on the Potomac River, Charles 

County, by Cecil Calvert. This region, which became a county 

on May 10, 1658, stands fifth among the settlements of Mary- 

Henry Foley, Records of the English Province of the Society of Jesus, 
VII, Part II, 537. Due to a fire in 1872 which destroyed all the records 
of St. Thomas Manor, Chapel Point, Bel Alton County, Maryland, this is 
the only authentic record available. 

*Christopher Johnston, “Neale Family of Charles County,” Maryland His- 
torical Magazine, VI (1911), 200. Cf. Woodstock Letters, VII, 145. 
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land.* It was here that Captain James Neale built Wollaston 

Manor and became a man of influence and distinction in the 

colony. He was a member of the Council and at one time was the 

head of his lordship’s treasury in Maryland.* His wife, Anne Gill 

Neale, had been a maid of honor to Queen Henrietta Marie after 

whom Maryland had been named. A daughter of Captain and 

Mrs. Neale was a namesake and god-daughter of the queen.® 

William Neale, the father of the future archbishop was the 

son of Roswell and Mary (Brent) Neale and the great-grandson 

of Captain James Neale. His grandfather was another Neale, 

the second son of the Captain. His mother, Mary (Brent) Neale, 

was the daughter of Captain George Brent of Woodstock, Staf- 

ford County, Virginia.*? We know very little about him. He was 

born about 1710 and died in 1763 and at his own request was 

buried at Chapel Point near his two children who had died in 

infancy.’ Neale’s mother, Ann Brooke, was a descendant of Lord 

Cecilius Calvert. Her parents were Leonard Brooke and Ann 

(Boarman) Brooke. Her father, Leonard Brooke, was the son 

of Baker Brooke and Ann Calvert, daughter of Leonard Calvert 

and hence a niece of Lord Cecilius Calvert.2 The mother of the 

future archbishop was a woman whose great self-sacrifice and 

piety were nobly exemplified in the rearing of her children. She 

had the privilege of seeing six of them consecrate their lives to 

the service of God. Five of her sons became Jesuits—William 

Chandler Neale, a missionary priest in the Lancashire district of 

London, who died in England ;!° the Reverend Charles Neale who 

founded the Carmelite order of nuns in this country; the 

Reverend Francis Neale, who was pastor of Holy Trinity 

‘Louis D. Scisco, “Colonial Records of Charles County,” Maryland His- 
torical Magazine, XXI (1926), 261. 
‘Henry C. Forman, Jamestown and St. Mary’s, Buried Cities of Romance, 

. 239. 
° *“Woodstock Letters, VII, 145. 
*Forman, op. cit., p. 114 note. Queen Henrietta Marie presented her with 

a baptismal ring which is still in the family. 
™W. B. Chilton, “The Brent Family,” Virginia Magazine of History and 

Biography, XII (1905), 443. Hereafter referred to as VMHB. 
®Christopher Johnston, “Neale Family of Charles County,” Maryland 

Historical Magazine, VII (1912); 217. ; 
“The Brooke Family,” Maryland Historical Magazine, I (1906), 69. 
Foley, op. cit., VII, Part I, 538. 
™M. S. Pine, A Glory of Maryland, p. 71. 
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Church, Georgetown, for many years, and President of George- 

town College; Joseph, who died when in the class of rhetoric, 

took simple vows of religion on his deathbed ; and lastly the Most 

Reverend Leonard Neale, the subject of this study. Oswald or 

Roswell died while in the grammar class and was unable to take 

the vows of religion. Ralph married, but died quite young. Of 

the six daughters, two died in their infancy; Ann became a reli- 

gious of the Order of Poor Clares at Aire, in the province of 

Artois, France; Clare, who married twice, became the mother 

of Chandler Brent ;!* Mary, who became the mother of the Rev- 

erend William Matthews;!* Eleanor, who was _ twice-married, 

first to a Holmes and then to a Boarman.4* The Neale children 

received their early education at Bohemia Manor, an academy 

established by the Jesuits under the direction of Father Thomas 

Poulton about 1744.15 The acquisition of a Catholic education 

in Maryland was extremely difficult owing to the odious penal 

laws which had been enacted after the so-called Glorious Revo- 

lution in 1688. By 1691 Maryland became a royal colony with 

Protestantism the established religion. In 1704 the Maryland 

Legislature passed an act “to prevent the growth of popery.”?® 

It was aimed primarily at Catholic education within the colony, 

but such legislation was never able to extinguish the zeal of the 

sons of St. Ignatius, who true to the ideals and spirit of their 

founder, endeavored to furnish instruction to the youth of the 

“Thomas Hughes, History of the Society of Jesus in North America, 
Documents, I, Part II, 721 note. Chandler Brent was one of the prominent 
men appointed to receive subscriptions for the foundation of Georgetown 
College. Cf. Woodstock Letters, VII, 12. 
Father William Matthews was the first American-born student to be 

ordained in the United States. He was pastor of St. Patrick’s Church, 
Washington, D. C., for fifty years. 

“4M. S. Pine, The Story of Maryland, p. 71. Christopher Johnston in 
his “Neale Family of Charles County,” Maryland Historical Magazine, VII 
(1912), 212, lists the following children of William Neale and Mary Brent 
Neale as given in William Neale’s will dated February 3, 1763: Richard 
(Minor), Francis Ignatius (the youngest), Charles, Leonard, William 
Chandler, Mary Matthews, Clare. Two died in infancy. 

%Peter Guilday, The Life and Times of John Carroll, I, 13. Hereafter 
referred to as Carroll. Cf. Hughes, Documents, I, Part I, 207. This prop- 
erty was acquired by the Society through Father Thomas Mansell to whom 
the patent was granted in 1706. Cf. Woodstock Letters, XXXIV, 121. 
John Gilmary Shea, The History of the Catholic Church in the United 

States, I, 358. 
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colony. In so doing, they were often forced to evade the intolerant 

laws of the country by selecting a remote and secluded location 

for their establishment.1*7 Such a school was Bohemia Manor. 

It was the last educational endeavor within the confines of colo- 

nial Maryland. Although it was forced to close its doors when- 

ever a fresh outburst of intolerance swept through the colony, it, 

nevertheless, became the alma mater of many of the leading 

Catholics of America, some of whom helped to form the govern- 

ment of the young Republic and to lay the foundation for the 

establishment of the Catholic hierarchy within its borders. The 

names of John Carroll, Leonard Neale, and Charles Carroll of 

Carrollton are to be found in the records of the school for 

1745-1746.18 

As was the custom among the wealthier families of the time, 

the Neale children were sent abroad to continue their studies. In 

1760 Leonard Neale was sent to St. Omers in French Flanders.?® 

It had become the outstanding school for the education of English 

Catholics and it was’ also the Jesuit house of studies for those 

young men who were to devote their lives to the missionary 

fields of America and England.*° We find that the future arch- 

bishop was an earnest student who applied himself conscientiously 

to his studies: 

. .. Nature had endowed him with a fertile genius which he 

diligently cultivated, while a laudable emulation in the prose- 

cution of his studies led him encouragingly through every 

difficulty of science.*! 

On September 7, 1767, Leonard Neale was admitted to the 

Society of Jesus at Ghent.?* There he found himself in company 

“Woodstock Letters, III, 87. 
*James A. Burns, A History of Catholic Education in the United States, 

. 51. 
“Thomas Hughes, “Educational Convoys to Europe,” The American 

Ecclesiastical Review, XXIX (1903), 33. St. Omer was a town in Artois, 
twenty-four miles from Calais. 

*Guilday, Carroll, I, 18. Cf. Foley, op. cit., VII, Part I, XXXIX. The 
school was established by the celebrated Father Parsons (Persons) in 1593. 
It was seized by the Parlement of Paris on July 9, 1762. Cf. Bernard Ward, 
The Dawn of the Catholic Revival in England, I, 65. Foley, op. cit., vii, 
XXXV1. 

“WM. C. Jenkins, “Biography of Archbishop Neale,” United States Catholic 
‘ Magazine, VI, 506. Hereafter this publication will be referred to as USCM. 

“Hughes, op. cit., Text, II, 700. 
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with four of his brothers. Writing to his mother in 1770 he 

spoke most affectionately of these brothers who were then scat- 

tered in different parts of Europe. It was the young Leonard 

Neale who had to convey in writing, the sad news of the deaths 

of Joseph and Oswald to the mother in Maryland.?* The letters 

reveal the tenderness of the man and his great devotion to his 

mother. In 1773 at the time of the suppression of the Society 

of Jesus by a brief of Pope Clement XIV, Neale was in the third 

year theology at Liége, Belgium.2* From 1773 to 1779 the 

chronology of his life is extremely hazy. He was ordained June 5, 

1773, at Liege, by Francis Carl von Welbruck, Bishop of 

Liege. From Liége he went to England where he lived with 

Reverend Mr. Rose at Hardwick from about 1773 to 1777. 

He labored as a secular priest and is listed as a Catholic 

chaplain of the North during this period.2® On October 4, 1779, 

he was granted faculties for the mission of Demerara in British 

Guiana, South America, by Richard Deboren, vicar-apostolic,?* 

but his faculties were almost immediately rescinded owing to 

antagonism against the Jesuits. In 1780 we find the young mis- 

sionary in Bruges where he seems to have had some unpleasant 

dealings with the bishop.?8 On July 11, 1780, Maggiora, who was 

auditor of the Belgian nunciature, wrote to Cardinal Antonelli 

saying that he had given Neale the faculties for Demerara sent 

by Propaganda. On July 16, 1780, Neale wrote to Propaganda 

accepting his new post.”® 

Jenkins, op. cit., VI, 506. 
*4“T etters from the Baltimore Cathedral Archives,” Records of the Ameri- 

can Catholic Historical Society, XIX (1908), 233. Hereafter referred to as 
Records (ACHS). 

*Francis X. Reuss, Biographical Cyclopedia of the Catholic Hierarchy of 
the United States, 1784-1898, p. 78. Reuss received this information from 
Father Walmesley, S.J., Rector of Stonyhurst College, Blackburn, England. 
The Liége Day Book, the soarce of Father Walmesley’s information, gives 
the above date of ordination, but the name of the ordaining prelate is 
omitted. However, the Bishop of Liége usually ordained the students. 

*“Father Laurenson’s Notes and Memoirs,” Catholic Record Society Pub- 
lications, Miscellanea, IV, 248. 

“Baltimore Cathedral Archives, 12-N7. Hereafter referred to as: BCA. 
Bishop Richard Challoner, titular Bishop of Debra, and Vicar-Apostolic 
of London, often used the signature “Richard Deboren.” 

*Hughes, Documents, I, Part II, 710, note. 
Peter Guilday, The Church in Virginia, p. 2. Hereafter referred to as 

Virginia. Guilday conjectures that Neale may have been temporary chap- 
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In 1780 the future archbishop set sail for Demerara.2®° He 

could have returned to his native Maryland, but the young mis- 

sionary, animated with great zeal, chose the difficult field of South 

America for the scene of his future labors. The congregation of 

Demerara was composed of two classes of people—the settlers 

and the natives—each presenting its distinct problem to the efforts 

of the missionary. He found, however, that the natives were more 

receptive to his teaching than were the settlers. On one occasion 

he had the great happiness to baptize one of the chieftains who 

had been an implacable enemy of the Christians. It so happened 

that the son of the chieftain became seriously ill. Finding all 

effort to restore him to health of no avail, he appealed to the 

missionary. He promised him that if the God whom he worshipped 

would restore his son to health that he and his family would 

embrace the faith of Christ. After due preparation the child 

was baptized and in a very short time recovered from his illness. 

The conversion of the chief and many of his people followed.*4 

On the other hand, his efforts among the settlers seemed to 

meet with little or no response. They apparently thwarted his every 

effort. Their prejudices were so great that they would not permit 

him to have a church for Catholic worship. The difficulties which 

he encountered were many, and more than once he risked his 

life in the performance of his arduous duties. Little tangible 

results seemed to have attended his earnest efforts, however, and 

with health gravely impaired, he decided to leave. Before his 

departure he wrote to Propaganda in 1782 and spoke bitterly of 

the obstinacy and corruption of the inhabitants and announced 

his intention of leaving so fruitless a mission.* 

lain to the English Austin Canonesses at Bruges prior to his departure for 
Demerara. Cf. Guilday, English Catholic Refugees on the Continent, p. 385. 

“Tt is a coincidence that the English equivalent of Demerara is “George- 
town”, a name which was to figure so prominently in the life of the future 
archbishop. Cf. Rose and George Lathrop, A Story of Courage, p. 69. 
Bishop Galton, S.J., of British Guiana states, “It seems to me that he 
(Neale) must have come here during the year 1780, as on December 20, 
1780, war broke out between England and the Netherlands, and in Febru- 
ary, 1781, an English fleet blockaded the Demerara River, and later took 
possession of the colony which, however, in January 1782, was conquered 
by the French, who kept possession of it for about a year.” Cf. Guilday, 
Virginia, p. 3. 

“Jenkins, op. cit., VI, 507. 
"Guilday, Virginia, p. 4. 
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In January, 1783, Neale left Demerara for America. After a 

perilous voyage, during which he was captured by a British 

cruiser, he arrived on his native soil in April, 1783,5% after an 

absence of twenty-three years. Leonard Neale had left Maryland 

when it was an English colony, the colony which had been the 

first to grant religious freedom in its original charter, yet the 

blight of bigotry hung over the land during his childhood and 

was the cause of his having to go abroad so that he might prepare 

himself for the priesthood. Upon his return he found his beloved 

Maryland a free and independent state and enjoying the right of 

religious worship. It is related that when the young missionary 

arrived at Port Tobacco his mother received him with the formal- 

ity of a stranger. He feared that the disclosure of his identity 

might prove too great a shock to her and so he asked that he 

might be permitted to visit with her privately. He told her that he 

had been acquainted with her sons in Europe ; that he had attended 

school with them at St. Omers and Liége, and that he was with 

them at the time of the suppression of the Society of Jesus. He 

drew her on gradually until she finally surmised that she was talk- 

ing to one of her own sons.** It was a happy reunion and one 

that was to last for ten years, for Father Neale’s first appointment 

upon arrival in his native land was to St. Thomas Manor at Port 

Tobacco where he had the happiness to become the spiritual guide 

of many who were attached to him by the strongest earthly ties, 

among them his own mother, and the priest had the great conso- 

lation of administering Holy Viaticum to his mother before her 

death in 1793.85 Sometime after his arrival in Maryland Neale 

reported to Propaganda relative to the missions in Demerara. 

His report was acknowledged on January 20, 1787. It was sug- 

gested that he propose a suitable missionary for British Guiana 

while at the same time Propaganda solicited information concern- 

ing the missions nearest to Demerara so that spiritual aid might 

be extended.*¢ 

On June 27, 1783, Leonard Neale attended the first general 

chapter of the American clergy at Whitemarsh, Prince George’s 

Jenkins, op. cit., VI, 509. 
“Lathrop, op. cit., p. 67. 
*Tbid. 
*Guilday, Virginia, p. 4. 
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County. It was one of the most momentous meetings of the clergy 

of the United States, for it was there that the plans for the 

foundation of the future American Church were laid. Neale at- 

tended the meeting in his own behalf and that of Ignatius 

Mathews, Lewis Roels, and John Bolton, all residing at Port 

Tobacco.* Prior to the War of Independence, the Vicar-Aposto- 

lic of London was the superior of the Catholic clergy and laity in 

the American colonies. The war, however, had severed all ecclesi- 

astical jurisdiction between London and the American missions. 

During this time the clergy and the laity acted under the juris- 

diction of Father John Lewis, the last Jesuit superior and the 

vicar-general of the London vicar-apostolic. At the apparent 

prompting of John Carroll, Father John Lewis issued a call to 

the clergy of Maryland and Pennsylvania to convene at White- 

marsh on June 27, 1783, in order to provide some form of govern- 

ment for the American clergy and to formulate rules for the 

administration of their property. The delegates to the first meet- 

ing of the general chapter were John Carroll, Leonard Neale, 

John Ashton, Charles Sewell, Bernard Diderick, and Sylvester 

Boarman.*® A set of rules was drafted for the government of 

the clergy and it was proposed that they be presented to the 

clergy in the three districts—northern, middle, and southern— 

for discussion and modification. Each district was to delegate 

two deputies to the next meeting of the general chapter which 

was to convene on November 6, 1783. One of the first acts of 

the November assembly was to place the authority of the Ameri- 

can missions under the jurisdiction of Reverend John Lewis. A 

committee of five was appointed to petition the Holy See that 

Lewis be constituted superior with episcopal privileges. At the 

same time they made it very plain that since they were under the 

dominion of the United States, they could no longer accept the 

spiritual jurisdiction of a bishop or vicar of a foreign state. 

Many of the clergy considered the petition somewhat disrespectful 

in tone, whereupon a second petition was drawn up. They re- 

quested that the American clergy be permitted to elect their own 

superior and informed the Holy See that it would be injudicious 

"Woodstock Letters, VII, 138. 
Hughes, op. cit., I, Part II, 617. 
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to appoint a bishop at that time as they feared such a move would 

be resented by the government of the United States.2® However, 

on June 9, 1784, the Holy See had chosen John Carroll as pre- 

fect-apostolic, but the news of his appointment, which was trans- 

mitted by Barbé-Mabois, the French chargé d’affaires, on 

October 27, did not reach Carroll until November 8, 1784.49 On 

November 26, 1784, he received the official documents from 

Antonelli.*! 

On January 11, 1785, Neale acknowledged a letter received 

from Carroll, dated December 26, 1784. Neale was convinced 

that Propaganda was seeking to establish “its internal influence 

in this part of the word. . . . I cannot help thinking with you, 

that the Sd. Cong.” ought to be effectually checked in its schem- 

ing drift.” He was very much concerned about the status of the 

Jesuit property “in the eye of Rome as well as in the eye of the 

law,” if the ex-Jesuits should establish themselves into a “National 

Clergy. Will it contract any extra-ordinary burthens? or will it 

be revertible to its first Proprietors in case of a Distribution?” 

Neale seems to have anticipated further trouble from some of the 

brethren which might have been averted had Carroll explained 

certain points “in that masterly manner” to which he was 

accustomed. 

Don’t however imagine from this that I have the slightest 

intention of sowing the seeds of discord or breaking thro’ 

that golden chain of Harmony so pressingly recommended to 

us by our Friends. No Sr. my constant aim shall be to pre- 

serve it entire as far as it lays in my power, which you 

know extends but a little way. I have seen none of our 

gentlemen to discourse with you upon this topic: I have con- 

sulted none of them: But singly have taken the liberty of 

proposing my private thoughts to you & to you alone acknowl- 

edging at the same time the insufficiency of my parts to 

determine on the subject in question. . . . As to the scheme 

of the proposed College, the great deficiency of Education 

amongst the Catholic youth speaks loudly in it’s favor as 

nothing better has been or probably can be proposed: & con- 

sequently being appointed to solicit subscriptions, I shall do 

*Guilday, Carroll, I, 170-171. ' 
“Jules A. Baisnée, France and the Establishment of the American Catholic 

Hierarchy, p. 147. 
“Guilday, Carroll, I, 205. 
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my duty in that point. As to the means of erecting & con- 

ducting a seminary, that may become a subject of a future dis- 

cussion. These are my own private thoughts not an official 

answer to yours. The gentlemen below I suppose, will 
answer.*” 

The second chapter of the American clergy was convened on 

November 13, 1786. The three important questions that demanded 

immediate action were: the incorporation of the Select Body of 

the Clergy for the purpose of protecting their property rights; 

the erection of a college for the education of youth and the per- 

petuity of the clerical body; and the appointment of a diocesan 

bishop who was to be chosen by the American clergy. There 

was opposition within and without the chapter. Leonard Neale 

was one of the chief opponents in the southern district.** Neale’s 

party issued a district circular putting forth their opposition to 

the decisions of the chapter. The dissenting group favored the 

incorporating of the clergy from an economic point of view and 

as a political expedient so as to establish their property rights, 

while at the same time, they opposed the establishment of a 

bishopric and of a college on the assumption that both would en- 

tail financial obligations which might eventually jeopardize the 

interest of the Society. Neale and his associates were ex-Jesuits 

who in some future day hoped to see the restoration of their 

Society, and in that event they expected to hand over the property 

intact. 

The prefect-apostolic felt it expedient that some action be 

taken against the opposition which seemed to be gathering momen- 

tum. On February 7, 1787, he answered the objections raised by 

the members of the southern district : 

. . . As soon as Mr. Sewall showed me your District cir- 

cular letter, I wrote to Mr. Leonard Neale concerning the 

unexpected opposition to a school, and shall here transcribe 

those first effusions of my heart, which were drawn from 

me by the earnest desire of seeing a prosperous issue of an 

undertaking pregnant, in my estimation, with the greatest 

blessings. Thus I write to Mr. Neale: 

“When amongst you, I conversed on the subject of a 

“BCA, 11-10N. Cf. Appendix, p. 100. 
‘*“Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 669. 
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school with everyone of you excepting perhaps Mr. Roels; 

and it appeared to be the general and unanimous opinion, 

that it was an advantageous and necessary measure. What 

added to my surprise at your opposition was, that it should 

come from those who, in a manner so exemplary and with 

an affection so constant, have devoted themselves to the 
exercises of, and preserved such an attachment to the Insti- 

tute of St. Ignatius. For, amongst all the means prescribed 

by him for the salvation of souls, every one who considers 

the past services of the Jesuits, or the present decay of reli- 

gion in Europe, . . . whoever considers those things must 

acknowledge, that the Society rendered no service more ex- 

tensively useful than that of the education of youth.” So 
far to Mr. Neale.** 

Neale was not actuated by the spirit of insubordination, but he 

felt that he was acting in the interests of the Society he loved 

so well. When the errors of his judgment were pointed out to 

him he yielded with characteristic humility. Writing to Plowden 

the next month, Carroll stated: “. . . the gentlemen, who had 

shown some opposition to the business mentioned . . . have seen 

the reasonableness of the intended establishment, . . . and are 

as urgent as any to have them carried into execution.”* Neale 

was appointed one of the directors of the new college and even- 

tually became its fourth president. Forty years later a Jesuit 

superior, Father Dzierozynski, credited Neale with having saved 

the Jesuit property.*® 

On November 7, 1791, the first national synod in the United 

States was held at Baltimore in St. Peter’s Pro-Cathedral. There 

were twenty-two priests present: ten had helped to establish the 

American hierarchy; twelve were newcomers. Leonard Neale 

was named one of the promoters, but he does not seem to have 

been an active participant. 

Since 1783, Neale had been stationed at St. Thomas Manor. 

Upon the death of Bishop-elect Graessl he was appointed pastor 

of St. Mary’s Church, Philadelphia, and vicar-general to Bishop 

Carroll. His years in Philadelphia were trying and troublous 

“Tbid., 673. 
“Tbid., 680. : ; 
“Tbid., 669. “Huic vic (Leonardo Neale) Societas Americana secundum 

Deum multum debet, quod bona etiamnum hic possideat. Ejus enim cura, 
zelo et prudentia, Corporatio quae legibus civilibus illa munit fuerat erecta.” 
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ones: yellow fever epidemics raged at intervals throughout the 

city; there was internal strife within the Church. When he as- 

sumed the duties of pastor on December 21, 1793,*7 the plague 

was exacting an appalling toll among the people of the city. But 

the newly-appointed pastor proved courageous in the exercise of 

his dangerous mission. He was incessant in his devotion to the 

fever victims, administering the sacraments and consoling the 

sick and the dying.*® 

With the gradual abatement of the fever, a spiritual plague 

began to harass the vicar-general. He was called upon to settle 

an imminent schism at Holy Trinity Church. This schism grew 

out of the demand of Father John Goetz,*® who, having been 

appointed assistant to Father Peter Heilbron, insisted on being 

recognized as co-pastor. The malcontents of the parish espoused 

the cause of Father Goetz and deposed Father Heibron, who 

retired to St. Joseph’s where he held services for the faithful 

members of Holy Trinity.5° The trustees appointed Goetz pas- 

tor. He was threatened with suspension if he accepted the appoint- 

ment, and upon refusing to submit to the bishop, his faculties 

were withdrawn. He was joined by Reverend William Elling 

who came from Reading in 1796.51 

During the schism Neale acted with prudence and wisdom, and, 

as vicar-general, did everything within his power to restore peace, 

but the situation demanded a strong hand. His authority and 

intervention were resented by the refractory priests and trustees. 

On December 8, 1796, Neale issued a pastoral to the German 

people : 

DEAREST BRETHREN, 

It is with the greatest concern I see the very agitated and 

disorganized state of Trinity Church; and the more especially 

as I have been ever studious to promote its interest, welfare 

and repectability, both by removing from the minds of my 

“Researches, (ACHS), XXVIII (1911), 240. The use of the terms 
“pastor”, “pastorate”, and “parish” have not the canonical connotation that 
we understand today, but the terms will be employed throughout this study 
for the sake of clarity and convenience. 

“Jenkins, op. cit., VI, 510. 
“Joseph Kirlin, Catholicity in Philadelphia, p. 151. Father Goetz had 

arrived in Philadelphia from Austria in 1796. 
I bid., 152. 
"Tbid., 154. 
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own people all animosity and unfavourable impressions in 

your regard, and also by restoring that cordial and fraternal 

intercourse between the Pastors of the two Churches, which 

had unfortunately been too long interrupted. You cannot 

have forgotten the period when I appeared in your Church 

in public testimony of restored peace and harmony. You 

yourselves as well as other well-disposed brethren, felt the 

happy effect and mutually congratulated each other on the 

occasion. . . . 

How soon did these auspicious appearances vanish! .. . 

Scarcely was peace restored without, when you burst into 

internal rebellion. But against whom did you rebel? .. . 

Against your lawful and esteemed Pastor . . . against your 

Diocesan Bishop . . . nay, and even against your Mother 

the Church. .. . But how? 1st Against your Pastor by ex- 

pelling him in a most humiliating manner from the Church 

where he had officiated for five years, both to your satisfaction 

and the edification of the public—2dly. Against your Bishop 

be refusing to abide by his decision, by openly rejecting his 

authority and jurisdiction; and 3dly. Against your Mother 

the Church, by uniting with and patronizing the unfortunate, 

the unhappy Priest, Goetz, who under the heavy weight of 

ecclesiastical censure, even a total suspension from all Priestly 

functions, continues to add profanation to sacrilege, by a 

prohibited celebration of Holy Mass, and an unauthorized 

administration of the Sacraments. 

But you will say, that your Pastor was turned off for 

refusing to subscribe to the regulations of the Trustees.— 

To which I answer, as those regulations included many things 

totally distinct from the temporalities of the Church, he did 

right, he acted the part of a true and genuine Pastor, in 

refusing to subscribe to them; and his conduct, in that par- 

ticular, merited not only your approbation, but also your 

firmest support.—Let us however for a moment suppose that 

you were really aggrieved by his conduct——Why then did 

you not apply to his superior, the Bishop, whose conscience 

was charged to redress the grievance? Why did you arrogate 

to yourselves the power? Or has the Catholic Church in any 

case whatever, acknowledged in the laity a power of dis- 

charging their lawful Pastors at will? No. She neither has, 

nor ever will.—But you will say that you were authorized to 

act as you did by a title termed Jus Patronatus. Ah! my 

brethren, it is thus that you expose yourselves to the laughter 

and pity of a discerning public, by spouting forth terms which 

you understand not and repeating the reveries of an illiterate 
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and factious Leader, who will never reflect honor on you. 

The truth is you have no Jus Patronatus: You can have 

none, because your Church has no FIXED, PERMANENT 

and UNALIENABLE fund for the support of a Pastor. 

Such is the doctrine of the Council of Trent: .. . 

I still persuade myself that your departure from duty has 

arisen, not so much from malice, as from misrepresentation, 

and an undue influence of a designing and corrupt party. 

I still persuade myself, that, being now called on by the 

Church, through me, though an unworthy instrument, you 

will by a speedy return to your duty, convince the world that 

your deviation was merely human, and that you deem it 

honorable to correct your error, as soon as you are rendered 

sensible to it. That the Father of Mercies may enlighten your 

minds, and dispose your wills to this happy effect, is the 

most earnest prayer of 

Your sincere friend, and Humble 

Servant in Christ, 

LeonP., NEALE, Vic. Gen. 

Philadelphia, Dec. 8, 17965? 

Although Neale was powerless to restore peace, he never wavered 

in his efforts to do so, and he proved himself courageous in up- 

holding the principle of authority. Writing to Carroll on Febru- 

ary 3, 1797, he stated: “The Council of the Trustees have warned 

me against publishing anything relative to the question before 

the Court. Their warning will have no influence on my conduct 

in the spiritual line.’’5* 

During this conflict another epidemic of yellow fever visited 

the city. Neale gave himself wholeheartedly to the care of the 

fever sufferers, and on August 28, 1798, he became suddenly ill 

while celebrating Holy Mass.54 He had contracted the deadly 

yellow fever which had already claimed a heavy toll among the 

clergy.5> His frail constitution was not equal to his charity and 

zeal, and although his life was spared for future work in the 

Church, he never fully regained his health. 

®"Guilday, Carroll, II, 650-652. 
SBCA, 11-B1. 
““Fxtracts from a Diary,” Records, (ACHS), XIII (1902), 489. Thought 

to be the diary of Mathias James O’Conway, the soldier, scholar, linguist, 
and lexicographer. 

®Kirlin, op. cit., p. 150. 
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In the meantime Father Leonard Neale had been appointed 

Coadjutor of Baltimore and Bishop of Gortyna.5* On October 15, 

1794, Bishop Carroll had informed Rome “that after conferring 

with the larger and more respectable portion of the clergy he 

has chosen and recommends to the Holy See the Reverend 

Leonard Neale, now a parish priest at St. Mary’s Church in 

Philadelphia, as being the worthiest for prudence, ability, and 

spotless life, to be his coadjutor with the right of succession. He 

is about 44 years of age.”5* The nomination was ratified by Pope 

Pius VI and the bulls were issued on April 17, 1795. Owing to 

the chaotic conditions in Europe due to the French Revolution, 

the bulls were sent by a round-about way. They failed to reach 

Bishop Carroll as did a set of duplicates which had been sent by 

Cardinal Antonelli. After many delays they were finally for- 

warded by Cardinal Stephen Borgia from Venice and reached 

Bishop Carroll in the summer of 1800. 

September 8, 1800, was chosen as the day of consecration for 

Bishop-elect Neale who was the first bishop consecrated in the 

United States. Carroll had asked that some changes in the oath 

of consecration be made as he feared the current formula might 

arouse opposition on the part of those who were hostile to the 

Church in the United States. He requested that the words “I 

will to the utmost of my power seek out and oppose heretics, 

schismatics and the enemies of our Sovereign Lord and His suc- 

cessors” should be omitted. Permission was given “to omit the 

aforesaid words in the oath and use in their stead the form which 

had been granted to the Bishops of Ireland. . . .”°* The date of 

consecration was deferred until December 8 so that the priests 

could remain at their posts of duty during the yellow fever 

epidemic which had again visited Philadelphia and Baltimore. 

*Owen B. Corrigan, “Titular Sees of the American Hierarchy,” Catholic 
Historical Review, VII (1920), 326. Titular see of Gortyna, Crete, Province 
of Candia. Prior to 1882 the titles were given as in partibus infidelium. At 
that time the King of Greece complained to Leo XIII that he and his people 
considered the title offensive as they were not infidels, but Christians and 
Catholics. 
™“Tocuments Relating to the Appointment of Rev. Lawrence Graessel as 

Coadjutor to the Right Rev. John Carroll, First Bishop of Baltimore,” 
Document No. 6, Researches, (ACHS), XXI (1904), 64. 
“Martin I. Griffin, “History of the Rt. Rev. Michael Egan, D.D.,” 

Researches, (ACHS), IX (1892), 66. 
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Father Leonard Neale’s consecration as Bishop of Gortyna and 

Coadjutor to the Bishop of Baltimore with the right of succes- 

sion, actually took place at St. Peter’s Pro-Cathedral at Balti- 

more on December 7, 1800.5® The consecrating prelate was Bishop 

Carroll assisted by Father Nagot, President of St. Mary’s Semi- 

nary, Baltimore, and Father Francis Beeston, pastor of St. 

Peter’s Pro-Cathedral. Bishop Carroll had first planned that his 

coadjutor should reside in Philadelphia, but in 1799 he had ap- 

pointed him President of Georgetown College, a post which he 

held until the institution was entrusted to the Society of Jesus 

in 1806. 

®Guilday, Carroll, II, 576. No reason was given for changing the date 
of consecration from December 8 to December 7 



CHAPTER II 

NEALE’S COADJUTORSHIP 

Bishop-elect Neale was inaugurated as the fourth president of 

Georgetown College on March 30, 1799.1 He took up his resi- 

dence in the old south building of the college, in a room opposite 

the chapel, which also served as a library. His life was “as 

regular as that of a novice.” Every morning found him up at four 

o'clock when he made a visit to the Blessed Sacrament and then 

returned to his room for an hour’s meditation before reading 

Mass.” During the day Neale’s bed was folded into the form of 

a cupboard, and in the evening unfolded by the colored man who 

had charge of the refectory.* Neale was a saintly man, but not 

the type demanded for the building up of a great educational 

institution. He was zealous for the things of the Lord and an 

indefatigable worker, but his own temperament and personality 

militated against his becoming a successful president of an edu- 

cational institution. Neale was in marked contrast to his pre- 

decessor, Father Louis William Valentine Dubourg, S.S., whose 

attractive personality, coupled with his scholarly attainments and 

his gifted oratory, attracted students to Georgetown.* The task 

of governing the college was fraught with many difficulties and 

the necessary adjustments, always attendant upon any new under- 

taking, were hard to realize owing to the advanced age of many 

of the faculty members,’ together with the anti-Gallican spirit 

of some of the members of the Society.® 

Shortly after establishing the college, Dr. Carroll, its founder, 

went to London to be consecrated as first bishop of the Baltimore 

diocese. While in England the vice-president of the Paris Semi- 

nary of St. Sulpice, Father Francis Charles Nagot, conferred 

1John G. Shea, A Memorial of the First Centenary of Georgetown Col- 
lege, p. 26. ‘ 

2John G. Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the United States, III, 
6 26. 
*Tbid., p. 25. 
“C. Herbermann, The Sulpicians in the United States, p. 94. Dubourg 

resigned as president of Georgetown College in December, 1798, due to 
prejudices of the directors. Cf. Hughes, Documents, I, Part II, 754. 

®Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 761. 
*Ibid., 754. 
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with him about the opening of a Sulpician seminary in America. 

Although Carroll demurred at first on the score of the lack of 

funds and the scarcity of students who would be advanced far 

enough scholastically to take up their studies in the seminary, 

before he left all preliminaries had been arranged.’ In writing 

to his friend, Father Charles Plowden, Carroll stated: 

We shall be provided with a house fit for the reception & 

further improvement in the higher sciences of the young 

men, whom God may call to an Ecclesiastical state, after their 

classical education is finished in our own Georgetown- 

Academy.® 

On July 18, 1791, the seminary was opened with an enrollment 

of five students.? Georgetown was founded for the classical 

training of young men; while the seminary was intended for the 

special purpose of educating the secular clergy. 

As frequently happens with new undertakings, the Sulpician 

seminary was faced with opposition. In July, 1800, the Corpora- 

tion of the Clergy met at St. Thomas Manor and adopted a 

resolution to introduce philosophy at Georgetown College. Bishop 

Carroll considered the proposal premature and incited, to a certain 

extent, by prejudice against the Sulpicians. He thought the feel- 

ing towards them “very ill-founded”. Writing to Plowden in 

September, 1800, he informed him: “violent and . . . unexpected 

opposition broke out; and to counteract the Seminary, a sudden 

resolution was adopted to open a course of philosophy in the 

College.” Carroll considered the manner and time of the resolu- 

tion, inopportune, and would not have opposed it if there had 

been any one among them fit to undertake a course of philosophy.’° 

Although Neale was apparently not opposed to the seminary, he 

was desirous of giving Georgetown the full course of study as 

was customary in the colleges of the Society. He was, however, 

opposed to the school in Baltimore which Father Dubourg had 

established in 1799, because he considered the new academy preju- 

"Joseph N. Ruane, The Beginnings of the Society of St. Sulpice in the 
United States (1791-1829), p. 32. 

®*Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 745. 
*Ruane, op. cit., p. 37. 
Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 758. 
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dicial to the growth of Georgetown.!! Bishop Carroll shared his 

disapproval of the new venture, but he had been forced to com- 

promise when the superior of the Sulpicians, Father James 

Andrew Emery, had decided to recall his men to France. In order 

to avert such a calamity, the bishop, who realized all too well the 

great need the American Church had for the Sulpicians, per- 

mitted them to continue their academy for two or three years, 

but stipulated that no American students should be admitted. At 

that time he limited the number of students to twelve, but he 

later extended it to twenty-four.1* Regarding the Sulpicians, 

Neale wrote to Carroll on December 13, 1802: 

As to the gentlemen of the seminary I have always expressed 

the highest esteem of them, neither did my words belie my 

heart. I have blamed their practicings in the erection of 

their school at Baltimore & do still consider their conduct 

in this regard as incorrect and as such I could never approve 

_ 

In the fall of 1801 when philosophy was introduced to the senior 

class of Georgetown, Bishop Carroll invited Father Maréchal, 

the Sulpician, to deliver lectures in metaphysics, ethics, and logic. 

Neale had been negotiating with Father Marmaduke Stone, presi- 

dent of Stonyhurst College, England, for more faculty members,!* 

but he received no help from that quarter. He had, however, 

received some encouragement from the Paccanarists when in 

July, 1800, Father Rozaven and Father De Broglie wrote to 

Bishop Carroll offering their services to the missions in America 

and especially in the work of teaching at Georgetown. Bishop 

Carroll and Bishop-elect Neale, who were particularly eager to 

“Jbid., 798. After leaving Georgetown, Father Dubourg and Father 
Benedict Joseph Flaget were sent to Havana to open a college. The Spanish 
government would not permit them to do so. Father Dubourg prepared 
to return to Baltimore, but before doing so, he made arrangements in 
Havana and Baltimore to take with him to the latter city, those Cuban 
young men who had planned on becoming students of the Sulpician college 
ot Havana. He thus had the nucleus for his new school in Baltimore. 
Father Flaget brought three young Cubans when he returned in 1801. 
In 1803 the Spanish government demanded that they return to the island. 
Herbermann, Sulpicians, p. 95. 

Ibid. 
*®BCA, 5-Q3. 
“Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 762 note 40. 
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have a professor of philosophy, accepted the proposal, but it 

failed to materialize.” By June, 1802, Bishop Neale knew that 

Maréchal would not be with them the ensuing year and at that 

late date he had no prospects of securing a professor of philoso- 

phy. He feared that if the Sulpicians removed to France they 

“would be left perfectly bare.” He suspected, too, that some of 

the members of the Society contemplated joining the Paccana- 

rists.1° Neither St. Mary’s Seminary nor Georgetown College 

was progressing as desired. 

In 1802 the gentlemen of the seminary proposed to suppress 

immediately their academy, to transfer the students to the Col- 

lege; and to furnish it with a certain number of subjects for 

teaching and other purposes in order to reconstitute their “Balti- 

more Seminary, which was not flourishing,” and to restore 

“Georgetown College, which was not thriving.”!7 It was the 

general opinion, and one which aroused much animosity, among 

the Select Body that the establishment of the academy affected the 

status of Georgetown; and that, by keeping alive the “sparks of 

disagreement between the members of the Select Body and others 

of the Sulpicians,” it prevented their lending assistance to each 

other. “Hence the College is not supplied with capable masters to 

raise its credit and estimation in the eyes of the public; few stu- 

dents are sent to it and consequently it declines in reputation 

and in the means of subsistence and improvements.”}* In 1803 

an unforeseen circumstance prevented further consideration of 

the possible union of the two communities in their educational 

projects. The Spanish government sent a man-of-war to convey 

the Spanish students, four excepted, to Havana.’® After due and 

mature deliberation the Sulpicians, with the consent of Bishop 

Carroll, decided “that the doors of St. Mary’s College would be 

open to all American students, day scholars or boarders, without 

distinction of creed.” Many students entered and in 1806 the 

enrollment was one hundred and six.” 

“Ibid., p. 813. The two priests were members of the Paccanarists, a 
pseudo-Jesuit Society which was later disbanded. Father Rozaven joined 
the Jesuits in Russia. Cf. Catholic Encyclopedia, XIII, 307. 
*Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 762. 
"Tbid., p. 793. 
* Ibid. 
Ruane, op. cit., p. 120; Herbermann, of. cit., p. 96. 
*Ruane, op. cit., p. 121. 
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On the other hand, Georgetown College was declining for “the 

want of proper masters, and better administration in sundry 

points.” Charles Sewall, writing to his brother, Nicholas, in 

England, stated: 

Tho’ the gentleman, who presides at present, is certainly a 

very virtuous and zealous bishop, yet it appears that some- 

thing is wanting to give satisfaction to parents, many of 

whom have withdrawn their children and sent them to Prot- 

estant academies.”! 

Sewall feared that the college would “come to nothing” unless Mr. 

Stone be pleased to send us a “proper superior and president for 

the college.” Bishop Neale, it appears, was too strict a disciplin- 

arian. The formation of young men for the ecclesiastical state 

seemed uppermost in his mind. In 1803 he was not concerned 

that the number of students had dwindled and was quite satisfied 

because there was a “respectable number of postulants for the 

clerical state.’’** Carroll said that the college was founded for the 

education of youth generally, but in reality it was governed “on 

the principles and system of a convent.” This would seem to be 

borne out from some of the correspondence between Carroll and 

Neale at that time. On October 17, 1805, Carroll received a 

communication from Neale that Master Jasper Lynch had “eloped 

October 16, 1805, because he was reprimanded for his untoward 

conduct & gross disobedience to several of his superiors for a 

considerable time.” During his presidency Bishop Neale was 

assisted by his brother Francis, whom Carroll designated as “his 

right-hand man.” Francis Neale was known for his obstinacy, 

imprudence, and, at times, very uncivil manner. He was a pious 

man, but “too illiterate to have any share in the direction of a 

literary institution.” Carroll considered the “bishop deficient in 

polite literature.”*3 Bishop Carroll in his letter to Father William 

Strickland in 1808 enumerated the qualities desired in the presi- 

dent of an educational institution. 

In this country the talents of the president are the gauge by 

which the public estimates the excellence or deficiency of a 

“Hughes, op. cit., p. 799. 
=BCA, 5-Q5. 
*Hughes, op. cit., p. 799. 
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place of education; to which must be added the affability, 

address and other human qualities, for which neither of them 
(Leonard and Francis Neale) is conspicuous.** 

Neale was too much of an ascetic to deal with the youth of the 

day. During his years at Georgetown College, his interests were 

divided, for it was during that period that he founded the 

Visitandines. 

During the early days of his ministrations in Philadelphia 

Father Leonard Neale had made the acquaintance of Alice Lalor, 

a young woman from Ireland. She had been born in Queen’s 

County, Ireland, but when she was very young her parents had 

moved to Kilkenny where she spent her childhood and youth. At 

seventeen she made a vow of virginity in the presence of Bishop 

Lanigan of Ossory and promised to devote her life to the salva- 

tion of souls.25 In 1794 she left Ireland with her married sister, 

Mrs. Doran, the wife of an American merchant. She had no 

intention of making America her home, for she had bound herself 

by a promise to Bishop Lanigan to return in two years to help 

him found a religious community.” 

On the voyage across the Atlantic she met two widows, Mrs. 

McDermott and Mrs. Sharpe, both attracted to the religious state. 

When they arrived in Philadelphia, they placed themselves under 

the spiritual guidance of Father Neale, who was pastor at St. 

Mary’s. Father Neale asked Miss Lalor to remain and work 

for the salvation of souls in America. She demurred because of 

her promise to Bishop Lanigan. Neale overcame her objections 

and she remained to assist him in the foundation of the first 

Visitation convent in the United States. 

At the suggestion of Father Neale they secured a little house 

where they formed a quasi-religious community devoted to prayer 

and works of mercy.27 They received one postulant, who died 

in the yellow fever epidemic. 

In 1799 Bishop-elect Neale went to Georgetown as president 

of the college. After he had been there but a short time he asked 

“Ibid. 
“Notes and Comments,” Catholic Historical Review, VI (1920), 382. 

Hereafter this journal will be referred to as CHR. 
“M.S. Pine, A Glory of Maryland, p. 75. 

' "Lathrop, op. cit., p. 249. 
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the “pious ladies” to come and help him in the education of youth. 

When the three devoted women arrived at Georgetown, he placed 

them with the Poor Clares who had been expelled from France, 

October 1, 1792.28 For several months Alice and her two com- 

panions boarded and taught in their convent, but the school did 

not prosper. The austere life of the Poor Clares held no attrac- 

tion for the children. Bishop Neale saw that the rule of St. Clare 

was not adapted to the needs of the time. Having ever before his 

mind the thought of founding a religious order for women,?® he 

secured for them a house and lot adjoining the property of the 

Poor Clares. Having no knowledge of the Visitation rule, he 

formulated regulations for the ladies according to the canons of 

the Society of Jesus, and the habit which they adopted was mainly 

Carmelite. In a short while their little community numbered five 

and for many years they had no title other than “the pious Ladies.” 

In 1800 the Poor Clares had determined to settle permanently 

in Georgetown and in July and August of that year they bought 

land, 180 by 192 feet, on Fayette and Third Streets from John 

Threlkeld and George Fenwick. Their convent was a two-story 

frame building containing six or eight rooms. To this was attached 

a school house built on log foundations. When on October 19, 

1801, the Abbess de la Marche, the superior, became seriously ill, 

she made her will bequeathing everything to her “faithful friend, 

Céleste le Blond de la Rochefoucault,” a nun of the same order.*®° 

In 1805 Mother Céleste decided to leave for France. On Janu- 

ary 28 she made an indentured covenant with Bishop Neale dis- 

posing of the lot on Fayette and Third Streets for $4,000, which 

was to be paid in five stipulated installments. A deed was drawn 

*Arsenius Boyer, Three Poor Clares, p. 4. 
One day while in Demerara Neale beheld a long procession of religious 

women with St. Jane de Chantal at their head, all clad in a peculiar cos- 
tume, which he was to learn many years after, was the habit of the Visi- 
tation nun. He saw St. Francis de Sales who looked steadfastly at him 
and said, “You will erect a house of this Order.” Not far away was an 
angel pumping water from a stream or reservoir who kept repeating, “Pax 
super Israel!” Neale did not recognize the two saints as St. Francis de 
Sales and St. Jane de Chantal nor was he acquainted with any mem- 
bers of the Visitation Order. Whether it was a dream or a trance, the 
picture remained with him all through the years until he founded the Visi- 
tation. From that moment he was on the alert to discover some clue to 
the fulfillment of those words. Lathrop, op. cit., p. 70. 

Visitation Convent Archives, Will of Marie De La Marche, hereafter 
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up on June 18 and recorded in the land records of Washington 

County on June 29.3! By these transactions the library of the 

Poor Clares was turned over to the “pious ladies” and their con- 

vent became the convent of the future Visitation Order in George- 

town.*? In the library was found a copy of the rules and con- 

stitutions of the Order of the Visitation.** These with a picture 

of St. Jane Frances de Chantal, which Bishop Neale obtained 

from Europe, enabled the ladies to abandon their Carmelite habits 

and the Ignatian rule for that of the Visitation. 

Bishop Carroll tried to get recruits for the new foundation 

from Ireland. Having failed in this attempt, he urged Neale, in 

a letter written in 1807,34 to merge his community with the one 

Mrs. Seton was about to found, but the bishop was not to be de- 

flected from his original plan. The archbishop then suggested 

that they form a community of Ursulines which a wealthy woman 

of Baltimore promised to endow in that city. Another proposal 

suggested was the union with the Carmelites who had opened 

their monastery at Port Tobacco in 1790. Neale would not con- 

sider either proposal. On January 29, 1814, the feast of St. 

Francis de Sales, the sisters pronounced their vows after a novi- 

tiate of fifteen years.*® 

For six years Bishop Neale had tried to establish relations with 

the Holy Father in order that he might secure canonical recogni- 

tion for the Visitandines, but all in vain. Pope Pius VII was held 

a prisoner in France until the fall of Napoleon Bonaparte in May, 

1814. Early in 1816, after he had succeeded to the see of Balti- 

more, Archbishop Neale informed the Pontiff of the foundation 

of this sisterhood according to the Visitation rules. He solicited 

the power to receive the sisters’ solemn vows as religious accord- 

ing to the institute of St. Francis de Sales.*® By an indult dated 

July 14, 1816, Pope Pius VII granted the petition.*” 

On the morning of December 28, 1816, Mother Teresa Lalor 

and the two oldest sisters were given the white veil by their 

referred to as VCA. These archives are not catalogued. 
*“VCA, Deed of Madame Le Blond de la Rochefoucault. 
"Boyer, op. cit., p. 15. 
“Notes and Comments,” CHR, VI (1920), 382. 
*Tbid., p. 383. 

. *Tbid., p. 383. 
"BCA, 12-N2. 
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venerable prelate and founder; in the afternoon they pronounced 

their solemn vows and received the black veil and the silver cross.** 

On the feast of the Epiphany seventeen sisters received the white 

veil and on the octave the other members of the community— 

thirty-five in all—thirty choir sisters, four lay sisters, and one 

out sister. On January 23 some of them took their solemn vows 

and on January 29 the remaining members of the community 

pronounced theirs. The sisters had been divided into groups and 

admitted to solemn vows at different times in order that they 

might make a retreat before their profession, while the other 

sisters attended to the school and household duties. The arch- 

bishop was serenely happy on the morning of January 27 and 

said that, like Simeon of old, he was ready to sing his Nunc 

Dimittes.*® 

One of the cherished hopes of Neale was the restoration of 

the Society of Jesus. At the very beginning of his ministry, the 

Society had been swept away, except in one far country, Russia, 

where the brief of suppression was not executed. Henceforth 

he seemed to be animated with one desire—the restoration of the 

Society. In his letter to Father Stone dated October 19, 1801, 

he feared that death would deplete their numbers before the re- 

storation could be effected. 

. . . All the members of the Society here are now grown 

old, the youngest being past 54. Death therefore holds out 

his threatening rod, and incites us to redoubled wishes for 

the re-establishment of the Society on which the welfare of 

this country seems to depend.*° 

On March 7, 1801, the Holy See gave canonical recognition to the 

Society in White Russia, with power to aggregate members. The 

general, Father Gabriel Gruber, requested that he be given the 

power to admit foreign ex-Jesuits, and on July 2, 1802, Cardinal 

Consalvi informed him that the brief did not prohibit the aggre- 

gation of members of other countries.* Father Strickland had 

informed the American members of the latest developments of 

the restoration, but evidently he was not very definite, for Neale’s 

*“Notes and Comments,” CHR, VI (1920), 383. 
*Tathrop, op. cit., p. 184. 
“Hughes, op. cit., Documents, I, Part II, 761. 
“Tbid., 816. 
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letter to Father Stone dated April 21, 1802, entreats him to send 

them the particulars: “We have heard of the re-establishment of 

the Society thro’ Mr. Strickland. You, who are nearer the scene, 

should not refuse to communicate its benign rays.”* 

On April 25, 1803, some of the clergy solicited Archbishop 

Carroll and Bishop Neale to inform the general of their desire 

to be admitted to the Society in Russia.** In 1804 the Americans 

were admitted by the vivae vocis oraculum.** It is not known just 

when the letter reached Bishop Carroll. In May, 1805, the scat- 

tered ex-Jesuits of Maryland and Pennsylvania assembled at St. 

Thomas Manor “to take formal action upon the glad tidings, that 

now, at length, they were permitted to unite themselves again 

to their beloved Society.”** In August, 1805, a retreat was made 

at Georgetown College when Father Molyneux and several others 

renewed simple vows. In 1806 a novitiate was started opposite 

Trinity Church in Georgetown, but on May 24, 1815, Neale laid 

the cornerstone of the Washington Seminary at the corner of 

10th and G Streets in the nation’s capital. Neale was desirous of 

re-entering the Society, but he feared that the government of the 

diocese would fall into the hands of some one who might “thwart 

the establishment of the Society,” and oppose a re-investment in 

it of the property formely possessed, and still so providently re- 

tained. All during his life the ex-Jesuit Neale had been antici- 

pating the restoration of the Society, but even when the hope 

was realized, he was held back from entering.. For the remainder 

of his life he remained an ex-Jesuit and retained his status as 

a prelate of the Church. 

“Tbhid., 762. 
*“Tbhid., 816. 
“Guilday, Carroll, II, 548. 
“Woodstock Letters, XXXIV, 212. 



Cuapter III 

NEALE AS ARCHBISHOP 

When Archbishop Neale took up the burden of guiding the 

Church in the United States, he was already an old man of sixty- 

seven years, with whom time had not dealt gently. He had become 

prematurely aged as the result of exposure suffered in the malarial 

swamps of Demerara and of his self-sacrificing labors during 

the yellow fever epidemics in Philadelphia. He had never sought 

the plaudits of the world, and since 1806, even though coadjutor 

to Archbishop Carroll, had been living a comparatively retired 

and somewhat hermetic life in a little house near the Visitation 

Convent at Georgetown. It was from that retired spot that he 

was to exercise his episcopal jurisdiction over the Church in the 

young Republic. In time it became only too evident that the man 

was not the leader that the Church in America needed. His 

ability lay in the spiritual guidance of souls rather than in the 

administration of a diocese. 

The Bishop of Gortyna assumed the title of archbishop imme- 

diately after the death of Archbishop Carroll on December 3, 

1815. The Reverend John Tessier, S.S., writing to Bishop Joseph- 

Octave Plessis of Quebec about Archbishop Neale having as- 

sumed office, stated : 

... I have no doubt that he was justified in doing so, as he 

was appointed a suffragen of Baltimore to succeed to that see 

as soon as it should become vacant. He could not do this 

as a simple bishop since the see is an archepiscopal one; 

hence, he takes possession as Archbishop, without, however, 

having the cross carried before him until he shall have re- 

ceived the pallium.? 

Almost a year elapsed from the date of the archbishop’s 

assumption of his office until he was invested with the pallium. 

Reverend Edmund Burke, Vicar-Apostolic of Nova Scotia, who 

was in Rome on March 16, 1816,? when the pallium was granted 

to Neale, was appointed by the Holy See to solicit it and to 

T etters of Reverend John Tessier, S.S., to Bishop Plessis of Quebec,” 
Records, (ACHS), XVIII (1907), 438. 

2John G. Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the United States, I, 
331. 
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deliver it to the archbishop. On September 22, 1816, Neale 

had written to Bishop Cheverus of Boston, requesting that he 

invest him with the archiepiscopal mantle. Cheverus, with his 

characteristic graciousness, acknowledged the honor, but begged 

to be excused on the plea that the season was unfavorable; the 

journey would require so much time and would entail quite an 

expense. He reminded Neale that he was more of a parish priest 

than a bishop and suggested that the Bishop of New York be 

chosen because that prelate would not have so many difficulties 

to encounter. The objections of Cheverus were overruled and 

unheeded by the determined Neale. Generally he arranged his 

plans after mature deliberation; hence no argument could move 

him. He had received a letter, dated November 9, 1816, from 

Edmund Burke, who had arrived in Nova Scotia, informing him 

that the pallium and the papers had been sent to the Bishop of 

Boston.® Apparently there was nothing for Cheverus to do but 

to repair to Baltimore. He informed Neale that he would leave 

Boston on November 14 or 15.6 When he arrived in Baltimore 

he learned that the venerable prelate was too feeble to make the 

trip to the seat of his episcopal see. Thereupon Cheverus went 

to Georgetown, where on November 19, 1816, he imposed the 

sacred symbol of the archiepiscopacy on the Archbishop of 

Baltimore.* 

The archiepiscopal province of Baltimore was extremely vast, 

extending as it did from northern Maine to the northern boundary 

of Florida and westward to the Rocky Mountains. Within this 

territory were the suffragan sees of New York, Boston, Phila- 

delphia, Bardstown, and New Orleans—the latter, although a 

diocese from 1793 under the jurisdiction of Bishop Louis Pefialver 

y Cardenas, had been added to Baltimore’s responsibilities in 

1803. Besides the suffragan sees, the Archbishop of Baltimore 

had jurisdiction over the remaining territory of the Louisiana 

Purchase, which together with those islands of the West Indies® 

*BCA, 12-S8. 
*BCA, 12-K23. 
5BCA, 12-A8. 
*BCA, 12-K26. 
"Shea, op. cit., II, 31. 

-®*The Archbishop of Baltimore had jurisdiction over the Danish Islands 
of St. Thomas, St. John, Vera Cruz, St. Eustatia belonging to the Dutch 
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that were not already under the jurisdiction of another bishop or 

a vicar-apostolic, formed a vicariate apostolic. 

The archdiocese of Baltimore comprised the states south and 

southwest of Maryland. It is difficult to determine the condition of 

the Church during these early days and for this period one of the 

most reliable sources is the account of Maréchal of 1818. From 

that we can get a comprehensive picture of this region for the 

period under consideration. According to Maréchal’s report, 

which was based on actual observation and on a questionnaire 

sent to the priests, there were approximately 100,000 Catholics 

of English and Irish descent in the Baltimore diocese with the 

greatest number located in Maryland.® The clergy list numbered 

fifty-three priests of various nationalities with the largest per- 

centages among the French, Irish, and American.’° There were 

four churches in the city of Baltimore.4! Washington had St. 

Patrick’s and Holy Trinity at Georgetown; Frederick had a 

church and one priest, who took care of Martinsburg and Cum- 

berland as missions. There were churches in Norfolk and Alex- 

andria, while Richmond and Fredericksburg had congregations, 

but no churches. Charleston, South Carolina and Augusta, 

Georgia, each had one church and a priest. Savannah had about 

five hundred Catholics and a church, but no priest ; Newberg and 

Washington, South Carolina, had only congregations and there 

were others scattered throughout Charles, Prince George, Cecil, 

and St. Mary’s Counties in Maryland.!* 

There were two seminaries, both under the direction of the 

Sulpicians, in the diocese of Baltimore—one at Emmitsburg, 

where there were about eighty men, fifteen of whom were ton- 

sured ; the other was St. Mary’s, located in Baltimore.'* Besides 

and the neighboring islands of Barbado, St. Kitts, and Antigua. Cf. GUA, 
Shea Transcripts, 31 :4. 
“The Diocese of Baltimore in 1818,” CHR, I (1916), 440. 
7 oc. cit. Maréchal enumerated fifty-two priests in the body of his re- 

port, but in the catalog at the end he gives fifty-three: Italian (1), Ger- 
mans (3), English (4), Belgians (8), Americans (11), Irish (12), and 
French (14). 

“Loc. cit. 
BWilfrid Parsons, “The Catholic Church in America in 1819,” CHR, 

V (1920), 301. 
“Archbishop Maréchal’s Report to Propaganda, October 16, 1818,” 

CHR, I (1916), 442. 
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the two seminaries for the education of the secular clergy, there 

was a Jesuit novitiate and scholasticate at Georgetown College, 

in which there were thirty-three young men.’* Moreover, from 

the very beginning of the Church in America religious communi- 

ties had made progress in establishing themselves in the diocese 

of Baltimore. In 1818 the Carmelite Sisters, who in 1790 had 

made a foundation near Port Tobacco, which is today a place of 

pilgrimage, had twenty-three members; the Visitation Nuns, of 

whom we have spoken at length, had about fifty members, in- 

cluding novices; the Sisters of Charity of Mother Seton, near 

Emmitsburg, numbered thirty-two sisters, who devoted them- 

selves to the care of orphans.® 

John Carroll had centered his attention on higher education 

for men, and rightly so, for it was from the colleges that he 

hoped to get recruits for the seminary. Elementary education 

was not entirely neglected, for some of the parishes had, estab- 

lished schools, yet it was not until February 22, 1810, that the 

elementary school system of today was inaugurated by Mother 

Seton in St. Joseph’s Parish, Emmitsburg, Maryland. Up to 1815 

there were no parochial or public schools in Baltimore. In June, 

1815, a charitable organization known as St. Patrick’s Benevo- 

lent Society was organized by Father John Moranville, for the 

purpose of supporting a free school for the poor. The school, the 

first common one in the city, was opened the same year and ad- 

mitted children of all classes and creeds.1*° Two years later an- 

other school was opened at the cathedral.’* 

During Neale’s episcopacy the suffragan See of Philadelphia 

was without a bishop, which added to the worries of the arch- 

bishop. No worthy priest wanted to assume the heavy responsi- 

bilities of governing a diocese where the Hoganites held sway. As 

regards numbers, Catholicism had made progress in the see which 

was composed mostly of Germans. There were approximately 

30,000 Catholics who were cared for by thirteen priests.’* Phila- 

“Toc. cit. 
®T bid. 
%*J. Thomas Scharf, The Chronicles of Baltimore, p. 374. 
“James A. Burns and Bernard Kohlbrenner, A History of Catholic Edu- 

cation in the United States, p. 77. Cf. Scharf, op. cit., p. 386. 
*Parsons, op. cit., p. 304. 
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delphia, the largest city in America, could boast of four churches. 

St. Joseph’s, which was the first one erected in the city, had been 

founded by Father Joseph Greaton, S.J., in 1732. Because of the 

absence of penal laws in Pennsylvania, many Catholics had sought 

refuge in the colony, so that by 1763 St. Joseph’s was too small 

to accommodate the congregation and St. Mary’s was erected. 

The rapid growth of the Catholic population is indicated by the 

fact that by 1788 Father Matthew Carr, an Augustinian, found- 

ed another parish, St. Augustine’s; and in 1796 the Germans 

had become so numerous that they erected Holy Trinity, in order 

to have a parish of their own. From the city radiated the mis- 

sion centers of Conewago with four Jesuits in charge; one Jesuit 

took care of Lancaster and two Jesuits attended the congregation 

of Goshenhoppen. These stations had missions dependent on them. 

From Lancaster the priests went to Elizabeth, Harrisburg, and 

Chester; from Conewago to York, Carlisle, and Westminster, 

Maryland. At Loretta in Cambia County, Father Gallitzin, a 

seculiar priest of noble Russian descent, was expending his energy 

and his share in the family estate in his zealous endeavors to 

establish a Catholic colony. In 1816 another mission was founded 

at Gettysburg by the Jesuits.1® Whenever and wherever possible 

catechetical instruction was given, but there were very few at- 

tempts at formal education along elementary lines in the sense 

that we understand it today, except in Philadelphia. There St. 

Mary’s had erected a parish school.”° 

New York, another of Baltimore’s suffragan sees, comprised 

the present state of New York and what was then known as East 

Jersey and had about 20,000 souls, mostly Irish. The penal laws 

of the eighteenth century had retarded the growth of the Church 

in this area, so that in the early nineteenth century there were 

only two churches in the city of New York—St. Peter’s on Bar- 

clay Street founded in 1786 and Old St. Patrick’s, which was 

begun in 1809 by Father Anthony Kohlman. Bishop Connolly had 

been appointed to the see in 1815, and during the first year of 

his episcopate he and four other priests, two of whom were very 

old, were in charge of the two churches. There was one other 

“Chronology of the Province of the Society of Jesus,” GUA, No. 256. 
Burns and Kohlbrenner, op. cit., p. 55. 
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church in Albany, New York, which was served by one priest.” 

St. Peter’s had a free school which grew to be the largest in the 

city and by 1806 was receiving state support.** 

The smallest of the suffragan sees was the Diocese of Boston 

under the jurisdiction of Bishop Cheverus. Very few Catholics 

had settled in New England in colonial days because of penal 

legislation which deprived them of both civil and religious liberty. 

Although the Catholics at this period numbered only about eight 

hundred souls, mostly Irish, the Church was making progress 

and was not disrupted by dissensions as in some of the other 

dioceses. Boston had two churches and there were a few mis- 

sions along the north and south shores of the Atlantic coast. 

Besides these there was an Indian station at Pleasant Point on 

the Penobscot, and St. Patrick’s Church in New Castle, Maine.** 

There were no Catholic schools in the diocese until 1820.74 

The largest and least organized of all the suffragan sees, was 

the Diocese of Bardstown, which stretched from the Canadian 

border to the savannahs of Georgia.2®» This extensive territory 

was under the jurisdiction of Bishop Benedict Joseph Flaget, a 

Sulpician, who fearing that he lacked episcopal ability, had done 

everything in his power to escape the honor, but proved to be 

one of the best administrators of his time. In his first report to 

Pius VII in 1815, he stated that there were only ten priests, six 

subdeacons, six who had received tonsure, and four students in 

minor orders in his entire diocese. Up to that date nineteen 

churches had been erected, seven of them having been established 

by Father Charles Nerinckx. There were about 10,000 Catholics 

in Kentucky, but the neighboring states of Tennessee and Ohio 

had only twenty-five and fifty Catholic families respectively. It 

was impossible to supply missionaries for such an extensive terri- 

tory, but Flaget managed to send a priest to those outposts about 

once or twice a year. Vincennes, Indiana, numbered about one 

hundred and thirty families to whom a priest was sent twice a 

year. Although the diocese was located in the wilderness, it be- 

*Parsons, op. cit., p. 305. 
“Burns and Kohlbrenner, op. cit., p. 70. 
*Parsons, op. cit., p. 305. 
“Burns and Kohlbrenner, op. cit., p. 81. 
*Peter Guilday, The Life and Times of John Carroll, II, 687. 
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came the center of Catholic life in that section in the early nine- 

teenth century. The Dominicans had preceded Flaget to Kentucky, 

where they had established the first house of their Order in the 

United States near Springfield, Kentucky, in 1806. In 1807 they 

founded St. Thomas College, which accepted both secondary and 

elementary pupils. Father John David, who later became coadju- 

tor to Flaget, had begun a seminary in 1811, and by 1815 there 

were sixteen students in the seminary and the Dominican priory. 

In 1812 Nerinckx established a religious community of women 

under the title of Friends of Mary at the Foot of the Cross, who 

devoted themselves to educational work.?® By 1815 the Sisters 

of Charity had been organized by David with their motherhouse 

at Nazareth, Kentucky.?? 

The condition of religion in the Diocese of New Orleans left 

much to be desired. The Church in Louisiana had been organized 

comparatively early under Spanish rule, but the constant shifting 

of governments had left its mark upon religion in that area. In 

1803 the territory became part of the United States, and on 

September 20, 1805, Carroll was appointed by Propaganda to be 

administrator-apostolic of all the newly acquired territory.2* On 

August 18, 1812, Du Bourg was appointed administrator-apos- 

tolic of the Diocese of Louisiana and the two Floridas. The new 

administrator reported the deplorable condition of religion, which 

he thought was caused in part by the great number of Masons 

who had come into the territory and were spreading the doctrine 

of rationalism, the leadership of the unworthy Sedella, who de- 

fied the authority of the Church, the infrequent preaching of the 

Gospel, and an excessive love of pleasure.2® Thoroughly discour- 

aged, Du Bourg went to Rome to report personally to the Holy 

Father regarding the conditions in the diocese. While in Rome 

he was consecrated Bishop of Louisiana on September 24, 1815.%° 

He did not sail for America until, 1817 and arrived in St. Louis 

on January 5, 1818. 

*Victor F. O’Daniel, “Bishop Flaget’s Report of the Diocese of Bards- 
town to Pius VII,” (Translation) CHR, I (1916) 312-317. 

"Guilday, Carroll, II, 694. 
*Tbid., II, 706. 
Charles L. Souvay, “A Centennial of the Catholic Church in St. Louis 

(1818-1918) ,” CHR, IV, (1918), 54. 
®Guilday, Carroll, II, 712. 
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There was great dissimilarity between the sections of the arch- 

diocese. While the West was being organized and experiencing 

all the difficulties and hardships of missionary life, the East was 

torn by schism, which threatened the very life of the Church. 

Recalcitrant priests had established themselves in some of the 

eastern cities, where in defiance of authority they led many astray. 

At the same time other courageous men—Flaget, David, Badin, 

Nerinckx—fired with the apostolic spirit, were spending their 

lives on the western frontier for the good of souls and the glory 

of the Church. 

Although the Archdiocese of Baltimore was only indirectly re- 

sponsible for the suffragan sees, the problems arising in this vast 

territory was a matter of concern and a source of worry to Neale 

during his episcopate. Even the task of governing his own imme- 

diate territory proved to be beyond his strength. His one great 

concern was to secure a coadjutor. On November 6, 1816, he 

wrote to Tessier, who had been the counsellor of Archbishop 

Carroll and who was to become the same to Neale and his 

successor : 

I beg you will supplicate Heaven most fervently to grant me 

a Coadjutor most speedily in my precarious situation of age 

& health. A vacancy of the See of Baltimore would be of 

fatal consequences. As superior of the Seminary recommend 

the same to all your Priests from whom I expect this con- 

currence.*! 

On November 26, 1816, Neale appointed Tessier as one of his 

vicars. “This I think is due to you as superior to the Seminary 

of Baltimore. . . . I have entire confidence in you.”** 

Neale’s first choice for coadjutor was Bishop John Lefebvre 

Cheverus of Boston; his second choice, with the concurrence of 

Cheverus, was Father Ambrose Maréchal, professor of theology 

at St. Mary’s Seminary.** Neither of the men wanted the honor, 

and Neale would nominate no others, but kept asking for one 

and then the other all during his episcopate. There were other 

“Neale to Father John Tessier,” St. Mary Seminary Archives, Balti- 
more, Maryland. Hereafter referred to as SMSA. 

=“Tessier from Neale,” SMSA. 
*BCA, 12-H3. 
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worthy men within his diocese, but Neale passed them over. On 

February 4, 1816, he wrote to Propaganda: 

I am an old man of seventy and my strength is exhausted 

by reason of the forty years I have spent in missionary la- 

bors. Hence, not wishing to excuse myself, for I desire to 

be sacrificed wholly in the opus Dei, I am compelled to ask 

for a coadjutor who will sustain me in my old age and be my 

aid in this great work.*4 

On July 10, 1816, he received a letter from Cardinal Litta, who 

informed him that the Sacred Congregation approved of Cheverus 

as his coadjutor, but that they thought that he should name some 

one else for the See of Boston before the appointment should be 

confirmed.*® At the same time he was told that Maréchal was 

not to be considered as he had been promoted to the See of Phila- 

delphia.3® Maréchal, who had escaped the bishopric of New York, 

wanted no episcopal honors. Flaget had advised him in a letter 

dated July 27, 1816, not to accept the Philadelphia appointment 

because he could do more good in the seminary than in a diocese. 

At the same time Propaganda had received many requests that 

Maréchal be not removed from the seminary on the score that 

his removal would be detrimental not only to the seminary, but 

to the entire Church of the United States, since the ministers 

of the Church were appointed from the seminary.*7 The Sacred 

Congregation concluded that the only feasible plan would be to 

appoint Maréchal coadjutor. This choice left the See of Phila- 

delphia vacant. Father John David of Kentucky had been sug- 

gested but Litta had received an earnest request from Flaget that 

David be permitted to remain at Bardstown. In case Neale had 

consecrated Maréchal as Bishop of Philadelphia, he was to direct 

him to remain in Baltimore until further orders were received 

from Rome.*® On December 1, 1816, Maréchal wrote to Propa- 

ganda asking that he be permitted to decline the honor and that 

he be allowed to remain at St. Mary’s as a member of the Society 

of St. Sulpice and professor of theology. At the same time he 

*Peter Guilday, The Church in Virginia, p. 13. 
*®BCA, 12-Q2. 
* Ibid 
"BCA, 12-Q9. 
* Ibid. 
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recommended Cheverus for the See of Baltimore.8® Cheverus 

declined and Neale again asked for Maréchal. An January 27, 

1817, he appointed Maréchal vicar-general ‘‘to govern and ad- 

minister the diocese of Baltimore at my quitting this see, either 

by death or otherwise, until a new appointment be made,” and 

on that day he informed him that he had again proposed his name 

for coadjutor.*° Maréchal received the appointment of coadjutor 

cum jure successionis on July 4, 1817, but by that time Neale was 

dead. He had been wise in insisting upon a coadjutor with the 

right of succession, for it would have been unfortunate for the 

Church if the See of Baltimore had remained vacant very long, 

for it was at that time that the schismatics of Norfolk were 

planning to set up an independent church. 

One of Neale’s first episcopal acts was to restore to the juris- 

diction of the Jesuits their former missions and congregations. 

On April 3, 1816, Neale and John Grassi, superior of the Jesuits 

in North America, signed an agreement regulating the missions 

within the Archdiocese of Baltimore. By mutual agreement the 

contract designated that: 

. . . the missions and congregations of St. Inigoes, Newton, 

St. Thomas’s with their dependencies ; Whitemarsh, Harford, 

Bohemia, and St. Joseph on the Eastern shore, also Fred- 

ericktown with their dependencies, are now restored as for- 

merly were, and put again permanently under the spiritual 

care of the Religious of the Society of Jesus. Likewise the 

missions and Congregations of Georgetown and Alexandria, 

District of Columbia, St. Patrick’s Church in Washington 

City, with Queen’s Chapel and Rock Creek congregations, are 

assigned and given to be permanently in the spiritual care of 

the Society of Jesus according to their institute.*? 

It was further stipulated that if the superior of the Society in 

this country would at any future date be unable to supply the 

said missions and congregations with priests of the Society, he was 

authorized, with the approbation of the Archbishop of Baltimore, 

to procure other duly qualified priests. Should it happen that no 

*Guilday, Virginia, p. 35. 
“Shea, The History of the Catholic Church in the United States, III, 32. 

_ “BCA, 12A-T1; Cf. Thomas Hughes, The History of the Society of 
Jcsus in North America, Documents, I, Part II, 952-953. 
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priest could be found to supply the mission, the superior was to 

notify the ordinary and concur with him in adopting the neces- 

sary measure to provide for the exigency of the missions. Neale 

had never agreed with his predecessor in regard to St. Patrick’s 

in Washington. Hence, when he drew up the agreement with 

Grassi, he ignored the wishes of Carroll by placing the appoint- 

men of the rector of St. Patrick’s under the jurisdiction of the 

Society. Carroll had been of the opinion that the ordinary of 

the diocese should exercise direct jurisdiction over the principal 

church in the capital of the nation.* 

Neale was too busy trying to secure a coadjutor and battling 

with the problems of trusteeism, to leave much time for the 

issuing of pastorals or circulars. He did issue a circular to the 

clergy on February 4, 1816, a day which he seems to have devoted 

to correspondence. It contained directions and observances for 

the season of lent. He admonished his priests not to be with secu- 

lars too much if they wished to retain their ecclesiastical spirit. 

He reminded them that they would be able to perform all their 

ministerial duties and spiritual exercises, if they utilized their 

time well. He urged them prudently to divide their day so that 

they would be able to give time in meditation, the recitation of the 

breviary, spiritual reading, the study of moral and dogmatic 

theology, the instruction of children, which he considered of so 

very great importance, and the hearing of confessions. He laid 

special stress on daily meditation. He referred to the many pre- 

varicators of the diocese who had left the sacerdotal life and 

had gone astray. Those, who “after they had been nourished with 

the Bread of Angels and administered the same to others, had 

gone to feed on the husks of swine,” were condemned by him as 

a shameful disgrace to the Church and a scandal to the faithful. 

In his final exhortation, he urged his priests to be faithful minis- 

ters of God.*% 

Neale issued no full report of the condition of his diocese, but 

from the fragmentary drafts of what seem to be reports to 

“Hughes, op. cit., I, Part II, 954. When Maréchal succeeded to the See 
oi Baltimore, he ignored the concordat between Neale and Grassi, declaring 
it null. He refused to grant faculties to the Jesuits except to those places 
where he wished to send them. 
“Shea Transcripts, GUA, 31:6. 
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Propaganda, one would gather that he had attempted to comply 

with Cardinal Litta’s request of July 10, 1816, wherein he re- 

quested a report. In the draft of February 4, 1816, Neale stated 

that there were sixty-two churches in his diocese and several pri- 

vate homes, where the faithful gathered on Sundays and at other 

fixed times to receive instruction, hear Mass, and to receive the 

sacraments. He reported that Washington had two churches and 

Georgetown had three—Holy Trinity and the chapels of George- 

town College and Visitation Convent. At that time there were only 

twenty-four priests in the diocese which made it impossible to 

have Mass every Sunday at all the missions. Some did well if 

they had Mass once a month.** 

From the letters of the priests to the archbishop one can glean 

some idea of the condition of religion during Neale’s episcopate, 

but we have no correspondence of his that would give us an in- 

sight into what he thought or proposed to do about the things 

reported to him. The reports from some of the oldest missions 

were most discouraging. On May 3, 1816, Neale received a letter 

from Father Roger Smith who had just returned from his mis- 

sion at Harford. The people were very poor and unable to sup- 

port a clergyman. He stated that he spoke to them of money 

affairs only once “lest if I should touch them on that point, it 

might prevent the good I might do among them.’’** On that par- 

ticular day he had heard two hundred confessions and distributed 

about one hundred communions. Smith’s report of June 21, 1816, 

carried the same complaint that the Jesuit and Franciscan mis- 

sionaries had made against the Spanish hidalgos a hundred 

years before: the masters of the Negroes prevented them from 

attending Mass on Sundays and holydays of obligation. Al- 

though the masters defended themselves on the ground that the 

Negroes would work for their Protestant neighbors if they were 

given the time off for the observance of Sunday, Smith had 

learned that the slaves used those days to earn a few pennies to 

buy the “little conveniences of life which they did not expect from 

their masters.”46 He had told the slave owners that he would 

“BCA, 12-S7. 
“BCA, 12A-MS. 
“BCA, 12A-M3. 
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place the matter before the archbishop and act according to his 

decision, but we have no statement from Neale on this subject. 

From another section of his diocese he received a letter from 

Father James Moynihan on August 1, 1816. Moynihan had visited 

a mission about forty miles from Bohemia, where he found many 

Negroes twenty years old and above who had not been baptized. 

“Such is the state of religion in those parts and I am sorry that 

it is very little better in these parts.”*7 Moynihan’s next report 

dated February 12, 1817, from Bohemia Manor was somewhat 

brighter. He had begun the erection of a church, which he hoped 

when finished “would inspire some with devotion and others with 

awe and respect for our religion.”4% On May 28 he informed 

Neale that when he had visited the five congregations which were 

attached to his mission, there were about three hundred who re- 

ceived the sacraments, some of whom had not “been to their duty” 

for years.*® Much of the religious indifference in these sections 

was due to the scarcity of priests and to the bad example of 

some of the few priests who did minister to them.*® 

One of Neale’s chief difficulties was to supply the missions, 

not only with worthy priests, but with English-speaking priests. 

Although the French clergy were among the best in the country, 

many of them were handicapped by their inability to master Eng- 

lish. Some Catholics demanded oratorical ability of their pastor 

rather than holiness of life. An instance of this is the case of 

the Natchez congregation. In a letter to Neale, dated November 

11, 1816, Daniel McGraw, in the name of the Catholics of that 

city, applied for a priest.5' Bishop DuBourg had refused their 

request, and they decided to appeal to the metropolitan. They 

were very specific in designating the qualifications requisite for 

the pastorate of Natchez. They wanted none “but a man suffi- 

ciently acquainted with the English language,” one who could 

“deliver an edifying and interesting discourse in that language.”®* 

There is no evidence to show that their appeal was given any con- 

“BCA, 12A-K2. 
“BCA, 12A-K4. 
“BCA, 12A-K5. 
“BCA, 12A-K2. 
"BCA, 12A-J1. 
Tbid. 
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sideration. Most likely the case was ignored by Neale because 

it was beyond his immediate jurisdiction. 

It was not only the people of the mainland who were in need 

of priests and the sacraments, but the islands of the West Indies 

were likewise in a sorry state. On December 13, 1815, Neale had 

removed Reverend Mr. Flynn from the island of St. Croix and 

had appointed Reverend Mr. Herard in his place. The change 

evidently was not pleasing to the Irish element, for on July 18, 

1816, they informed Neale that not only they, but the neighboring 

congregation of Christianstadt “have not only withdrawn from 

him their sanction but refuse to subscribe anything towards his 

support.” The informed him that they had contemplated writing 

to him for some time, but had delayed their petition, because they 

expected their wishes would be anticipated “by the arrival of a 

Clergyman from Ireland.”5? They charged Herard with simony, 

and claimed that he refused to baptize Negroes unless a certain 

fee was paid.** On October 20, 1816, in a second letter to Neale 

they expressed their regret that the archbishop “had not thought 

it proper to make a reply.”®° They reminded him that their senti- 

ments regarding Herard were already known to him and that they 

would not “enlarge further on that head,” but they wished to 

assure him that they continued “unreservedly and unalterably 

to disapprove” of his appointee. They stated that if their request 

was not given prompt consideration that they would have to apply 

“to some other quarter for a Clergyman.”®* Most of the Catho- 

lics of the island were Irish as is obvious from the signatures of 

the petition.5* Neale had very few Irish priests; not even a suffi- 

cient number to meet the demands of the mainland. Furthermore, 

he had received a communication from Litta sometime in 1816 that 

a vicar-apostolic had been appointed to the island of St. Dominic. 

Perhaps this official now exercised jurisdiction over all the 

islands of the West Indies. Neale had received a letter from Litta 

dated October 5, 1816, informing him that he had received com- 

SBCA, 12A-V2. 
“BCA, 12-Q3. 
“BCA, 12A-V1. 
Ibid. 
“Edwin H. Burton, The Life and Times of Bishop Challoner, Il, 136. 

Cf. BCA, 12A-V1. 
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plaints from the island of St. Croix accusing Neale of being pro- 

French and of driving the few Irish pastors he had from his 

diocese. He was ordered to put aside all partiality and to place 

English pastors on the islands and to send an Irish or American 

pastor to the island of St. Croix. A year later (July 16, 1817) 

Litta sent another communication to Neale stating that the charges 

against Herard were not so serious as they had thought them to 

be. However, since Herard was leaving the island, and since Neale 

had no one to succeed him, Litta would ask the Archbishop of 

Dublin to send priests to the island.** 

Despite the dark picture of Catholicism presented by the extant 

documents of this period, the Church was flourishing in some 

quarters. It is true that trusteeism was to retard the growth of 

the Church in some localities, but religion was not at a standstill. 

Several religious orders were thriving, the seminaries were begin- 

ning to supply a native clergy, Bishop Cheverus of Boston had 

won the respect and esteem of even bigoted New Englanders, 

and Flaget and his priests were laying the foundation of the 

Church among the new Democrats of the Middle West. These 

facts, however, do not appear in the correspondence of Neale. 

Apparently his correspondence was limited to two problems, 

endeavoring to obtain a coadjutor, and to end the evils of 

trusteeism. 

*=BCA, 12Q-8. 



CHAPTER IV 

TRUSTEEISM IN NorFOLK 

Immediately upon accession to his see Archbishop Neale was 

confronted with the grave problem of trusteeism, the chief de- 

vitalizing force within the Church at that time. It was not new 

to him as we have previously noted. He had wrestled with the 

problem in Philadelphia as vicar-general, and in 1799 Archbishop 

Carroll had sent him to Norfolk, Virginia, to bring about amicable 

relations between the pastor and his congregation. Neale was 

very much perturbed by the attitude of the people and by the 

election proceedings that took place while he was there.t As 

coadjutor he was well acquainted with the situation in Norfolk 

which had been the cause of so much worry to Archbishop 

Carroll. No one at that time could foresee the lengths to which 

the trustees of the southern cities of Norfolk and Charleston 

would go in their efforts to control the government of the Church 

in their respective localities. 

Trusteeism, which we may properly designate as the “growing 

pains” of the Church in the young nation, may be attributed to 

two main causes: first, the Catholics, who being in the minority 

in the states, were influenced by the vestry system of the Protes- 

tant sects, whereby church affairs, both spiritual and material, 

were controlled by a lay committee. According to civil law the 

members of a congregation could hold property if all took part 

in the election of the trustees. Second, the newly-acquired spirit 

of liberty and freedom which was carried over into the realm of 

church affairs by refractory priests, and by laymen, who were 

not interested in the spiritual welfare of the Church, was detri- 

mental to the growth of religion, producing confusion, heresy, 

and finally schism.2 Norfolk, Virginia, which had been chafing 

under the restraining hand of Carroll, broke into open rebellion 

during the regime of Archbishop Neale. The environment of 

Virginia was conducive to the growth of confusion in the Church. 

Virginia, the oldest English colony in America and one of the 

"John Gilmary Shea, The Catholic Church in the United States, I, 492. 
2G. C. Treacy, “The Evils of Trusteeism,” Historical Records and Studies, 

VIII (1915), 137. Hereafter referred to as Records. 
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foremost colonies in her bid for freedom in 1775, had been a 

stronghold of Anglicanism. The Anglican Church had been sup- 

ported by the English government, but even though privileged, it 

had failed to realize its mission.* By 1785, with the passage of 

the Declaratory Act, the state-church of Virginia ceased to exist.* 

It did, however, fasten the vestry system, an essential feature of 

the Anglican Church, upon the church-goers of the South. The 

self-perpetuation of the vestry and the selection of the minister 

were the two outstanding features that certain groups of Catholics 

wished to incorporate into the trsutee system of their respective 

congregations. It must be borne in mind, however, that the Vir- 

ginia state constitution forbade the legislature to grant any 

“charter of incorporation” to “any church or religious denomi- 

nation,” but it permitted “agencies” of the churches to do so.5 

Such a provision made some form of lay holdings of church prop- 

erty almost inevitable. It thus paved the way for the development 

of the trustee system, which in itself was not pernicious, since 

it had proved feasible in some localities, but the evil stemmed 

from the people themselves, who were empowered to carry on 

the administration of temporal affairs, and who failed by en- 

croaching upon the spiritual jurisdiction of the bishops and the 

priests. 

The state of Virginia had very few Catholics. The charter 

granted in 1606 by James I stated that he was “loath that any 

person should be permitted to pass (there) that we suspected to be 

effected to the superstitutions of the Church of Rome.’ In 1785 

John Carroll reported to Propaganda that there were in Virginia 

not more than two hundred Catholics who were visited about 

four or five times a year by a priest.? In 1795 Bishop Carroll 

appointed Reverend James Bushe pastor of Norfolk, Virginia. 

It was not long before Carroll was receiving reports from the 

parishioners that Father Bushe was not reading Mass according 

*William Sweet, Religion in Colonial America, p. 38. 
‘Sanford Cobb, The Rise of Religious Liberty in America, p. 495. 
*Frederick Zollman, American Civil Church Law, p. 38. Cf. Sweet, op. 

cit., p. 10. 
“Martin I. J. Griffin, “Catholics in Colonial Virginia,” Records (ACHS), 

XXII (1911), 87. 
"Guilday, Carroll, I, 223. 
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to the rubrics. He was accused of omitting the consecration.® 

Financial and administrative difficulties increased the dissension 

in the congregation and, as we have observed, Neale was sent 

there in an endeavor to adjust the difficulties. In 1803 Father 

Bushe was recalled, and Father Michael Lacy was appointed. 

During his pastorate, which lasted until his death on February 23, 

1815, there was comparative peace. At the time of his appoint- 

ment about seventy-five per cent of the parishioners were Irish, 

and this, together with the pastor’s nationality and his having 

been appointed president of the board of trustees by the trustees 

themselves, may account for the friendly relations existing at that 

time. The Norfolk people were extremely prejudiced against 

French priests. Every other nationality was welcomed, but not a 

Frenchman.® Father Matthew O’Brien, who had received Eliza- 

beth Ann Seton into the Church, succeeded to the postorate at 

Norfolk upon the death of Father Michael Lacy.%® Father 

O’Brien’s pastorate was short-lived; an illness forced him to re- 

sign in August, 1815. By that time Carroll was too ill to make 

any appointment, and thus it happened that Norfolk was without 

a pastor from August until December 13, 1815. On that day 

Reverend James Lucas, a French priest, was assigned to Norfolk 

by Archbishop Neale.’! It was an unfortunate choice. The Irish 

in America were of the opinion that the French priests were re- 

ceiving the best appointments and that the Irish clergy were being 

slighted by the Holy See. On the other hand, they considered 

themselves more American than some of the other foreign groups 

who had come to the new republic. Moreover, they were fol- 

lowing closely the struggle between Ireland and England over the 

veto question. Many were imbued with the fiery speeches of 

Daniel O’Connell, the leader of the popular party in Ireland.!* 

All of this contributed to a restive spirit among the Irish. 

The trustees of Norfolk were led by Jasper Moran, a man 

“BCA, 11-B3. Father Bushe was deprived of the privilege of saying 
Mass, but by 1807 he was given a remote station under strict vigilance. 
Bishop Carroll stated: “He is a modest man and inspires one with hope, 
though it were to be wished that he had a more active piety.” BCA, 9-P6. 

*Guilday, Virginia, p. xxvii. 
*Ibid., p. XXXv. 

. “BCA, Case 12-R2. 
“Bernard Ward, The Eve of Catholic Emancipation, II, 140-154. 
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who later was thought to be insane; by Eugene Higgins, who had 

studied for the priesthood; and by Dr. Oliviera Fernandez, a 

Portuguese physician with a questionable reputation.1* Father 

Lucas was not given a very cordial reception by the vestrymen. 

At one of their meetings, which was held shortly after his arrival, 

the priest attended without an invitation. Dr. Fernandez re- 

monstrated, but Lucas remained. Lucas was offered the chairman- 

ship as was also the Spanish consul, but both declined, whereupon 

Fernandez was elected. Lucas gave a detailed account of the 

meeting to Archbishop Neale in a letter of February 8, 1816. 

Fernandez had gone on record by placing himself at the head of 

administrative affairs of the congregation to the exclusion of the 

pastor, who, as he affirmed, was to confine his labors to spiritual 

affairs only. Furthermore, if the trustees did not favor the priest 

appointed by the bishop they had the right to refuse him.'* They 

were thus claiming the right of the jus patronatus, and this, to- 

gether with their racial animosity toward the pastor, was the signal 

for hostilities in the long conflict between the trustees and the 

clergy. The archbishop as the head of the Church gave a clear 

exposition of the limited powers of the trustees. 

... Their pretended right of choosing their Priest or Mis- 

sionary Priest is perfectly unfounded; for they are not 

Pastors of the Church according to the Council of Trent, 

who alone have a right of choosing their Pastor. In the see 

of Baltimore, none but the Archbishop can place or remove 

a Priest ; and that he can do at will as there are no parishes 

established here, no benefices conferred, and no collations 

made and no powers granted but what are merely mission- 

ary, revocable at will. Hence the trustees can claim no juris- 

diction over their Priest, nor prevent his missionary func- 

tions.1® 

In the meantime Lucas had made a survey of his congregation 

and reported his findings to Neale. He found the Catholics very 

indifferent to their religion, most of them only nominal in their 

adherence to the faith. He claimed that the majority of the con- 

gregation consisted of “bad French’; they come to church on 

%Guilday, Virginia, p. 14. 
“Tbid., p. 11. 
®Shea, op. cit., III, 27. 
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Sunday ; (there are) eight or ten families, Irish or American, and 

distinguished by their wealth, not by piety.’”?® Although he had 

made some progress in spiritual affairs, he continued at variance 

with the trustees regarding the finances of the church. Lucas in- 

sisted that as pastor he had the sole right to administer the reve- 

nues of the parish. This the trustees vigorously opposed. By 

April, 1816, Lucas asked the archbishop for power to abolish the 

body of trustees. He had succeeded in winning some of the 

French to his cause, and this strength in numbers encouraged 

the French priest to take a stand against the Irish trustees. He 

made a definite statement of the powers of the trustees: “First 

to help me in what I cannot do myself, and to follow the directions 

I will give, or to propose to me their views, and if I approve 

to put them in execution.”!7 He then asked the archbishop to 

empower him to declare acts of the trustees null and void. 

On April 19, 1816, Neale authorized Lucas to abolish the board 

of trustees, thereby giving the pastor entire control of the trustee- 

ship. He explained the difference between the administration 

within the Catholic Church and that of the non-Catholic denomi- 

nations. “The Presbyterian system puts the Vestrymen over the 

Clergymen, but the Catholic System places the Clergymen over 

the Vestrymen whom he appoints & dismisses at will because they 

are taken into their office to assist the Pastor in temporal matters. 

. . . Therefore no Vestryman ought to presume to control the 

Pastor, whom he is appointed to assist, not to oppose.”?* The 

archbishop then proceeded to outline a system of church govern- 

ment which recognized the trustees, but which was not acceptable 

to the clique at Norfolk: 

The Pastor will from time to time choose a certain number 

of his congregation, whom he may think the best calculated 

to assist him in the management of the temporal concerns of 

the Church, and by whom he may be helped by sound advice, 

to meet the various emergencies of the place. He will by 

this system be enabled to manage all things in peace and great 

respectability.!® 

*Guilday, Virginia, p. 14. 
"Ibid. — 
*BCA, 12-R2, cited in full in Guilday, Virginia, pp. 15-16. 
* Ibid. 
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This plan, however, conceded too much power to the pastor ac- 

cording to the Norfolk trustees, who expressed their reactions in 

a letter to Lucas on May 6, 1816.2° Their appeal shows very 

clearly how far they had drifted from Catholic principles; they 

were opposed to any system such as that outlined by the arch- 

bishop and reiterated their right to control the finances of the 

church. On the following day Lucas in the name of the Arch- 

bishop of Baltimore and in his own declared to “Mr. James 

Herron, Thomas Moran, Eugene Higgins, Bernard Mulholland, 

and Jno. Donaghey” that they were no longer trustees.24 On 

May 16, the latter communicated their sentiments of “grief and 

astonishment” on learning that their bishop had authorized Mr. 

Lucas to dissolve their board. They requesied that the letter sanc- 

tioning their dissolution be recalled.*? 

Neale was not disarmed by this action of the trustees nor had 

he any intention of acceding to their wishes. He wrote to Lucas 

on July 5, 1816, commending him for his mode of action thus 

far in dealing with the situation. At the same time he enclosed 

a letter to the trustees which Lucas was to read, seal, and transmit 

to its address. He cautioned the priest to be wary and to pre- 

serve a discreet silence about this communication.”* Although the 

archbishop had gone to some lengths in outlining a complete sys- 

tem for the church organization in the parish, he had no solution 

to offer regarding the regulation of church property in the state 

of Virginia, but advised Father Lucas to seek the counsel of some 

friendly civilian who was well-informed on Virginia law. He 

admonished him to be mild in treating with the people and to 

endeavor to bring about amicable relations by peaceful means.”* 

Neale’s letter, dated July 5, 1816, to the trustees was one of 

kindness, but at the same time a bold and courageous statement 

of his convictions and of Catholic discipline. If the trustees had 

been imbued with the desire to further the good of the Church 

"BCA, 12-Y4. 
™Guilday, Virginia, p. 18. 
=BCA, 12-Y4; cited in full in Guilday, Virginia, p. 18. 
BCA, 12-R4; cited in full in Guilday, Virginia, p. 21. 
“Ibid. The church property was held by the unincorporated trustees in 

fee simple: for and in behalf of the Trustees of the Roman Catholic Society 
of the Borough of Norfolk. Cf. Guilday, Virginia, p. 22. 
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in Norfolk, the appeal of their superior would have found its 

mark. The archbishop stated : 

. . . It is my earnest desire ever to promote peace and har- 

mony ; I even avow myself an open enemy to anything that is 

calculated to produce confusion and schism in any congre- 

gation. This being my avowed principle, which you in your 

joint letter also acknowledge to be your’s, you must naturally 

conclude that I feel myself solidly bottomed on the said 

principle, when I differ in opinion from you relative to lay 

trusteeship, as you understand it, viz: That I consider this 

kind of lay trusteeship as calculated fully to produce confu- 

sion and schism in the congregation. . . . 

Ist. Lay Trustees chosen by the Congregation & estab- 

lished with power to transact all the temporal concerns of 

the Church by a majority of votes, have it in their power, 

from their number, to frustrate the most genuine views of 

the Pastor on all occasions; this appears to me unjust, and 

a fair inversion of the order of nature, which forbids the 

head to become the tail. 

Neither will it avail anything to suppose that the Congre- 

gation will choose for Trustees characters of such respecta- 

bility as would scorn to take such an advantage over the 

Pastor; for though that prudent caution might, for a certain 

length of time be followed by the choosing congregation, 

yet the time must certainly be expected to come, when preju- 

dice or party spirit, so unavoidable among poor weak mortals, 

will produce a choice of characters of quite a different cast ; 

and then adieu to order, peace and harmony. 

2ndly. It has been notoriously observable, that in most 

places where lay Trustees have been appointed with power, 

and authority has been assumed by them . . . which goes to 

oppose even the episcopal authority in the appointment of 

pastors, and to admit and reject whom they please. This 

kind of power is not granted to the laity by the Catholic 

Church, and will ever be opposed as pregnant with the great- 

est evils, viz: the subversion of the authority of Christ’s 

Church.” 

Here we note clearly, the archbishop’s awareness of the danger 

of schism within his diocese; his keen understanding of the evil 

that might result from placing too much power in the hands of 

the congregation; and his determination to oppose any encroach- 

ment upon pastoral or episcopal authority. 

*BCA, 12-Y4; cited in full in Guilday, Virginia, pp. 23-26. 
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His letter only tended to increase the disaffection against the 

pastor and on July 25 the trustees wrote to Lucas acknowledging 

the receipt of Neale’s letter. They placed the emphasis of their 

remarks upon the financial status of the parish, disregarding all 

that the archbishop had said concerning the right of patronage. 

They now brought forth the argument that since the mode of 

electing trustees had been declared irregular, the pew-holders 

would not consider the acts and engagements of the trustees as 

binding and would in all probability consider themselves absolved 

from all contracts made with the said trustees. They requested 

Lucas to convene the pew-holders in order to ascertain their 

sentiments “relative to the payment of notes which they have 

granted.”*6 Lucas did not comply with their request. Instead 

he collected the pew rent himself which was paid “without any 

difficulty & even by two of the would-be Trustees—Mr. Thomas 

& James Herron.” The “would-be Trustees” insisted on having a 

meeting in order to return to the pew-holders “the power they 

had received from them,” and to find out the sentiments of the 

people. But Lucas told them it was not necessary, as he had al- 

ready spoken to each member personally and to some of the 

trustees.?7 

It is true that Lucas was subjected to the petty tyrannies of 

his rebellious people and in danger of being outwitted by the 

cunning Fernandez, but his detailed reports to Neale seem almost 

picayunish. As the months progressed, further correspondence 

indicated the unhappy relations existing between the priest and 

the congregation. By the end of October, 1816, the people re- 

quested the removal of Mr. Lucas on the grounds that they no 

longer respected him; that he wounded the feelings of “some 

very respectable persons who differ in religion from us, but 

who were in the habit of visiting our church with their families 

who were Catholics.”*8 They contended that the only means of 

preserving peace within the congregation was the removal of the 

pastor. Their request reads: 

. . . We therefore look for prompt and efficient relief by 

*BCA, 12-Y4. 
“BCA, 12A-H1. 
*BCA, 12A-GIl. 
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removing from this place the Reverend Mr. Lucas which we 

do verily believe will be the only means of restoring the good 

our holy church requires. In making a selection we would 

humbly beg than an experienced clergyman acquainted with 

our language, manners and customs would best concur with 

the wishes of this Congregation and better promote all the 

salutary objects, you most Reverend Father, have most at 
heart.”® 

The request, signed by Thomas Reilly, Bernard Mulholland, 

John Donaghey, and Eugene Higgins was made under the pre- 

tense of bringing about pacific relations, but in reality it was a 

claim to the right of patronage. The trustees had no intention 

of healing the breach, but were bent on retaining their hold upon 

pastoral offices. 

Toward the end of 1816 the Portuguese physician, Oliviera 

Fernandez, published a pamphlet in the form of a letter to Arch- 

bishop Neale. It was the answer of the trustees to the kindly 

letter of July 5 in which the archbishop had ended with the prayer 

that the “Divine Spirit diffuse through your hearts, and those 

of all my dear children of Norfolk, the inestimable gift of peace 

and Divine Charity.’”°° The pamphlet was a vicious attack upon 

the temporal authority of the Holy See and a claim to the rights 

of patronage. Much of it was a tirade against Father Lucas, 

belittling his preaching, ridiculing his knowledge of the English 

language, and casting aspersions upon his reputation by insinu- 

ating that he cared only for the temporalities of the Church.*! 

The insulting broadside had its appeal to a certain element within 

the congregation, for the doctor was clever and knew how to use 

a fine phrase to play up the idea of the “Machiavelian policy” of 

Rome and the Jesuitical system of the pastor. 

When Lucas appointed a new board of trustees in December, 

1816, the “would-be-trustees,” as he called them, threatened to 

close the church and dismiss him. On December 21, 1816, they 

issued a circular to the members of the congregation: 

Address to the members of the Roman Catholic Congrega- 

tion of Norfolk, or a Short Exposition of the Rights, as well 

*T bid. 

*Guilday, Virginia, p. 26. 
"Ibid., p. 31. 
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as of the facts (which have taken place from the last of 

December, 1815, to the present date), aiming at the total and 

full usurpation of the same, by the Revd. L. Neale, Arch- 

bishop of Baltimore, presented to and approved of, by the 

Trustees of the Same Congregation, at their meeting in 

December, 1815, held at the house of E. Higgins, Esqr: 

Treasurer of the Board. By the Actual Remaining Trustees, 

lawfully appointed by the Congregation.** 

The purpose of the address was to enlist the sympathies of the 

non-Catholic element of the city by declaring the views of the 

Archbishop of Baltimore and the Reverend Mr. Lucas to be “in 

full opposition and contrariety to our free Constitution and State 

Laws.” The trustees thought it their duty to inform the pew- 

holders of the tyrannical power exercised by Lucas and of the 

necessity of resorting to the laws of the country for protection.** 

As stated before the majority of the congregation remained 

faithful to their pastor. On December 26, 1816, the pew-holders 

held a meeting and condemned the actions of the self-styled trus- 

tees by issuing an open letter to them wherein they attested to 

the zeal, piety and ability of Father Lucas in the exercise of his 

priestly functions. They considered the conduct of the Fernandez 

clique entirely unwarranted and highly censorious.*4 On Decem- 

ber 28 the Portuguese doctor called the annual meeting of the 

trustees and pew-holders of the church at which the following 

resolutions were passed: 

1. Resolved: That the Civil Power of our Roman Catholic 

Congregation resides in all those members who support our 

Church publicly and lawfully assembled. 2. Resolved: That 

any decision from whatever members it may proceed if not 

from a regular meeting lawfully and publicly convocated and 

assembled is by itself obreptitious and subreptitious; and of 

course null ;—3. Resolved: That it being a fact that the Pre- 

lates of the Church as clergymen invested with ecclesiastical 

dignity have no other but spiritual authority and by no means 

upon the temporal concerns of the Church, any order from 

the Most Reverend Archbishop either directly or indirectly 

through the Rev. James Lucas, is null and void. 4. Resolved 

accordingly that the Rev. Lucas’ dispositions & effects no 

*[bid., p. 32. 
*[bid., p. 33. 
“Tbid. 
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matter authorized by the Most Reverend Prelate, or any other 

member of the Congregation not publicly and lawfully assem- 

bled are hereby declared of no effect.*5 

The insubordinate “would-be-trustees” demanded the keys to the 

church and when Father Lucas refused to comply, they bolted the 

doors, barred the windows, and placed a chain around the church- 

yard gate. The rebels had underestimated their pastor who held 

out against them and converted one of the rooms of the rectory 

into a temporary chapel where the faithful Catholics, who were 

in the majority, went to attend Mass and to receive the sacra- 

ments. Lucas had been offered a salary of $1200.00 if he would 

accept the resolutions adopted by Fernandez and his crowd at 

the meeting of December 28, but the priest spurned the offer.*® 

On December 30 he had written to Neale requesting that he direct 

him in his difficulty. There had been no correspondence between 

Lucas and his superior since July 6, 1816. This is attributed to 

Neale’s ill health and his anxiety to have a coadjutor appointed, 

together with his preoccupation and concern over the situation 

in Charleston, which at that time appeared more menacing than 

the plight of the Norfolk congregation.47 On January 14, 1817, 

he received a reply from the archbishop. 

Neale sent his apostolic benediction to the faithful members of 

the congregation and exhorted them to remain staunch and un- 

shaken. He declared that Fernandez and his party “are to be 

considered schismatics.” If the latter group possessed the church, 

it was to be interdicted. The archbishop understood the evils of 

the trusteeism of the day and his plans for regulating the powers 

of the trustees and determining the authority of the bishop were 

logical and basically sound, but the leaders, like the fomenters of 

any rebellious movement, were inflated with their apparent success 

and refused to listen to the archbishop. He gave them a compre- 

hensive outline of his authority as against their resolutions of 

December 28: 

Wherefore, to preserve peace and regularity in the Congre- 

gation, I would control the following system: Viz: 

1. The administration of the Church fabric and annexed 

*BCA, 12A-D4. Italics as in original. 
*Guilday, Virginia, p. 35. 
*Tbid., p. 34. 
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property to be under control of the Archbishop of Baltimore. 

2. That the pastor lawfully appointed, to be the Arch- 

bishop’s agent in the aforesaid administration. 

3. That the aforesaid Pastor choose two or three regular 

and respectable gentlemen of the Congregation to assist him 

in the said administration, who are always to have a particu- 

lar seat in the church by way of preeminence. 

4. That the salary of the Pastor never exceed 8 hundred 

dollars, but may be less according to circumstances. 

5. That all the residue of the money be held Sacred and 

solely be appropriated to the repairs and improvements of the 

Church and premises. 

6. That every year, during the second week after Easter 

an accurate and fair statement of the Administration of the 

preceding 12 months, signed by the Pastor and his two or 

three assistants be forwarded to the Archbishop, by one of 

the assistants who shall deliver the same to him in person 

and give him a detailed account of all that shall have been 
done.*% 

Neale’s view, which vested all church property in the bishop with 

the pastor as agent, prevails even in our own time. It is true 

that the plan is not accepted today in its entirety, but the salient 

features have been accepted. 

By this time the rebels of Virginia were in collusion with the 

schismatics of Charleston and the least act on the part of Neale 

or Lucas was apt to lead to open rebellion. The death of Jeremiah 

Andrews, the father-in-law of Eugene Higgins, one of the trus- 

tees, provided the occasion of a public break between the trustees 

and the pastor. Writing to Neale on March 12, 1817, Higgins 

placed all the blame of the Norfolk scandals on Father Lucas. He 

stated that the Higgins family had always upheld the pastor, but 

that his latest offence made it impossible for them to continue to 

do so. Father Lucas, who had received Mr. Andrews into the 

Church the night before he died, had agreed to comply with Mr. 

Higgins’ request that he preach a sermon and accompany the 

body to the cemetery. On the morning of the funeral, however, 

Lucas sent word that he could not go to the house on account of 

a severe cold, and requested that the corpse be brought to the 

chapel. Higgins tried to prevail upon him to go to the cemetery 

STbid., pp. 36-37. 
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if not to the house, but Father Lucas remained firm. Quite a 

furore was created a few days later when it became known that 

Father Lucas had refused to attend the funeral because Jasper 

Moran had offered him a sum of money if he would do so. Hig- 

gins claimed that this report had originated with Father Lucas 

and that when he and Moran had consulted with the priest after 

Mass on the following Sunday morning, Moran took an oath that 

he had never made such an offer.3® Much of this trouble may be 

attributed to Lucas’ imprudence. He should not have made 

Moran’s offer known to the public. On the other hand, he seemed 

to have been perplexed as to just what was expected of him in 

conducting the funeral, for he had asked Higgins what his pre- 

decessor had done on similar occasions. But the blame should 

not be wholly placed on the priest, because the Church in America 

was not fully organized. There was an obvious need of a church 

council to formulate rules and regulations to guide the pastors 

and establish uniform practices. 

Neale wrote to Lucas from Georgetown on March 26, 1817, 

informing him that he was not obliged “to go to private houses 

to attend the corpse to the burying ground,” but, nevertheless, 

should he do so it was not contrary to Catholic practice and that 

some good might have come from it. Considering the conditions 

in the parish at that time Neale felt that it would have been more 

tactful for Father Lucas to have met the corpse at the burying 

ground. “Thus would you have gained a complete victory over 

your enemies and rendered yourself more acceptable to your 

friends; for that would have been a demonstrative proof that 

Prudence and Religion were the only motives which influenced 

your mind.” The archbishop defended the proposals which he 

had made to them in January relative to the status of church 

property, and urged Lucas to have the property conveyed to the 

Archbishop of Baltimore and his successor: 

My proposal of having the premises conveyed to the Bishop 

and his successors is no new System, it is what has been fol- 

lowed all along throughout the State of Md. with the excep- 

tion of a very few places. It was adopted to prevent disturb- 

ances & has fully answered its end. All the chapel lands have 

“BCA, 12A-C2. 
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been conveyed to Clerical Superiors as Places of worship 

for the Catholic Congregation there existing. Therefore it is 

not in the power of the Clerical Superior to alienate the 

premises to any other place or object. No disturbances have 

ever arisen or can arise from such a system. All our dis- 

turbances have exclusively arisen from the new fangled sys- 

tem of lay trusteeship, which carries with it the seed of 

disturbances. 

Those Gentlemen who so confidently assert that the Bishop 

has only to do with the Spiritual concerns of a place of wor- 

ship are not well informed of the Catholic System as laid 

down in the Council of Trent, where it is stated that all 
temporal funds or means which are the support of the spiritual 

appointments, say Pastors, Superiors &cc (sic) must be under 

the control of the Body to prevent his appointments from 

being frustrated. Hence the Bishop’s control does not em- 

power him to alienate the property or to turn it to his own 

use, the same to the support of those spiritual appointments 

he shall deem necessary for the proper guidance of each place 

of divine worship. 

My intention in proposing for one of the Assistants to pre- 

sent me a detached account of the proceedings was to give 

entire confidence to the Congregation that nothing would be 

attempted privately, but what would tend to their solid ad- 

vantages, since by that means, they would have one of their 

own members as evidence to the whole transaction of the 

business. Any other mode, which they may adopt, would 

equally suit me.*° 

When Neale had written to Lucas in January, he rejoiced that 

the majority of the congregation had remained loyal to their 

pastor. Now by March, he expressed the futility of trying to 

extricate the church property from the control of the trustees, 

since Lucas apparently had lost his hold upon the better part of 

the congregation.*! 

Within a few weeks on April 8, 1817, Jasper Moran gave no- 

tice to the archbishop that he had prepared a vindication of his 

own honor which he felt he owed to himself and to his family. 

Before publishing the address he suggested that Neale bring Lucas 

to trial in Norfolk. It was to be an ecclesiastical trial composed 

of the archbishop and as many clergy as he could assemble and 

“BCA, 12-R2. Cf. Appendix, p. 105. 
“bid. 
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two magistrates “to preserve order and decorum.” To his mind 

that was the only way to “get at the root of all the evils that have 

so long existed”.*® Neale ignored the letter. At this time the 

archbishop was besieged by a weightier situation, the schism in 

Charleston, which was destined to have a direct relation to the 

Norfolk trouble and ultimately to overshadow it in its serious 

portent for the future of Catholicism in the South. 

“BCA, 12A-K1. 



CHAPTER V 

ScHISM IN CHARLESTON 

Charleston, South Carolina, was the largest city of the South 

at the beginning of the nineteenth century. It was divided by 

strict social lines into the slave-owning and the non-slave-owning 

class, the latter despised even by the Negro slaves. The popula- 

tion was composed of Englishmen who were principally of the 

Anglican Church; Huguenots whose ancestors had found refuge 

in Carolina after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes and who 

had established a French congregation there in 1687;! French 

refugees who had fled from the West Indies in 1792 and who 

had been received by the townsfolk with true southern hospi- 

tality ;? and lastly the Scotch-Irish who had come down from the 

middle colonies, some as long ago as the early eighteenth century.* 

The Huguenots had found it easy to amalgamate with the Angli- 

cans,* but at the same time they retained a spirit of retaliation 

against those who had been the cause of their leaving the home- 

land. The presence of the Spanish settlers below the Carolinas 

did not lessen their antipathy toward Catholics, but rather in- 

creased it. This animosity, together with the penal code, kept the 

Irish Catholics from seeking a home in the Carolinas in any 

numbers. From its earliest settlement the territory of the Caro- 

linas had always had some Irish, but, except in the settlement of 

Purrysburgh,® there is no documentary evidence that would indi- 

cate that they were Catholics. Prejudice was strong enough to 

warrant the Catholics in the Carolinas keeping their faith so secret 

that they were not known to anyone. In 1763 Bishop Challoner 

speaking of the Carolinas and Georgia stated: “. . . it is impossible 

1Joseph G. Rosengarten, French Colonists and Exiles in the United States, 
. 91. 
*Jbid., p. 93. The people of Charleston received them into their homes, 

and the city gave them $12,500. 
William W. Sweet, Religion in Colonial America, p. 235. 
“Rosengarten, op. cit., p. 92. In 1706 the Huguenots outside the city 

joined the Episcopat Church of Charleston, but the Huguenots within the 
city retained their own independent organization which exists today. 
®Notes and Comments,” Catholic Historical Review, IV (1918) 539. Cf. 

Thomas Hopkins, “St. Mary’s Church,” Year Book of the City of Charles- 
ton, S. C. 1897, pp. 430, 432. 
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to say whether there are any Catholics there or not. One thing 

is certain there are no priests in those provinces.’”® The first 

record of any priest in Charleston dates from 1778 when Father 

George Murphy, a native of Wexford, Ireland, came to the 

colony.’ It is not known how long he stayed or whether he con- 

ducted any religious services. In 1786 an Italian priest en route 

to South America stopped at Charleston where some of the Catho- 

lics, about twelve in number, asked him to read Mass.* Father 

Carroll’s first appointment made to Charleston was Father Ryan 

who had been recommended by Archbishop Troy of Dublin. 

Father Ryan received the appointment in 1788 and remained in 

Charleston for about two years. During his short stay there, he 

succeeded in renting an old building which had been used by a 

Protestant sect. It was there that the Catholic religion was first 

publicly exercised in the city. When he left he could count 

about two hundred Catholics in his congregation.1° His successor 

was Father Thomas Keating, who arrived in Charleston in 1789.1! 

On August 24, 1789, the Catholics, who were exclusively Irish, 

assisted by their fellow citizens, purchased land for a church.’* 

In 1791 the legislature of South Carolina incorporated the 

Roman Catholic Church, but it is unfortunate that the form of 

the act was not better known in the early days of the Church 

in Charleston, because the act incorporated, not the trustees, but 

the members of the Church.!* In 1790 Keating left Charleston 

for Philadelphia where he remained until his death on March 7, 

1793.2* 

“Account of the Conditions of the Catholic Religion in the English Colo- 
nies of North America,” CHR, VI (1920), 522. 
™The Archives of Baltimore,” Records (ACHS), XXI (1910), 87. 
*Works of the Right Reverend John England, (Messmer) IV, 305. Here- 

after referred to as England’s Works. 
*Hopkins, op. cit., p. 433. 
Peter Guilday, The Life and Times of John England, First Bishop of 

Charleston, I, 137. Hereafter referred to as England. 
“Joseph Kirlin, Catholicity in Philadelphia, p. 132. 
“The purchase of the property which was located on Hazell Street estab- 

lished the first Catholic church in the three southern states below Virginia. 
Cf. Hopkins, op. cit., p. 435. , 
%England’s Works (Messmer), IV, 306. Cf. Hopkins, op. cit., p. 434. 
“Kirlin, op. cit., p. 133. Father Keating had served at St. Mary’s Church, 

Philadelphia, prior to his transfer to Charleston by Carroll. There seems 
to be some doubt as to the exact date of his leaving Charleston for Phila- 
delphia. Bishop England gives the date of departure as 1792, but he was 
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On account of the dearth of priests the Church in America was 

greatly hampered in the early nineteenth century. In 1788 Carroll 

wrote to Troy regarding the spiritual wants of the young nation. 

He was very insistent upon the type of priest that should be sent 

to the American missions: 

. . . NO pecuniary prospects or worldly comfort must enter 

into the motives for their crossing the Atlantic to this coun- 

try. Labor, hardships of every kind, coarse living, & par- 

ticularly great scarcity of wine (especially out of the towns) 

must be borne with, sobriety in drink is expected from clergy- 

men to a great degree. That which in Europe would be es- 

teemed no more than a cheerful and allowable enjoyment of. 

a friendly company, would be regarded here as an unbecoming 

excess. Your lordship will excuse the detail and know how 

to ascribe it to its proper motive, that gentlemen applying to 

come to this country, may know what to expect.?® 

By August, 1792, Carroll was quite discouraged and again wrote 

to Troy requesting priests. 

In the spring of 1793 Reverend Simon Felix Gallagher arrived 

in America highly recommended by Archbishop Troy. In the 

light of this correspondence, it is difficult to understand why Troy 

would recommend Gallagher, who was not in good standing in 

the Archdiocese of Dublin. Troy said nothing about his character, 

but placed all the emphasis on his talents. Gallagher was appointed 

for one year to the difficult post of Charleston,’® which was one 

of the cultural centers of the country at that period and one of 

the five American cities with a population over ten thousand."? 

Artistically inclined, this southern port became the entry for 

most of the artists who were beginning to come to America.’® 

Many of the wealthy planters, who sent their children to Europe 

to be educated, were proud of their European culture and became 

liberal patrons of literature and art in their own land.’® At this 

period South Carolina stood relatively high in polished manners 

there when the church property was purchased in 1789. Cf. Hopkins, op. cit., 
p. 434. 

%“T etters of Bishop Carroll to Archbishop Troy of Dublin,” Researches 
(ACHS), XIII (1896), 157. 

*Tbid., p. 166. ; 
"Howard M. Jones, American and French Culture, 1750-1848, p. 116. 
James T. Adams, Provincial Society, p. 147. 
Jones, op. cit., p. 245. 
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and literary attainments.?? It was only natural that Dr. Carroll 

should be glad to have the learned priest to send to Charleston. 

Gallagher had received his education at Maynooth College, Kil- 

dare, Ireland, where his father had been professor of mathe- 

matics.24_ He was a man of “extraordinary eloquence, of a superior 

intellect, and finely cultivated mind.’’** He was well received by 

the people of Charleston, both Catholic and non-Catholic, as is 

evidenced by his having accepted in November, 1793, a position 

as instructor in natural philosophy, logic, and mathematics in the 

College of Charleston, where he came to be “extravagantly ad- 

mired” by the student body. He added prestige to the institution 

and gave to it a reputation of sound scholarship.** He had the 

ability and the opportunity to do much good for the Church, but 

he failed to appreciate the dignity of his high calling. It was 

not long before the weakness of “undisguised intemperance” 

manifested itself to the public.24 After repeated admonitions and 

reprimands from Carroll, and without any sign of amendment on 

Gallagher’s part, Carroll removed him from the pastorate of St. 

Mary’s and appointed Father Le Mercier. Gallagher appealed to 

Rome. On March 18, 1803, Propaganda informed Carroll that 

Gallagher had succeeded in deceiving them for a time, but when 

they learned the true state of affairs from Carroll’s reports, they 

gave the archbishop full authority in the case.* 

It is impossible in a study of this nature to follow each and 

every one who entered the growing conflict in Charleston. The 

trustees refused to accept Le Mercier as their pastor.2* He re- 

mained at his post, however, and the situation might have adjusted 

itself if Gallagher had not returned. He opposed Le Mercier at 

every turn. On August 15, 1805, Carroll revoked Gallagher’s 

*Hopkins, op. cit., p. 430. 
“James H. Easterby, A History of the College of Charleston South Caro- 

lina, p. 36. 
“England’s Works (Messmer), IV, 307. 
™Easterby, op. cit., p. 37. Gallagher’s signature in the first register of 

St. Mary’s reads: “Register of the Catholic Church of Charleston opened 
by me, the third appointed pastor of this congregation, Sept. 1, 1793, Simon 
Felix Gallagher, priest of the Diocese of Dublin, and graduate of the Uni- 
versity of Paris.” Cf. Hopkins, op. cit., p. 443. Guilday, England, I, 143. 

*Guilday, England, I, 144. 
*Ibid., I, 149. 

- *Ibid. Father Le Mercier was the founder of the church in Savannah, 
Georgia. 
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faculties, but permitted him to say Mass privately in his own 

house. Gallagher had no intention of obeying and opened a public 

chapel in his home. By December, 1806, he was again in the good 

graces of his ordinary and had been reinstated as pastor.** 

By 1810 the vestrymen began to show a changed attitude 

toward Gallagher. New members had been elected to the board 

which might account for the change. By June 1, 1810, they had 

adopted a new set of rules which placed the entire administration 

of church affairs in the hands of the vestrymen to the exclusion 

of the pastor. A reconciliation was finally affected after Gallagher 

had appealed to Carroll, but the vestrymen did not repeal their 

resolutions.”8 It was thus that matters stood, when in 1812, Father 

Joseph Pierre Picod de Limoélon de Cloriviére was appointed to 

assist Gallagher.”® , 

Bishop Carroll looked upon the appointment of Cloriviere as 

a happy choice, since the newly-ordained priest had spent approxi- 

mately six years in Savannah before his entrance to St. Mary’s 

Seminary in 1808, and therefore Carroll concluded that he knew 

the area well. He was a cultured and refined gentleman who, it 

was thought, would be able to serve his own countrymen. He left 

Baltimore on September 7, 1812, and reached Charleston Septem- 

ber 20.% Although great hope was entertained by Carroll for 

the successful ministry of the French priest, it soon became 

apparent that the “second clergyman” was not wholly agreeable 

to the Catholics at St. Mary’s. Cloriviére had friends among 

both the Irish and the French, but the latter were opposed to him 

because of his political views and ultimately they became his bit- 

terest enemies. In one of his letters to Carroll he stated that he 

"Gallagher was offered two promotions—New York City and St. Pat- 
rick’s, Washington, D. C., but he declined both. Guilday, England, I, 150. 
*Hopkins, op. cit., p. 448. 
Richard C. Madden, “Joseph Pierre Picot Le Limoélan Cloriviére, 

1768-1826,” p. 55, Master’s dissertation, Catholic University of America, 
1938. Father Cloriviére who was born at Nantes, Brittany, on November 4, 
1768, belonged to the nobility of France. He had been an officer in the royal 
army; a leader of the counter-revolutionary forces; and an accomplice in 
the plot to assassinate Napoleon Bonaparte. He escaped to America in 1802 
in the disguise of a valet to his brother-in-law, Count de Chapedelaine. He 
entered St. Mary’s Seminary April 9, 1808, and was ordained to the priest- 
hood on August 1, 1812, by Archbishop Carroll. : 

“Joseph W. Ruane, Beginnings of the Society of St. Sulpice in the 
United States, 1791-1828, p. 61. 
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did not believe his political opinions to be the real cause of their 

dislike because he had been extremely careful not to express 

himself on the various questions of the day.*! It is difficult to 

see how a man with such strong Bourbon leanings would be able 

to refrain from giving voice to some of his opinions. No doubt 

he unwittingly betrayed himself. His very aloofness and his re- 

fusal to enter into the discussions would have aroused suspicion 

in a city so overcharged with the spirit of French republicanism. 

Charleston had its French newspaper ; its Jacobin club, which had 

affiliations in Paris; and on the anniversary of the Fall of the 

Bastille, the Marseillaise resounded through the streets of the 

city.5* It was not long before the forces of prejudice were un- 

leashed against Cloriviére. As a result he obtained his exeat from 

Carroll and returned to Europe. He was there only a short while 

when he wrote to Carroll that he had been “badly inspired” in 

leaving America. By November, 1815, he had returned to Charles- 

ton at the request of the archbishop.** 

Cloriviére’s return marked the beginning of the struggle of the 

vestrymen and the refractory priests, Gallagher and Browne, in 

their attempts to usurp episcopal authority. Cloriviere had no 

desire to minister in Charleston, but his friends had petitioned for 

him and his superior had designated that city for his field of 

labor. During his absence in Europe, Father Robert Browne, an 

Augustinian of Augusta, Georgia, had been acting as assistant to 

Gallagher. He should have returned to his post when Cloriviere 

arrived, but he had become so popular with the parishioners and 

especially the trustees, that he began to consider himself perma- 

nently appointed. Carroll, however, had never appointed him to 

Charleston, but had acquiesced in the arrangement made by Gal- 

lagher and Browne, with the understanding that he was to return 

to Augusta.** Browne tolerated Cloriviére, but the trustees ig- 

nored him and by December 3, 1815, the day of Carroll’s death, 

the vestrymen and Browne became openly hostile to the French 

priest. In order to avoid a public breach with them, Cloriviére 

retired to Savanah and from there wrote to Father John Tessier, 

“BCA, 12-H7, cited in full in Guilday, England, I, 172-174. 
™Madden, of. cit., p. 60. 
*Guilday, England, I, 155. 
*BCA, 12-G1. 
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vicar-general of the archdiocese, who placed the matter before 

Archbishop Neale. 

It is at this point that we take up the role of the subject of 

this study in the thorny Charleston trouble. On December 22, 

1815, Neale directed “Mr. Browne to return to his old post in 

Augusta and there to reassume the care of the souls formerly 

committed to his charge.” At the same time Cloriviere was 

appointed to the “charge and care heretofore entrusted to you 

at Charleston.”** The vestrymen, who were piqued because they 

had not been notified of Cloriviére’s reappointment, refused to 

recognize him. On January 17, 1816, Neale informed Cloriviére 

that he had received several communications which indicated con- 

siderable opposition to his appointment. He gave him the right 

to inform the congregation, that rather than be the cause of dis- 

cord among them, he would resign from his pastorate and then 

inform the archbishop of his action and the motives that prompted 

it.3°, Before this letter reached Cloriviére an unhappy incident 

had occurred that convinced him of the hopelessness of ever be- 

coming reconciled to Browne and which prompted him to again 

ask Neale to permit him to open a chapel in the city. Browne 

had created a scene in the sacristy on the morning of February 2 

while Cloriviére was hearing confessions. He began to vest for 

Mass and declared that Cloriviére had no pastoral rights in the 

church.4* The French priest triumphed over Browne, but the 

incident thoroughly disgusted and discouraged him. He hesitated 

no longer, but resigned as pastor of St. Mary’s on February 11, 

1816.3* Cloriviére wrote to Neale the following day and gave a 

®Thid. Cf. Joseph P. Cloriviére, Further Documents Showing the Cause 
of the Distressed State of the Roman Catholic Congregation in the City 
of Charleston, p. 6. Hereafter referred to as Further Documents. 
*BCA, 12-Gl. 
*Guilday, England, I, 176. 
*‘This day, I, undersigned, appointed pastor of this congregation by the 

Most Reverend Archbishop Neale, by letters of the date of the 8th and 
of the 22nd of December last, meeting a scandalous opposition from some 
members of the Vestry and another person who obstinately refuses to 
acknowledge and obey the mandate of the said Archbishop particularly the 
one of 22nd of December last, as I will not be exposed to any more of 
such disagreeable and trying circumstances nor wish to involve the congre- 
gation in disturbance, I have declined the appointment by permission of the 
Archbishop, having written to him for that purpose. J. P. Cloriviére, 
Priest.” Cf. Cloriviére, Further Documents, p. 7. 
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full account of the recent trend of affairs. He declared that he 

was not a politician, but he thought that he had discovered the 

real cause of his unpopularity. He stated that he was “more 

scrupulous in many things than the Doctor had been for twenty 

years” and that the parishioners resented his endeavors “to bring 

them to things which they will not come to.” Cloriviére had some 

friends among the better Catholics of the city and they were de- 

sirous that he form a separate congregation. He wrote to Neale 

on February 13 urging the formation of another congregation. 

He was convinced that such a move was in the best interests of 

religion. In his eagerness to avert a schism in the parish, he 

professed that he was willing, under certain conditions, to effect 

a union with Gallagher.®® 

In the meantime Gallagher, who was in New York, was kept 

informed by Browne of all that transpired. On February 9, 1816, 

Gallagher wrote to Browne and expressed the utmost astonish- 

ment at the “impudence and irregularity” of Father Cloriviére’s 

“uncanonical procedures.” Browne was to notify Cloriviére that 

Gallagher did not consider the French priest his curate and that 

he would consider “his refusal to deliver up the register as a 

violation of pastoral rights.’ He was to inform him that the 

Reverend Mr. Browne was his curate “regularly appointed & sanc- 

tioned by Archbishop Carroll and myself his vicar; and that you 

also have the right to exercise the parochial functions in the 

Congregation of Charleston.” Gallagher considered all the acts 

of a parochial nature hitherto exercised by Cloriviére “as illicit” ; 

and the “monies he may have received, as not belonging to him.” 

He threatened to “lodge a complaint” with the archbishop and 

“resort to every means authorized by the Common Law if he 

did not desist immediately from his Schismatical proceedings.” 

Browne was directed to read only certain portions of the letter 

to Cloriviére and to others in the congregation who might have 

*®BCA, 12-H8. Gallagher had gone to New York to publish his work 
entitled, A Brief Reply to a Short Answer to a True Exposition of 
the Doctrine of the Catholic Church Touching the Sacrament of Penance. 
His Reply, which he dedicated to Charles Colesworthy Pinckney, Charles- 
ton’s illustrious son, and America’s representative to France, was made 
to Rev. Charles Wharton’s Short Answer. Cf. Researches (ACHS) XXIV 
(1907), 369. 
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been deceived by false “representation”.*® Cloriviére was astound- 

ed when he heard the contents of the letters, and doubly so, when 

he learned that copies of the same were being circulated about 

the city. 

On February 17, 1816, Cloriviére took the liberty to suggest to 

Neale that it was expedient that he exert all his authority at the 

very beginning and “if you have not done it nor taken a contrary 

step already, order Mr. Browne to move to Augusta immediately 

or be interdicted of all priestly functions.”*1 Neale had already 

decided upon a course of action. He considered Browne the 

cause of the whole disturbance and had come to the conclusion 

that it was best to rid his diocese of such a troublemaker.** 

Neale’s position was rendered more difficult by Browne’s charges 

of injustice and the petitions of his friends, some of whom were 

among the more influential element of the congregation.** 

Browne’s dismissal which was delivered to him on February 28, 

1816, reads as follows: 

... I have received from various & most respectable charac- 

ters an account of your strange and unwarrantable conduct 

and of your unqualified sentiments. I do not mean here to 

go into a rehearsal of individual charges of misconduct, but 

by this I simply inform you that I have no further need of 

your services in my Diocese. All the powers of a parochial 

nature heretofore granted you I hereby revoke & if you 

mean to meet with employment you may go elsewhere with- 

out testimonials of good behavior from me, for refractory 

spirits I never did & never will recommend.** 

It was evident to Neale that Gallagher did not intend to submit 

to his authority. He had also-received reports of his intemperance 

in Baltimore and had decided to get rid of him. He suspended him 

on February 21, 1816, from all powers granted to him by Carroll 

with the exception of saying Mass because of charges lodged 

against him from Baltimore for “excess in liquor.” In order to 

be prepared for any move that Gallagher might make, Neale di- 

“BCA, 12-G1; cited in full in Guilday, England, I, 178. Cf. Cloriviére, 
Further Documents, p. 8. 
“BCA, 12-H2; cited in full in Guilday, England, I, 181. 
“BCA, 12-G1. 
“BCA, 12A-E7; cited in full in Guilday, England, I, 185-188. 
“BCA, 12-Gl. 
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rected Cloriviére to institute an inquiry into Gallagher’s conduct 

at Charleston.* In a letter to Neale dated February 26, Gallagher 

denied the charges, asserting that they were too general, and 

demanded that the testimony of some respectable characters would 

have to be obtained. On March 2 he again wrote to Neale in 

the hope of obtaining clemency. He insisted that he would not 

“inflict a wound on the Church to save his life.”*7 Gallagher’s 

appeals went unanswered by Neale, who, no doubt, after a period 

of twenty-three years, was all too familiar with Gallagher’s prom- 

ises of amendment and his repeated lapses, and placed very little 

hope in his ever being able to conquer his evil habit. It would 

seem that Neale did not want him in his diocese. Despite his 

suspension Gallagher returned to Charleston on March 12, 1816, 

and the next day he took possession of the church registers. On 

March 28 he attended Mass and at its conclusion he entered the 

sacristy with some of his sympathizers and ordered Cloriviére to 

leave the premises.*® The pastor, finding it useless to remonstrate 

with him made no resistance, but repaired to the place which he 

was fitting up for a chapel.*® Cloriviére had been given permis- 

sion by Neale to open a chapel, but it was understood that there 

was to be no lay trusteeship. He had also appointed him pastor 

of St. Mary’s on February 28, 1816,°° so that now he was the 

only lawfully appointed pastor there. Cloriviere ignored Galla- 

gher’s pretensions to episcopal authority by opening the chapel on 

April 5, 1816. It was known as St. Mary’s chapel and was attend- 

ed by the faithful Catholics of Charleston.™ 

“BCA, 12-V6. 
“BCA, 12A-E3. 
“BCA, 12A-E4. 
“Guilday, England, I, 184. 
“The chapel was a former billiard room on King Street. Cf. Madden, 

op. cit., p. 73. On October 12, Cloriviére bought a piece of property on 
the outskirts of the city with the intention of building a new chapel. The 
chapel was never built, but part of the land was later used as a cemetery.” 
Hopkins, op. cit., p. 455. 
“Hopkins, op. cit., p. 454. 
"The registers of the chapel during the years of the schism from April, 

1816, to December, 1818, are preserved intact. The first entry made on 
April 9, 1816, reads: “The Chapel of St. Mary was blessed by the per- 
mission of Msgr. Leonard Neale, Archbishop of Baltimore, our Diocesan 
Superior, on the 5th of April, 1816, Feast of the Compassion of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, by me the undersigned, the only priest at present approved 
for the city of Charleston. J. P. Cloriviére.” Hopkins, of. cit., p. 456. 
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Gallagher, who now realized that Neale was not going to yield, 

decided to try another method. On March 26, 1816, he sent a 

threatening note to him, contending that the suspension was un- 

just; that it was contrary to the canons of the Church, and that 

unless the archbishop revoked it, he would appeal to the Holy 

Father.5? Neale’s answer to Gallagher dated April 17, 1816, was 

a trenchant expose of the priest’s ignorance of canon law. He 

drove home to the rebellious priest his status in the Church: 

I have received your letter of the 28th of March, 1816, 

which, being in Latin, I suppose was intended to make its 

appearance at Rome, as an appeal from my authority, by 

which the powers granted you by my predecessor were 

taken from you. If this be the case you have committed a 

grave oversight: for if you had examined the powers granted 

you, you would have observed that they were revocable at 

will. Hence in revoking them I only used the same authority 

which my predecessor exercised in granting them and if Rome 

cannot dispute his authority in admitting you to exercise with- 

in his Diocese spiritual powers revocable at will so neither 

can she dispute my authority in revoking the same powers 

when I judged fit to do so. The powers you received were 

merely missionary, and no collation was made in your favour. 

The faithful within this Diocese are divided into Congrega- 

tions, not into parishes, & of course, in this missionary State 

of things, it depends on the will of the Archbishop to alter, 
change & regulate matters after such a sort & manner as he 

shall judge the good of the mission to require. Appeals made 

to Rome to hinder Bishops from exceeding their powers & 

not to prevent them from exercising their lawful powers and 

such as is essentially inherent in their Diocesan capacity. 

You say that my sentence was unjust, but that cannot avail 

you, as I thought otherwise: and I must tell you that all the 

principal Divines of Baltimore & elsewhere, all whom I con- 

sulted on the occasion thought as I did. 

You seem to speak of my sentence, as if thereby you were 

stricken with Ecclesiastical Censure. This however was not 

the case, for by withdrawing your powers I left you exactly 

as you were before you received any powers from this Dio- 

cese, when I suppose, you were clear from all Ecclesiastical 

Censures. 

Unhappily you have involved yourself in Censure by pre- 

suming to exercise pastoral functions & administering the 

BCA, 12A-E7; cited in full in Guilday, England, I, 185. 
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sacraments after I had revoked your powers .. . . and fur- 

thermore by proceeding under this contracted censure to 

exercise the same pastoral functions, you have incurred the 

great & mighty Ecclesiastical Censure of irregularity from 

which censure no one can absolve you but myself, or such 

as I authorize to that effect. Hence it is evident that you are 

more justly styled a deluded priest, than I a deluded prelate.** 

A tinge of sarcasm is injected into some of the prelate’s logically 

clear and concise answers, yet the office of a true shepherd of the 

flock of Christ comes to the fore when he entreats him “for the 

love of Jesus Christ our dear Redeemer,” to withdraw himself 

from “the ruinous precipice” down which he was sliding and by 

an “humble & Christian submission,” to prove himself ‘‘a genuine 

& loving child of our dear Mother the Catholic Church. Ah,” 

pleaded the archbishop, “quit the fatal path by which all heresi- 

archs departed from her maternal bosom.” He assured him that 

such an act would require heroic virtue and he promised to suppli- 

cate heaven for that grace for him.54 Two days later Neale sent 

a copy of the letter to Cloriviére and with it a “Declaration of 

Archbishop Leonard Neale for the Catholics of Charleston, South 

Carolina.” If Neale hoped to win Gallagher by his letter of 

March 26, it seems strange that he would send the Declaration 

to the people, for that would only tend to increase Gallagher’s 

opposition. Copies of the Declaration were to be distributed 

among the people. Neale was not severe upon the poor deluded 

people as he called them, but advocated mercy and leniency to all 

those who had incurred the censures of the Church by attending 

the sacrilegious functions of the two suspended priests. Cloriviére 

was empowered to absolve all those who were truly repentant.™ 

On April 29, 1816, Gallagher notified Neale that he had sent 

his appeal to Rome, where he placed himself under the Sovereign 

Pontiff. He had come to expect nothing but “silence and un- 

remitting severity” from Neale.®® Perhaps the archbishop was 

severe, but he was determined to exact full and entire submission 

on his own terms. Father Cloriviére and Father Beschter en- 

“BCA, 12-G1; cited in full in Guilday, England, I, 188-191. 
Ibid. 

“BCA, 12A-R3. 
“BCA, 12A-E9. 
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deavored to temper Neale’s attitude toward Gallagher at a time 

when they thought Gallagher showed signs of repentance, but the 

archbishop would not yield.5* Gallagher appealed to the Holy 

See under his former pretence—the rights of a canonical pastor. 

He accused the archbishop of being influenced by “an intrigue” 

and justified his behavior on the score that he was acting in the 

best interests of the Church.5® Neale had sent the facts of the 

case to Rome on April 2. He wrote to Cloriviére on May 28 

that he had taken precautionary measures against Mr. Browne’s 

schemes at Rome by dispatching a letter to Propaganda giving 

an account of the conduct of the two clergymen. The clergy of 

Baltimore had also “sent attestations of Mr. Gallagher’s intem- 

perate conduct in their city” to Cardinal Litta.®® Neale was 

confident that these letters would arrive at Rome as soon as Mr. 

Browne, who had departed about May 12 or 13. From May until 

July there is no correspondence of Archbishop Neale’s dealing 

with the Charleston schismatics. In a letter to Father Lucas of 

Norfolk, Virginia, he apologized for his silence, stating “that 

Divine Providence had disposed of things otherwise.” 

Perhaps Neale was right when he considered Browne the source 

of the latest disturbance at Charleston, for with Browne removed 

from the scene Gallagher seemed to be of a different frame of 

mind. On December 17 Neale informed Cloriviére that Gallagher 

had been to Georgetown and effected a reconciliation. The arch- 

bishop had refused to see him unless he would acknowledge his 

wrongdoing and solemnly promise to comply with the penance 

imposed. Gallagher acquiesced, after which Neale “exposed to 

him all the various acts of his criminal conduct.” Gallagher ad- 

mitted the truth of the charges: “that he was guilty of all and that 

he was sincerely sorry.” Neale then decreed: 

lst. That he should never return to Charleston, where he 

would never be allowed to exercise any faculties, not even that 

of saying Mass. 

2ndly. That he should immediately retire to New York 

and place himself under the care of Right Rev. Mr. Connolly, 

“Guilday, England, I, 194. 
*Tbid., I, 188. 
®BCA, 12-Gl. Cf. Appendix, p. —. 
Tbid. 
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Bishop, whom I would empower to absolve him from his 

censures in my name after he should have performed an eight 

day retreat. 

3rdly. That he should unequivocally acknowledge his mis- 

conduct in a letter addressed to someone of his party, and to 

make public to all of them, but to be delivered into my hands 

to be forwarded. Finally that he should seriously endeavor to 

persuade those he had seduced to return promptly to their 

duty and submissions to my authority, &c &c.® 

He had nothing but compassion for the Charleston people whom 

Gallagher had left behind. He cautioned Cloriviére to be mild 

and fatherly and “to help them out of their labyrinth of distress 

and misery.” As to the church which was held by the rebellious 

party, it was to be interdicted, unless the lawfully appointed pastor 

be wholly independent of the trustees both as to tenure of the 

Church and the temporal means of his support. The interdict 

was placed on St. Mary’s Church on January 26, 1817. At the 

same time Cloriviére was appointed “Grand Vicar of the Caro- 

linas and Georgia,” with limitations, insofar that he was to make 

no appointments without the consent of the archbishop. Should 

Mr. Browne return, no powers were to be granted to him.® 

Gallagher had gone to New York where, according to Bishop 

Connolly, “he behaved himself in an edifying manner, not drink- 

ing anything but water even at dinner.” He suddenly left New 

York in a stage coach bound for Philadelphia, without saying a 

word to Connolly, who knew nothing of his departure until he 

received a note to that effect from Reverend Benjamin Fenwick 

on January 20, 1817.6 On January 23, 1817, Gallagher arrived 

in Georgetown, and informed Neale that he had performed his 

penance and had been absolved from all censure by Bishop 

Connolly. Here occurred one of the strangest episodes in Ameri- 

can church history. Gallagher handed the prelate an unsealed 

letter from Cardinal Litta. The letter was a mandate that Galla- 

gher and Browne should be reinstated and Cloriviére removed 

while their case was pending. Neale had been confident that the 

“Guilday, England, I, 197. 
"BCA, 12-Gl. 
“Guilday, England, I, 198. 
“BCA, 12-M6. 
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right of the Church would triumph; that Propaganda would up- 

hold his episcopal authority. The letter which was a great shock 

to the wearied archbishop must have utterly destroyed what little 

confidence he had in Propaganda. One is struck with the irony 

of the scene. Gallagher who only a few weeks before had ac- 

cepted an imposed penance, now asks Neale to submit to the 

mandate before he took his departure for Charleston. Neale 

refused. He has been criticized for the stand that he took at this 

time. He had no intention of defying the authority of the Holy 

See, but he reasoned that the mandate had been received under 

false pretences and was therefore null. His reaction to the letter 

is best seen in his letter to one of his suffragans. He had deter- 

mined to write directly to the Holy Father and “if possible send 

a protest to Rome to urge the case and support the episcopal 

authority in the United States against refractory priests who 

have in the present case been patronized by the Congregation of 

Propaganda.” He considered his treatment from Propaganda as 

“coarse and rude” which to him plainly showed “that, unless 

effectual opposition be made in the present instance, our authority 

for the government of the unruly will be reduced to inanity.” He 

requested each of his suffragans to state to his Holiness the un- 

worthy conduct of Gallagher and Browne and to support his 

authority, for “the Bulls, which erected this Diocese into an 

archiepiscopacy warns all its suffragans to adhere closely to their 

Metropolitan tamquam Membra Capiti.”© 

On January 27, 1817, he wrote to Cloriviére: 

. . . The contents of this letter is a severe lecture for me & 

a direction from His Holiness to reinstate Messrs. Gallagher 

and Browne in statu quo till their appeal should be decided ; 

& if I should not please to do as Directed, hoc ipso, he de- 

clared he did it in the plenitude of his authority. And I was 

to remove you from Charleston. From ali of which it appears 

evident to me & my counsellors that Browne’s & Gallagher’s 

appeal & representations were false & of course that the 

sentence of His Holyness is null. Now I refuse to reinstate 

them on that very score; and if they proceed on the authority 

above stated, Remember it is not by my authority or Con- 

“BCA, 12-R7. An undated and unsigned letter. A copy of the same 
is found in the Shea Transcripts and is thought to be a letter written to 
Bishop Connolly of New York. 
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currence ; neither must you, as my Vicar General, concur with 

them in any shape whatever, not even to afford them Holy 

Oils or anything by which you may be interpreted to assent 

to the exercise of their spiritual functions. If the means of 

obtaining the above sentence be founded on falsehood or 

misrepresentation, the sentence of His Holyness will retort 

upon them with double force. My business now is to state to 

his Holyness the reason of my proceedings.® 

Cloriviére was to gather all the facts against Gallagher and Browne 

and to have them proved before a civil officer. He cautioned 

silence in so far as was compatible and urged him to be zealous 

in carrying on divine service.®* It is evident that Neale had re- 

ceived a shock, but his spirit was not crushed. He was deter- 

mined to go over the head of Propaganda and appeal directly to 

the Holy Father. 

On March 6, 1817, Neale addressed to Pius VII a unique, and 

hitherto unparalleled, letter from an American prelate. He gave 

a detailed account of the conduct of Browne and Gallagher from 

the time of Carroll’s episcopacy to the latest developments in the 

case. His simple candor and humility were exemplified in every 

line. The last paragraph was a touching plea for the Church in 

America, for confidence in the hierarchy, and for a true under- 

standing of the difficulties under which they labored because of 

their extreme poverty: 

Most Holy Father, is it thus the faith is propagated? Is this 

the way to treat archbishops who in penury, amid countless 

difficulties and miseries, labor for the faith and salvation of 

souls, even to decrepit old age, and who sink under the bitter 

burden?, I can scarcely believe that such an order emanated 

from the Holy See, or surely if it did emanate, it must have 

been obtained suppretitiously: for by this course, the door is 

opened to every rebellion in this distant country, and means 

are given, as I think, for the destruction of religion, for the 

children of this world are more prudent than the children of 

light. Before truth can reach Rome, deceit and falsehood 

have already occupied the ground, and because they are sup- 

ported by the testimony of faithless men, they find credit and 

advocates, my declarations being neglected because they are 

not upheld by the number and zeal of men without faith, or 

“BCA, 12-Gl. Cf. Appendix, p. —. 
“Ibid. 
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because my poverty does not permit me to have a procurator 

or a defender at Rome, for I and my brethren, bishops of this 

country, are much poorer than the rest of the clergy. Would 

that your Holyness had the leisure to examine my letters and 

documents forwarded to the Sacred Congregation; I might 

hope for a prompt remedy for our evils.®* 

The Holy See did take time to examine Neale’s letters and docu- 

ments and then reversed its decision. The authorities at Rome 

finally realized how utterly they had been deceived. The Holy 

Father despatched a letter to Neale exonerating him and giving 

him full authority to deal with the case as he saw fit: 

VENERABLE BROTHER, Health and Apostolic Benediction: 

Your letter of the 3d of April last, came to our hands duly, 

to wit, the sixty-fifth day after that date ; and though we were 

then in bad health, which, thank God, is now perfectly good, 

we did not hesitate to take up and consider diligently the 

affair therein mentioned, on account of its importance and our 

love for you. Soon after, having sent for our venerable 

brother Laurentius Litta, Cardinal of the Holy Roman 

Church, Bishop of Sabine, and President of the Congregation 

de Propaganda Fide, We have examined accurately and 

minutely with him the whole affair, which did not present to 

us great difficulties; for from several letters, which have 

arrived here, the Congregation itself already knew for cer- 

tain the great and public excesses of the Priest Felix Simon 

Gallagher, and the unsupportable obstinacy by which he had 

not only shown himself incorrigible for many years, but yet 

attempted twice to deceive by bad practices the said Congre- 

gation as it evidently appears by letters of the late Cardinal 

Borgia.* Therefore, by the sentence of the Cong., and by 

our own judgment, the appeal is entirely at an end, and you, 

venerable Brother, are at liberty to proceed with full dis- 

cretionary power against the said Gallagher and his asso- 

ciate Robert Browne, for we have resolved to approve and 

maintain whatever measures you shall have adopted. 

In the meantime, as an expressive token of our benevolence, 

We affectionately impart to you and to your flock our aposto- 

lical benediction. Given at Rome, at St. Mary Major, 9th of 

July, 1817, the XVIII year of our Pontificate. 

(Signed) Prus, P. P. VII.® 

Shea, op. cit., 34. BCA, Case 12A-R7. 
*Addressed to Carroll from Rome, March 12, 1803. 
©Cloriviére, Further Documents, p. 21. Cf. BCA, 12-S2. There seems to 
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The Sacred Congregation also expressed regret at the decision 

rendered on October 6, 1816, but before the letters reached 

America the archbishop was in his grave. 

be some discrepancy in dates. Neale’s letter is dated March 6, 1817, and 
the Holy Father refers to his letter of April 3. 
BCA, 12-S2. 



CoNCLUSION 

On June 18, 1817, the Daily National Intelligencer announced 

the death of Archbishop Neale after an illness of only thirty-six 

hours. The dying prelate was attended by Father John Grassi, 

S.J., who had administered the last sacraments to Archbishop 

Carroll. Reverend John McElroy, who had been ordained by 

Neale just a few days previously, recited the prayers for the 

dying. The archbishop died between one and two o’clock on the 

morning of June 18. Immediately after his death, Father McElroy 

read Mass in the Visitation Chapel for the soul of his departed 

friend. The body lay in state in Holy Trinity Church, George- 

town, and on the morning of June 19, a solemn Requiem Mass 

was sung by Father Benjamin Fenwick. Neale’s body was in- 

terred in a vault prepared for it in the cemetery of the Visitation 

Convent. In 1820, through the generosity of Father Clorivieére, 

the sisters were enabled to complete their chapel of the Sacred 

Heart. There, in the crypt below the sanctuary rests the body 

of Archbishop Neale—the only Archbishop of Baltimore except 

James Roosevelt Bayley who is buried outside the crypt of the 

Baltimore Cathedral. It was a fitting climax to his priestly career 

that he was laid to rest in the convent of the Visitandines, whose 

foundation was the one objective of his life which became a 

reality. Many of his other hopes were unfulfilled and some of his 

endeavors ended in failure. 

The paucity of materials leaves many gaps in our study of the 

administration of Archbishop Neale. We do not know his atti- 

tude toward the social, economic, and political problems of his 

times. His correspondence is confined chiefly to matters of reli- 

gion and the administration of church affairs. We do not know 

his attitude toward slavery or immigration. Although he had 

worked among the yellow fever victims of Philadelphia, many of 

whom were French refugees, and we find instances of his appeal- 

ing to local charitable institutions for relief of the immigrant, 

yet we have no record of what he thought of immigration and 

its effect upon the Church in the United States. We do not know 

whether he favored migration to the West, but we do know that 

he was not in favor of establishing dioceses in that section. He 

94 
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felt at that time that the need of the hour was not bishops but 

missionaries. To all appearances he was not interested in the 

political issues of the day. During the War of 1812 his sympathies 

were definitely pro-American. He deplored the humiliating situ- 

ation of the city of Washington and thanked God for “His 

extraordinary protection of Georgetown” which was completely 

fortified against the enemy. 

Leonard Neale took up the burden of his episcopal office when 

he was broken in health and quite advanced in years. When he 

realized that the responsibility of guiding the Church at that time 

was beyond his physical powers, he asked the Holy See for a 

coadjutor. This was a prudent step, for if ever the Church in 

America needed a strong guiding spirit it was during the first 

quarter of the nineteenth century. The two men—Cheverus and 

Maréchal—whom he nominated for the post, refused the honor. 

Strangely enough he never considered Tessier as a possible candi- 

date, although he had great confidence in him and had appointed 

him one of his vicars-general. He finally succeeded in having 

Maréchal named to the office, but the bulls were not issued until 

after Neale’s death. Consequently he had to perform the onerous 

tasks of his office without the aid of an assistant. 

His short episcopacy was not marked by any great undertak- 

ings, but was overshadowed by trusteeism, one of the greatest 

evils of the Church at that time. The aged prelate fought the 

evil with all the strength and power of his seventy years, and 

although seemingly worsted by younger and more brilliant men, 

he adhered to the principles laid down by canon law and was 

inflexible in what he considered his duty. He was firm in dealing 

with the usurpers of the Church’s authority and a spirit of charity 

pervaded his exhortations, but he was somewhat tactless and 

unfortunately antagonized his opponents. He abhorred insincerity 

and was even rough with those who deviated from the truth, yet 

he was not perturbed when he was made the victim of calumnious 

statements, and withstood their attacks with a calm and serene 

courage, as was evidenced in the schisms of Charleston and 

Norfolk. The greatest trial of his life came during those last 

trying years when seemingly the chief shepherd of the Church 

*GUA, Shea Transcripts, 31:5. 
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failed him. He did not give up in the face of this apparent defeat 

nor did he lose confidence in the Holy See. His refusal to carry 

out the mandate of the Holy Father was not prompted by a spirit 

of disobedience, but by the conviction that if the Holy Father 

knew the facts of the case, he would reverse the decision. Relying 

upon prayer and an unwavering faith that right must triumph, 

and realizing that the authority of the bishops of the United 

States would be jeopardized if the papal mandate were carried 

out, he ignored Propaganda, which he had never trusted, and 

wrote directly to Pope Pius VII. His letter of March 6, 1817, 

was the first direct appeal from a bishop of the United States to 

the Holy See. The letter had the desired effect, for it opened the 

eyes of both the Holy See and Propaganda, and was one of the 

first steps toward destroying the evil of trusteeism that had been 

threatening to disrupt the Church in America. Through it all, 

his spirit of prayer is manifest and his steadfast devotion to the 

trust he held as a shepherd of Christ’s flock. 

Neale was a plain, simple man whose austere manner made him 

rather unpopular. He was polite, but not so gracious as his pre- 

decessor. In fact, on occasion he was considered quite dour. He 

was not a leader of men in the worldly sense, but he had a re- 

markable influence over souls, and in this capacity he was most 

successful. Father John McElroy, whose spiritual director he 

had been since 1804, said that Neale “possessed more than any- 

one else he ever knew, the power of winning hearts to himself 

and to God.’ Not only the Visitandines, whom he founded, but 

the Jesuits profited by his fine discernment in things spiritual as 

is shown by a small book of exhortations written for the master 

of novices. In contrast to the illegibility of many of his letters, 

the Latin and English discourses in this carefully hand-ruled note- 

book are all neatly written. The captions give an idea of how 

thoroughly he entered into his task, covering all the subjects 

pertaining to religious life: meditation, rules, vows, the office of 

the Blessed Virgin, etc. The little book bears witness to the deep 

spirituality that imbued his own life and manifested itself in the 

*Woodstock Letters, III, 90. Quoting from “Father John McElroy’s 
Diary.” 

*Leonard Neale, “Exhortations, Scripta for the Master of Novices,” GUA, 
No. 256. 
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regularity and prayerfulness which his contemporaries remarked 

in him as a bishop. His was not a rigid piety, but a judicious 

interpretation of the laws of the Church that was the result of a 

confident turning to God in all difficulties. This trust in the divine 

guidance is the secret of the tenacity with which a man, whose 

weakness and timidity have impressed historians, clung to his 

decisions, and of the firmness and unflinching courage with which 

he maintained them in the face of misunderstanding. It explains 

why opposition which would have disconcerted a less humble man 

appears to have fired him with renewed strength. 

Neale’s sanctity impressed his contemporaries. Bishop Cheverus 

not only had the highest respect for him personally, but he had 

the utmost confidence in his spiritual leadership.* Robert Plunkett, 

S.J., commenting on the devotion to duty that marked his coad- 

jutorship stated: “Verily Bishop Neale in the singleness of his 

eye to the discharge of his duty and the best interests of his small 

share of the Diocese has done well.”® Archbishop Neale stands 

out in the annals of the Church in America, not as a great ad- 

ministrator, but as a man whose personal sanctity places him upon 

an eminence among the Catholic clergy of his time when, unfor- 

tunately, there were a number of clerics who were unworthy of 

their calling. In the words of his predecessor, Archbishop Carroll, 

he was outstanding as a man “of spotless life.” 

*BCA, 12-H3. 
"GUA, Shea Transcripts, 31:5. 



APPENDIX 

Several of the following letters have not been previously pub- 

lished. Some have been quoted in this study to throw light on a 

side of Neale’s character which has hitherto been neglected. They 

are given here in full for the convenience of the interested 

reader. 

11-10N* 

St. Thomas Manor 

Jan. 11, 1785 

Rev. Sir: 

I am honour’d with yr. favour of ye 26. Decr. 1784, which, I 

observe contains subject of a most delicate nature both as to the 

steps taken and intended by Rome & as to the steps necessary for 

us to adopt in order to the maintaining our right & the good of Re- 

ligion. I cannot help thinking & that without mutilated that the 

Propog™ really intends nothing less than establishing its internal 

influence in this part of the world: Indeed I never thought other- 

wise & further, I cannot help thinking with you, that the Sd. 

Cong.” ought to be effectually check’d in it’s scheming drift, & 

very probably the means you propose may be the most effectual & 

proper in order to this check. However -this procedure seems to 

cast such gloom over certain points already adopted by our 

grey-heads holds forth such an expanded influence over futurity, 

that the discussion thereof requires a more subtle genius & more 

penetrating talents than I profess myself Master of . . . In case we 

establish ourselves into a National Clergy, in the eye of Rome, 

as well as in the eye of the law, what form will our property as- 

sume? Will it contract any extraordinary burthens? or will it be 

reverted to it’s first Proprietors in case of a Distribution? These 

are points which, if you had touched upon in that masterly manner 

which you are accustomed to do in the treating of your subjects, I 

think you would have removed many a stumbling biock & happily 

have reconciled to unanimity & harmony each of our loving 

Brethren. Don’t however imagine from this that I have the slight- 

est intention of sowing the seeds of discord or breaking thro’ that 

golden chain of Harmony so pressingly recommended to us by our 

Friends. No Sr. my constant aim shall be to preserve it entire 

as far as it lays in my power, which you know extends but a little 

way. I have seen none of our gentlemen to discourse with upon 

this topic: I have consulted none of them: But singly have taken 

*BCA, 11-10N. Neale to Carroll. 
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the liberty of proposing by private thoughts to you & to you alone 

acknowledging at the same time the insufficiency of my parts to 

determine on the subject in question . . . I shall speedily forward 

yr. information and proposals to the other gentlemen of this Dis- 

trict .. . As to the scheme of the proposed College, the great de- 

ficiency of Education amongst the Catholic youth speaks loudly in 

it’s favor as nothing better has been or probably can be proposed: 

& consequently being appointed to solicit subscriptions, I shall do 

my duty in that point. As to the means of erecting & conducting a 

seminary, that may become a subject of future discussion. These 

are my own private thoughts not my official answer to yours. The 

gentlemen below I suppose, will answer. . . . I wrote to you some 

time ago to acknowledge yr. favor of the Pamphlet sent me. I en- 

closed it in a letter to Lansdale orders to take up from yr. Printer 

150 copies, which you informed me were intended for Port To- 

bacco & St. Mary’s. But he has neither complied with the order 

or favor’d me with a line. Be pleased to expedite the Matter your- 

self & order down the copies immediately. They are in great de- 

mand here at present; But delay may cave the Market. 

St. Thomas Manor 11 Jan. 1785. 

L. NEALE 

Your Most Obdt. H. Servt. L. Neale 

Sent to Carroll at Rock Creek 

12-G1* 

Geo. Town, Feb’ 19th, 1816. 

Rev’. & D’. S‘. 

Since my last to you, I have received several letters from you, 

and some from certain Catholics of Charleston Congregation, & 

have piously reflected on their contents before God. and as I ob- 

served the irregularities in that devoted congregation were multi- 

plying and were tending to stifle the true Spirit of religion, I earn- 

estly requested of his divine Majesty to let me discern the true 

cause of them, that thus I might employ my whole authority to re- 

move it. From all I have heard of the unfortunate business pro & 

con—I could discover nothing but the misconduct, disobedience & 

unwarranted sentiments of the Rev*. M’. Browne that could have 

given birth to fresh disturbances. Hence I was !ed to consider 

that gentleman as the cause of the whole disorder. This cause 

therefore I determined to remove by discarding him from my 

Diocese. This discharge you will find inclosed unsealed, that you 

may read the contents, then seal it & deliver to him propria manu 

without having any conversation with him on the Subject &cc. 

*BCA, 12-Gl. Neale to Cloriviére. 
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From the early part of this business, I had determined to allow 

you to form a second place of divine worship where no lay trus- 

teeship must be admitted, as that has generally been the vehicle 

of disorder and disturbance. I now grant you leave for'so doing, 

provided you discover that regularity, order and the true Spirit 

of religion cannot be established otherwise. The regular good 

Catholics will certainly follow you whom I will always support with 

my whole authority. 

My object is to propagate true religion & genuine piety & 

those only who attend to this will meet with my support. You will 

present my compliments to the pious under your charge, & to those 

trustees who were willing & desirous of regulating their con- 

duct by the orders I first sent forward for the disposal of the 

Clergymen who at are Charleston. Their prompt disposition to 

obey, even when M’. Browne gave them a contrary example ren- 

ders them dear to me. May Heaven bless & protect them... . 

(Signed) Lron* NEALE ApsHpP. oF BALT”. 

P. S. I have given M’. Gallagher notice of my discharging M’. 

Brown. 

To Rev’. M’. Cloriviére, Charleston, S. C. 

12-G1* 

Geo. T. May 28, 1816 

Rev* & D’ S’. 

I have received your last two letters—the first dated May 13. 

Both were very acceptable. Inclosed you have the requested cer- 

tificate for questing means for building a new place of worship; 

But observe well, it must not be in the hands of Lay-Trustees. 

Your conduct in regard of the interment of the late T. B. Benoist 

was correct: in case of procuring a new place for Catholic burials, 

his remains may be removed thither afterwards. Encourage your 

good Catholics to remain firm with you. But be cautious to avoid 

all disturbances as far as duty will permit. I hope God will bless 

your endeavours to erect a new place of Divine Worship where the 

genuine spirit of the Catholic Church will be supported. I 
have taken my precautions against M*. Browne’s intrigues at 

Rome; having dispatched letter thither, representing their con- 

duct & situation. They go by our Seventy-Four which conveys 

M’. Pinkney to Naples. Besides the Clergy of Baltimore—have 

sent forward to Car* Litta the fair attestations of M’. Gallagher’s 

intemperate conduct in this city, some time ago in a vessel sailing 

for Leghorn. I presume my letters will arrive at Rome as soon as 

M’. Browne. The empty schemes of the wicked will, I confide, 

*BCA, 12-Gl. Neale to Cloriviére. 
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be frustrated by the Most High. May the Blessings of Heaven be 

with you & your devoted flock & believe me with great respect— 

Y’ Sincere friend & Fr. in X*‘ 

(Signed) Lron* Assup oF BaLt™ 

(ending letter of May 28, 1816) 

To Rev. J. F. Cloriviére. 

Charleston, S. C. 

12-R2* 

Georgetown, March 26, 1817 

Rev’ & D’ S’, 

Being entirely taken up for some time past in writing to Rome 

& being forced by necessary business to be absent from home all 

last week, I could not possible answer your last communication 

sooner. 

I approve of your newly prepared chapel to which you can 

retire in case the refractory pass of the community should prevail. 

But as your adherents are the more respectable & the most 

numerous of the Cong., you must studiously endeavor to attach 

them more & more to you. You must avoid all bickering & dis- 

putes with them, & where duty is not infringed, kind condescen- 

sion would go no little way to bind them faster to you. 

You are not obliged to go to private houses to attend the corpse 

to the burying ground, nor to preach a sermon on the occasion. 

Still it is not against Cath. practice for the Priest to attend the 

Corp from private houses to the Church, & at the place of in- 

terment, to utter some sentiments suitable to the occasion & what 

may be thought profitable to the attendants. Much good has been 

done by it, & you ought to embrace everything within your pru- 

dent reach, from whence you can collect good. 

Mr. Higgins did wrong in not having the corpse carried to your 

chapel as you had directed. But still I think, under existing cir- 

cumstances, I think you would have acted wisely by waving that 

deviation of his & all in good humour, to have met the 

Corps at the gates of the burying ground, & performed the regular 

ceremony of interment. Thus would you have gained a complete 

victory over your enemies & rendered yourself more acceptable to 

your friends., for that would have been a demonstrative proof that 

Prudence and Religion were the only motives which influenced 

your mind. 
I do not, by any means, patronize Mr. J. Moran for proposing 

the best allowances &c But, My D’. S*. you must give me leave to 

disapprove of your telling his proposals to others. The evil conse- 

- *BCA, 12-R2. Neale to Lucas. 
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quences which have followed, point out the impropriety. It is al- 

ways considered a most amiable quality rather to hide & conceal 

than divulge the faults of others. Commit not yourself therefore 

in cases of this kind, check all hastiness of mind & endeavor to 

render yourself amiable in the performance of your duty. 

My proposal of having the premises conveyed to the Bishp 

& his successors is no new System, it is what has been followed all 

along throughout the State of Md. with the exception of a very 

few places. It was adopted to prevent disturbances & has fully 

answered its end. All the chapel lands have been conveyed to 

clerical Superiors as Places of worship for the Cath. Cong. there 

existing. Therefore it is not in the power of the Clerical Sup. to 

alienate the premises to any other place or object. No disturb- 

ances have ever arisen or can arise from such a system. All our dis- 

turbances have exclusively arisen from the New fangled system of 

lay trusteeship, which carries with it the seeds of disturbances. 

Those Gentlemen who so confidently assert that the Bishop 

has only to do with the Spiritual concerns of a place of worship 

are not well informed of the Cath. System as laid down in the 

Council of Trent, where it is stated that all temporal funds or means 

which are the support of the spiritual appointments, say Pastors, 

Superiors &c &c must be under the control of the Bishop to pre- 

vent his appointments from being frustrated. Hence the Bishop’s 

control does not empower him to alienate the property or to turn 

it to his own use, but simply to enforce the application of the same 

to the support of those spiritual appointments he shall deem neces- 

sary for the proper guidance of each place of divine worship. 

My intention in proposing for one of the Assistants to present 

me a detached account of the proceedings (?) was to give entire 

confidence to the Congregation that nothing would be attempted 

privately, but what would tend to their solid advantages, since by 

that means, they would have one of their own members as evi- 

dence to the whole transaction of the business. Any other move, 

which they may adopt, would equally suit me. 

Triumph of the Rom. Cath. Congregation &c is a publication 

of Charleston under a pretended origin of New York. By Mr. 

Browne’s deceitful representations at Rome; a rescript of his Holi- 

ness was obtained. But as it was subreptitiously & obreptitiously 

procured, it becomes nul. Hence when my dispatches reach Rome, 

I confide their triumphs will be cut short. 

It is difficult for me to suggest the proper way to extricate your 

Ch. property from its present embarassment. If the most respec- 

table & most numerous part of the Congregation were closely 

united, I would form a plan among ourselves which would fairly 

embrace the objects which I have proposed, it would not be diffi- 
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cult to obtain the desired end. Until this be done, nothing can be 

effected. 

P.S. I shall go to Baltimore next week. 

12-G1* 

Baltimore, April 17", 1816 

Rev’. & Dear Sir, 
I have received your letter of the 26" of March, 1816, which, 

being in Latin, I suppose was intended to make its appearance at 

Rome, as an appeal from my authority, by which the powers 

granted you by my predecessor were, taken from you. If this be 

the case you have committed a great over-sight: for if you had 

examined the powers granted you, you would have observed that 

they were revocable at will. Hence in revoking them, I only used 

the same authority which my predecessor exercised in granting 

them: and if Rome cannot dispute his authority in admitting you 

to exercise, within his Diocese spiritual powers revocable at will 

so neither can she dispute my authority in revoking the same 

powers, when I judged fit so to do. The powers you received were 

merely missionary, and no collation was made in your favour. The 

faithful within the Diocese are divided into Congregations, not into 

parishes, & of course, in this missionary state of things, it depends 

on the will of the Arbshp. to alter, change & regulate matters after 

such sort & manner as he shall judge the good of the mission to 

require. Appeals are made to Rome to hinder Bshps from exceed- 

ing their powers, & not to prevent them from exercising their 

lawful powers and such as is essentially inherent in their Diocesan 

capacity. 

You may say my sentence was unjust, but that cannot avail 

you, as I thought otherwise: and I must tell you that all the prin- 

cipal Divines of Baltimore & elsewhere, all whom I consulted on 

the occasion thought as I did. You seem to speak of my sentence, 

as if thereby you were stricken with Ecclesiastical Censure. This 

however was not the case, for by withdrawing your powers, I left 

you exactly as you were before you received any powers from 

this Diocese, when I suppose, you were clear from all Ecclesiastical 

Censure. 

But unhappily you have involved yourself in Censure by pre- 

suming to exercise pastoral functions & administering the sacra- 

ments after I had revoked your powers. (See the printed facul- 

ties granted by my predecessor) and furthermore by proceeding 

under this contracted censure to exercise the same pastoral func- 

tions, you have incurred the great & mighty Ecclesiastical Censure 

' *BCA, 12-G1. Neale to Gallagher. 
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of IRREGULARITY from which censures no one can absolve you 

but myself, or such as I authorize to that effect. Hence it is evi- 

dent that you are more justly styled a deluded priest, than I a 

deluded prelate. 
As to the epithets of weak & irascible which you have been 

pleased to bestow on me to serve your purpose with the public, 

they affect me not. Probably my never having entertained an idea 

of possessing super eminent abilities, I feel less sensibly at hear- 

ing of your entertaining the public with your strictures on me. 

It has served my purpose to advantage. It has led me in great 

tranquility of mind to a more entire confidence in God, who when 

he pleases to raise the weak and frail to prelacy in his Church, 

always engage to give them light to discern His holy cause & 

vigorous strength to execute his holy will. 

But, Sir, it is not surprising that you of renowned abilities, 

splendid qualifications & highly boasted knowledge especially of 

cannon-law, should have committed such a blunder as to plead 

your appeal to Rome as sufficient authorization for the exercise 

of those spiritual powers which I had revoked ?—A mere smatterer 

in the cannon law would laugh at such empty pretence. Such bold 

& presumptuous assertions may serve to deceive the unsuspecting 

ignorant, & gratify party spirit, but can have no further avail. The 

truth looks you full in the face, & denies your assertion. Other 

things appear in your forwarded appeal equally deficient & ren- 

dering it perfectly null: But they will meet their rebuff in their 

proper place. 

You complain that I did not answer your two last letters written 

from Balti’: for this blame yourself, not me. Your unqualified 

letter written to M*. Browne, while you still remained at Balt”, 

required demurrage on my side, before I could answer in con- 

science. For in your said letter to M’. Browne, you took a stand, 
which I could not consistently yield to you— 

Ist You exhibited yourself as if vested with general vicarial 

powers by Bshp Carroll, whereas you never were appointed to any 

such office to my knowledge. 

2”” You pretend to the power of appointing your own curate, 

whereas you never had any such power. The Abp. never granted 

that power, even to his Coadjutor Bishop. 

3%” You there pretended to parochial rights as if a Collection 

had been made in your favour; Whereas no such thing has ever 

been done, & Charleston has never been erected into a Parish. 

47 You there assert that M’. Browne had been regularly ap- 

pointed & sanctioned as your Curate by the late Arbshp, whereas 

he never did appoint him as y" curate, because he never did con- 

sider you otherwise than a missionary pastor removable at will; 
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neither did he appoint him as a joint-pastor with you, as he had 

formerly done in favor of Mr. Cloriviére, but only consented for 

M’. Browne to remain at Charleston as a temporary assistant 

during your absence, and to return to Augusta when the urgent 

necessity should cease; Nay, he even insisted on Mr. Browne at- 

tending the Congregation of Augusta from time to time, during 

his temporary residence at Charleston. 

5” You there presumed to declare Mr. Cloriviére Schismatical 

for exercising his spiritual powers in Charleston, whereas I had 

authorized him to exercise the said powers there as a joint-pastor 

with yourself. This fact was well known both to you and to M’. 

Browne, whom I had ordered in the same letter to return to Au- 

gusta, and there reassume the care of his former Congregation 

with the same powers he enjoyed before, in strict conformity with 

the intentions & promises of my worthy predecessor. This M’. 

Browne defferred complying with, under pretence of being ap- 

pointed by you as pastor of Charleston &cc 

Hence it is evident that in this letter, you took a stand above 

my control, and subversive of my authority, which I could not in 

conscience yield to you. A revocation of this letter & the senti- 

ments therein expressed became absolutely necessary, which I 

charitably supposed the good dispositions manifested in your two 

last letters from Balt" would naturally have conducted you to, 
on your arrival at Charleston. Hence I delayed answering those 

letters, that you might have the necessary time for doing your duty, 

& proving to me that in writing those letters your heart was correct 

and that sincerity guided your conduct. But you neglected to do 

the essentially necessary thing; and your posterior conduct plainly 

proves to me how prudently I deferred reinstating you in the 

powers I had taken from you. What has taken place gives me 

every reason to call in question the sincerity of those sentiments 

exposed in your two aforesaid letters & you have involved your- 

self most miserably. 

As you stand, you cannot celebrate Mass without a glaring 

Sacrilege, nor perform any pastoral functions. Your absolutions 

are null & unavailable. If you proceed to influence others to follow 

you, you will involve them in the same ruin with yourself & render 

your own case far more desperate. 

Therefore, My dear & Rev* Sir, I beg & pray you through the 

love of Jesus Christ our dear Redeemer, to withdraw your steps 

from the ruinous precipice down which you are sliding, and by an 

humble & Christian submission, prove yourself a genuine & loving 

child of our dear Mother the Catholic Church. Ah, quit the fatal 

path by which all heresiarchs departed from her maternal bosom. 

My supplications to heaven to obtain for you the grace necessary 
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for the performance of this heroical virtue shall not be wanting. 

With every sincere wish, | Remain 
Your afflicted Archbshp. & most Ob"* H”*® Serv‘ 

(Signed) Lron* ABsHp or BALt™ 

Baltimore, April 17, 1816 

12-R7* 

RiGHT REVEREND SIR 

Your kind favor of the 17th ult® with the enclosed letters from 

Cardinal Litta came safe, for which I return my best thanks. One 

of them goes to inform me that the Congregation de Prop—— has 

appointed a Vicar Apostolic at the Island of St. Dominic. The 

other is to inquire of me whether the Council of Trent’s decision 

relative to marriages ought to be published or acceded to in Amer- 

ica or United States. This inquiry seems to have taken its origin 

from a letter addressed to the Congregation by one of my Suf- 

fragens,* on that score which I conceive ought not to have been 

done without first consulting. However as this subject had been 

fully discussed in my predecessor’s time, when it was determined 

that such an adoption of the Council would be highly detrimental 

to religion clog (sic) us with innumerable difficulties. I have 

answered in the negative, which I conclude would be the concur- 

ring answer of all my brother bishops. In my last letter to you 

Right Reverend Sir I stated the letter sent by Card’ Litta includ- 

ing a precept of his Holiness to reinstate Messrs. Gallagher and 

Browne at Charleston as they were before, while their appeal is 

pending also to remove the Rev. Mr. Cloriviére entirely from 

Charleston & finally ordering me to forward legalized reasons for 

superseding those two reverend gentlemen &cc His Holiness 

mandate I have considered as null being subreptitiously obtained 

& shall if possible send a protest to Rome to urge the case and 

support the episcopal authority in the United States against Re- 

fractory priests, Congregation of Prop——. The coarse and rude 

way they have treated me in favor of Messrs. Gallagher and 

Browne both notoriously refractory planely shows, that, unless 

effectual opposition be made in the present instances, our au- 

thority for the government of the unruly will be reduced to in- 

anity. Mr. Gallagher’s subscription made before evidences is 

sufficient evidence of the nullity or unfounded state of his appeal. 

However, I shall answer Card‘ Litta and justify my proceedings. 

And as the Bull, which erected this Diocese into Archi Episcopacy 

warns all it’s suffragans to adhere closely to their Metrop tanquam 

*BCA, 12-R7. Draft of a letter thought to have been written to Bishop 
Connolly of New York by Archbishop Neale. 

#Benedict Joseph Flaget, Bishop of Bardstown. 
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Membra Capiti I have judged it proper to apply to each of them 

& solicit their concurrence in the present instance. I have there- 

fore, requested our other Brother Bshps & now request you to 

state to his Holiness the unworthy conduct of Messrs. Gallagher 

and Browne & support my authority. 
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CATHOLIC EASTERN CHURCHES IN 

NEW YORK CITY 

S1sTER Mary ConstTaANce GoLpen, R.S.M. 

I 

KipLinc Was Wronc 

“O, East is East, and West is West, and never the twain 
shall meet, 

Till Earth and Sky stand present at God’s Great Judgment 

Seat.” 

Although East is East and West is West, there is one place 

where they do meet—within the embrace of Holy Mother Church. 

Nowhere else does one find such racial, national, intellectual, and 

social diversity. There are dissimilarities of all kinds, but, never- 

theless, one finds in the Church a conglomerate group bound 

together by the same fundamental belief—belief in Christ and 

His teachings. “From the outset, Christians of all countries, no 

matter of what race or of what condition, had recognized one 

another as brethren.” 

As one finds in the greatest natural institution—the family— 

likes and dislikes, an affection on the part of one member for a 

certain practice, and another member’s disaffection for the same 

practice, so, too, in this great supernatural institution—the 

Church—one finds these same traits. But “blood is thicker than 

water”, and in the family diverse temperaments are held together 

by their great love one for the other. The Blood of Christ and 

love for the God-Man are the forces which draw together and 

bind in union the varied types found in the Church. 

Members of a family endeavor to understand one another so 

that they may thereby make their lives more harmonious. Like- 

wise, in the Church the East and West try to appreciate one 

another’s differences. Each studies the other’s ideas, habits, and 

customs, so that a truly happy family may result. It doesn’t mat- 

ter how much work this study entails—the goal in view is well 

worth the trouble. Here again Kipling was wrong. He said, 

*Rudyard Kipling, Ballad of East and West. 
*Mser. L. Duchesne, Christian Worship—Its Origin and Evolution, p. 13. 
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“You'll never plumb the Oriental mind 

And if you did, it isn’t worth the toil.’ 

This certainly is not the idea of the Church. To penetrate to the 

depths of the Oriental mind and thereby ensure harmony within 

the Family of Christ is worth any amount of toil. To this end our 

popes, prelates, religious, and laymen have labored and are con- 

tinuing their efforts in this regard. 

The words of Benedict XV help to strengthen the case against 

Kipling. “The Church of Jesus Christ is neither Latin nor Greek 

nor Slav but Catholic; accordingly she makes no difference be- 

tween her children, and Greeks, Latins, Slavs, and members of 

all other nations are equal in the eyes of the Apostolic See.’ 

Disputes do arise in a family and in this “family” there have 

been many. Over the centuries, time and time again, situations 

have arisen which caused great disturbance. But, as may be safely 

said about such difficulties, they were watered not so much by the 

rain of dissension about fundamental principles, but more by the 

dew of uncontrolled passions. 

Human beings make up this great family, although its Head 

is divine. It is a divine institution, but its members are subject to 

all human frailties. These latter were the cause of the greatest 

rifts within the Church. It is these disagreements and the action 

taken to overcome them which the following pages would discuss. 

*Rudyard Kipling, One Viceroy Resigns. 
“Pope Benedict XV, Motu Proprio—“Dei Providentis”’—May 1, 1917. 



II 

OutT OF THE EAstT 

Within the confines of this great city of New York there live 

many members of the Eastern world. Who are they? From 

whence do they come? Why are some called Eastern Catholics? 

These questions we shall attempt to answer by the following 

account of Rome’s relations with the East. 

Christianity came from the East. Here Christ was born, and 

here He spent His whole life. Around men of the East Christ 

built His Church and placed with them the glorious task of 

preaching His Word to all. After His death, the Apostles carried 

the “good tidings” westward from Jerusalem, preaching the 

truths of faith and morals as they had heard them from our Lord. 

With the rapidity of fire, symbolical of its guiding principle, 

the Holy Ghost, the Church spread throughout the surrounding 

territory to Africa, Greece, and at last to Rome, the capital of 

the Empire. Here, the Church took root and from this central 

point sent forth its missionaries. St. Peter resided at Rome and 

was the recognized head of the Infant Church. He settled all 

disputes, sent forth disciples to preach the Gospel, and, in fine, 

executed all the affairs of the fast growing Church. “Rome, the 

capital of the Empire, the See of St. Peter, a place hallowed by 

the Apostles, became the uncontested metropolis of the Church.”5 

“The history of the Eastern Churches begins at the time of 

the Apostles.”® Those sent to the outlying sections naturally be- 

came the leaders of their respective groups. As time went on, 

there developed a fixed hierarchy in each local church. The suc- 

cessor of the original founder became the bishop, and all the clergy 

in his diocese submitted to his jurisdiction. Certain bishops, how- 

ever, because of the importance of their sees, exercised authority 

over neighboring churches. The reason was simple; the Gospel 

had first been brought to great cities, and it was from them that 

the Faith spread. Therefore, the bishops of the oldest cities ruled 

over churches in their vicinity, ordained priests, and consecrated 

®*Msg. L. Duchesne, op. cit., p. 14. 
*Adrian Fortescue, The Orthodox Eastern Church, p. 2. 
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new bishops. They visited the sees around them, presided at 

synods, and settled all difficulties. Three bishops stood out as 

the most influential in all Christendom; the Bishops of Rome, 

Alexandria, and Antioch. Rome was always the most powerful; 

its Bishop was always recognized as the first of the great 

Patriarchs. 

Constantinople, at first one of the smallest of local dioceses, 

rose from this position to the rank of the first church of all 

Eastern Christendom. This was due to the fact that the Emperor 

and his court resided there. Constantine, having conquered Rome, 

brought glory to Byzantium. He carried off from the Eternal 

City all the ornaments that could be removed to decorate the new 

capital, to which he gave his own name. It became the New Rome 

and was to be legally equal in every way to the Old Rome. Gradu- 

ally, the bishop of that city began to share in the dignity of the 

capital. As the importance of Constantinople grew, so also did 

the importance of the bishop. So much prestige did he begin to 

attach to his position, that he considered himself equal to the 

great Patriarch at Rome. 

The story of the rise of Constantinople is not a creditable one. 

There were no splendid traditions; no lustre of Apostolic origin ; 

no dignity that could be compared with that of Rome, Alexan- 

dria, and Antioch (each of the latter could trace its origin directly 

to the Apostles); and none of the sacred associations of Jeru- 

salem. It was only the presence of the Emperor which allowed 

her to usurp first place among the churches of the East, and at 

last to lead them in a campaign against Peter. 

The desire of subsequent bishops of Constantinople was real- 

ized—the Imperial City became second only to Rome—all other 

Patriarchates declined. This second place was not, however, satis- 

factory. Greed for power took possession of the Patriarch and 

led to an overwhelming passion for supreme authority. It was 

this ambition of the bishops that caused and fostered friction 

with Rome; “. . . it was the slowly climbing ambition of Con- 

stantinople that bred mutual jealousy and hatred. . . .”7 

"Adrian Fortescue, op. cit., p. 30. 



III 

“How Are THE MIGHTY FALLEN” 

During the adolescent period of its growth, the Church suf- 

fered much from heresy and political trouble. These resulted in 

groups breaking away from Catholic unity. The most serious of 

the heresies were Arianism, which denied the divinity of Christ; 

Nestorianism, which stated that there were two persons as well 

as two natures in Christ; and Monophysitism, which declared 

that there was but one nature in Christ, and that the Divine. 

These were widespread in the East, particularly in Armenia, Syria, 

Ethiopia, and Egypt. As a result of Nestorianism, “. . . the 

Eastern part of the Patriarchate of Antioch fell away from the 

Church.”® The heretics refused to submit to the pronouncement 

of the Councils, rejected the supremacy of the Pope, and broke 

with the Church. 

Differences in temperament and discipline aided in bringing 

about the Iconoclast conflict which helped to aggravate conditions 

between East and West. This practice of image-breaking was 

condemned by Pope Gregory II, and the Catholic doctrine on the 

veneration of images was proclaimed at the Seventh Oecumenical 

Council of Nicea. The results of this dispute were far-reaching. 

Even today practically all Eastern Churches venerate icons of 

Christ, the Blessed Virgin, and the saints, instead of statues. All 

the differences of discipline and regional pride culminated in the 

great schism of Photius in the ninth century. 

After Methodius, Patriarch of Constantinople, died, the clergy 

met to choose his successor. Ignatius was chosen, and an embassy 

went to Pope Leo IV to announce his appointment, as was the 

custom. Rome recognized him as the lawful successor of 

Methodius. From the beginning Ignatius had enemies. He like- 

wise had difficulties with the government. Bardas, the regent, had 

banished his lawful wife and was living with his daughter-in-law 

Eudokia. Ignatius warned Bardas and ordered him to put her 

away. Bardas refused. While still adhering to this way of life, 

he came to receive the Holy Eucharist. Ignatius would not permit 

*Leslie J. Walker, S.J., Problem of Reunion, p. 27. 
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him to communicate. Michael, the Emperor, was furious at the 

insult offered to his uncle, but the Patriarch was firm. Another 

cause of trouble was that Michael and Bardas sought to put 

Theodora, widow of the former Emperor, into a nunnery. Igna- 

tius would not consent as long as she herself was unwilling. They, 

therefore, determined to get rid of him. He was exiled, and 

Photius replaced him. 

Photius was one of the most learned men of his time. If he 

had not given his name to the schism, it would have been known 

to us as that of the greatest scholar of his time. He was offered 

the See of Constantinople and accepted it. In six days he received 

all the orders, and, on Christmas Day, 857, was consecrated 

Patriarch by a bishop who was himself already suspended and 

excommunicated. 

All efforts were made to get Ignatius to resign, but they failed. 

The bishops who remained true to him were persecuted and 

declared excommunicated. Photius and the Emperor, by a deceit- 

ful letter, attempted to convince Pope Nicholas I, then governing 

the Church, that all was in order. He, however, sent two legates 

to investigate. These were the worst envoys ever sent by Rome to 

any place. “Presents” helped them to paint a picture of order 

for the Pope. Nicholas examined the whole matter himself and 

decided for Ignatius. Photius was warned of excommunication 

unless he retired from his usurped position. Michael and Photius 

determined to throw off the authority of Rome, and the latter 

began to strengthen his case at home by arousing old jealousies. 

He sent an insolent letter through the Emperor to the Pope 

in which he condemned several Latin practices, especially that of 

adding the “Filioque” to the Creed. This last he described as 

“godless, atheistic, and blasphemous”. (We should note that all 

the practices he denounced were local customs of the Latins.) It 

was no longer an issue between Ignatius and Photius, but between 

Latins and Greeks. It still is. The Court backed Photius and 

several other Eastern bishops followed him. 

Meanwhile, Michael was killed. Basil replaced him, deposed 

Photius, and restored Ignatius. In the same year Nicholas, the 

Pope, died. Photius was exiled, but on the death of Ignatius was 

‘returned to the Patriarchate with the approval of Pope John VIII. 
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This action has always been the source for much discussion. When 

the great Cardinal Hergenroether wrote his monumental work 

on Photius, he indicated that this truly learned and cultured 

Patriarch would have to be studied further. In the last ten years 

such studies have been undertaken, with the advantages of sources 

hitherto unexplored, and the present conclusion is that Photius 

did not die excommunicated. If the tragedy of schism had not 

engulfed him, he would most certainly have been considered by 

the West as the last of the Eastern Fathers. As it is, Photius 

will forever stand out as an intellectual giant of the Greek Church, 

though a partisan of the anti-Latin and anti-papal campaign 

which ended in a schism, which claims more than a hundred mil- 

lion followers. 



1V 

Tue Great SCHISM 

“But in this first open break was sown the seed of the later 

schism of 1054, under the Patriarch Michael Cerularius, that was 

to leave its mark on Europe to this day.”® Cerularius never in- 

tended to become a priest. Suicide in his family resulted in a 

change of mind, and he freely entered a monastery. Constantine 

on becoming Emperor sent for him and gave him great freedom 

in the Court. He thus became the most powerful man in the 

Empire. Because he was secretary to the Patriarch, he was con- 

secrated bishop, but without having kept the Interstices. Upon 

the death of the Patriarch, Constantine appointed Cerularius to 

fill the post. He proved himself very ungrateful and showed that 

he considered himself far superior to the Emperor. 

In 1053 he began his attack on Rome by denouncing the customs 

of the Latin Church that were different from those of Constanti- 

nople. Two in particular he declared were unchristian—fasting 

on Saturday, and consecrating unleavened bread. This was an 

absurd stand to take because the Byzantines had never been asked 

to do either. Throughout this schism one must continually ask— 

What is it all about? No one had attacked him. There does not 

seem to have been the least provocation. It looks as if he had no 

other motive than love of schism itself. 

All Eastern bishops must be with him, so he began to gather 

his forces around him. A letter was sent in Latin to all the Eastern 

bishops asking how the Romans, the “wisest and noblest of all 

races”, can have fallen into such “horrible infirmities”. These 

are the aforementioned Azyme bread and fasting on Saturday, 

plus celibacy. The allusion to the latter was particularly offensive 

to the Pope, because he was staunchly advocating celibacy of the 

clergy. His next move was to close all the Latin churches in 

Constantinople and to order all Latins to use the Byzantine rite. 

His chancellor broke open the tabernacles and trampled the Blessed 

Sacrament underfoot, because It was consecrated in Azyme. 

Surprisingly, the Emperor was very annoyed at Cerularius and 

"Rev. Cyril J. Potocek, Sts. Cyril and Methodwus, p. 21. 
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did not give him any encouragement. He didn’t want schism. It 

didn’t matter to him what the Latins ate on Saturday nor what 

kind of bread they used for consecration. 

When the papal legates arrived to discuss matters, Cerularius 

showed his attitude very clearly. The delegates of the Pope al- 

ways have the precedence which the Pope himself would have. 

He wanted them to sit not only below him, but below his metro- 

politans. This they refused to do. His further complaint against 

them was that they did not prostrate themselves before him, and 

that they bore their crosiers in his diocese. Therefore, he struck 

the Pope’s name from his diptych. 

These unimportant matters assumed such monstrous propor- 

tions mainly because of the pompous attitude of both Cerularius 

and the papal legates. “. . . there could hardly have been more 

arrogant and tactless persons than Michael Cerularius and the 

legates of Pope Leo I[X.’° 

Immediately the legates prepared a bull of excommunication. 

The Patriarch had definitely shown his position ; he wanted schism 

and had made no response to their peaceful overtures. While the 

Holy Sacrifice was being offered in the Church of St. Sofia, the 

legates walked through the Royal Door of the Iconostasis and 

placed the bull of excommunication on the altar saying, “Videat 

Deus et Judicet”. Schism was complete. 

Now, there arose another great question—What would the 

other bishops do? When Cerularius sent them word to strike the 

Pope’s name from their diptych, they quietly complied. His in- 

fluence had been great. Later the schismatic tried to join the 

positions of Emperor and Patriarch in his own person and estab- 

lish a theocracy. This he did not succeed in doing, but he did 

establish the schismatical Eastern church. 

As a result of this break there now exist two distinct branches 

of the Eastern Church—one the Catholic Eastern Church, the 

other the Dissident Eastern Church. The former is often called 

“Uniate”. This term is disliked by its members, because it was 

coined as an expression of contempt by the opponents of the 

Rev. F. G. Cole, M.A., Mother of All Churches, p. 30. 
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Union of Brest. The latter are erroneously termed “Orthodox”. 

Dissident is the better word. 

Let it be remembered that excommunication was pronounced 

against Constantinople. If other Patriarchs are out of communion 

with Rome, it is because they wished to follow the ambition of 

Constantinople; it is due to no formal act on Rome’s part. 



V 

RITE AND Its VARIATIONS 

An Apostolic Liturgy as such did not exist. The Apostles be- 

queathed the practice of meeting together, reading the Scriptures, 

singing the psalms, and, especially, Breaking of the Bread. They 

did what our Lord did essentially, but the manner differed. The 

Eucharistic service was fluid and variable; it was not written or 

fixed, but ex tempore. Ritual evolved from the necessity for cere- 

monies. As there was no fixed liturgy, there was no uniformity 

in ceremony, although there was uniformity in certain essential 

parts. This variation in ceremony is attributable to the fact that 

the bishops of the great metropolises sent missionaries to out- 

lying districts, and these quite naturally carried with them the 

remembrance of how things were done in the mother church. 

As the prestige of these mother churches grew, it was possible 

for them to impose their liturgy on the surrounding dependent 

churches. Only those cut off from communication with the central 

church developed their own peculiar rite. The particular parts 

of the Sacrifice were the same; only the manner of celebrating it 

differed. “The Eucharistic Sacrifice is one, the ways of offering 

it are many.” 

The very close union of all the Western Churches accounts for 

the use of Latin throughout the West. However, Rome never 

thought of imposing her liturgy on sister churches in the East. 

Oriental churches before the schism and those now in union with 

Rome keep their own liturgies without challenge. “None of the 

Eastern Churches ever knew anything of our Roman Liturgy.’’!” 

“A different type of service grew up in the East. Instead of 

short, terse collects of the business-like Church of the West, the 

Eastern Services were diffuse rhapsodies, interspersed with pray- 

ers. Thus, the different habits of thought stereotyped themselves 

in liturgy, rites, and ceremonies.’?* This variability of rites even- 

tually caused friction. ‘Schism and heresy are not the only ground 

"Donald Attwater, Catholic Eastern Churches, p. 25. 
Adrian Fortescue, op. cit., p. 99. 
Rev. F. G. Cole, M.A., op. cit., p. 27. 
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of the diversity of Eastern Churches. Rite must also be taken 

into account.”!4 

There are six principal rites which follow the respective cus- 

toms of the places where they originated. “Thus, we have the 

Roman, Byzantine (Constantinople), Alexandrian, Antiochene, 

Armenian, and Chaldean (Babylonian) Rites.”45 The Mass is 

variously called “The Holy Liturgy”, “The Divine Liturgy”, “The 

Divine Service”, or “The Holy Offering.” Different languages 

are employed, and the ceremonies are long and elaborate. The 

spiritual life of the Oriental Catholic revolves about the Holy 

Liturgy. It is the center from which all other devotion emanates. 

Characteristically expressive and demonstrative, he reaches his 

peak in the Divine Service. “We may, therefore, profit by a 

consideration of their example, and be excited to a yet warmer 

love for the true Bride of Christ by looking upon her bewitching 

beauty in the diversity of her various rites.”2® A concelebration 

is the usual form of offering, that is, the Holy Sacrifice is offered 

by two or more priests at the same altar, through a consecration 

by each of the same bread and wine. Holy communion is dis- 

tributed in both forms (except in the Maronite and Armenian 

Liturgy), and our “low” Mass is unheard of among them. Every 

celebration of the Eucharistic Sacrifice is solemn and the whole 

congregation joins in the responses. Organs are not used 

(Maronites excepted), and the chant is either unaccompanied or 

blended with cymbals, triangles, and other tinkling instruments. 

The vestments worn are peculiar and splendid. 

“Several rites are represented in New York City. In Manhat- 

tan there are: St. George’s Melkite Church, 103 Washington 

Street; St. George’s Ukrainian Church, 24 East Seventh Street ; 

St. Mary’s Carpatho-Russian Church, 225 East Thirteenth Street ; 

Our Lady of Grace Italo-Greek Church, 18 Stanton Street ; Holy 

Cross Hungarian Church, 323 East Eighty-second Street; St. 

Michael’s Russian Chapel, 266 Mulberry Street; and St. Joseph’s 

“Pere Janin, The Separated Eastern Churches, p. 18. 
*Rey. Cuthbert Gumbinger, O.M.Cap., S.T.D., Oriental Catholics (pamph- 
— for use at the celebration of the Divine Liturgy, February 22, 

*Pope Pius XI, quoted from Catholic Eastern Churches, Donald Att- 
water, p. XII. 
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Maronite Church, 57 Washington Street. In these churches one 

may hear Mass sung in Arabic, Slavonic, Greek, and Hungarian. 

A priest of the Armenian rite is also resident in the city.!7 Resi- 

dents of Brooklyn also have the advantage of several Eastern 

rite churches in the borough.18 

A brief survey of the principal rites used in these churches 

might be enlightening to the uninitiated. The use of Slavonic in 

the Liturgy dates from the ninth century. It was originally cele- 

brated in ancient Greek, but in the ninth century Saints Cyril and 

Methodius translated it into Slavonic for the conversion of the 

Bulgarians, Ruthenians, Moravians, and other pagan tribes. The 

translation was approved by Pope John VIII. Later, it was 

written in Arabic and Rumanian. Several languages, Slavonic, 

Greek, Arabic, and Rumanian, and other vernaculars are used in 

this rite. The use of one language, like Latin, has never been 

the practice of the Greek Church. The language, liturgy, and 

ceremonies of the Greek Church are substantially the same wheth- 

er Catholic or dissident. A great deal more is said aloud than in 

a Roman Mass. “The casual observer could not distinguish the 

Slavonic priest from the Latin priest when celebrating Mass or 

other services, except by hearing the language as pronounced 

aloud.”1®* 

The Greek or Byzantine Rite comes next in expansion through- 

out the Christian world to the Roman Rite. It has spread over 

the entire Christian Orient among the Slavic, Rumanian, and 

Greek populations. The term “Melkite Rite” is used by Syrian 

Greeks of the Byzantine Rite. It has come to mean those Syrians 

of the Greek Rite who are Catholic and united with the Holy 

See. The rite is the same as that of other Greek Catholics, but 

the language used is Arabic, with some few exceptions in original 

"Monsignor Pascal Maljian is in residence at Our Lady of Loreto, Man- 
hattan, but on principal feasts he offers his Mass at St. Stephen’s Church, 
East 29 Street. 
*Brooklyn Eastern Churches are: Our Lady of Lebanon Maronite, Rem- 

sen and Henry Streets; Virgin Mary Melkite, Amity and Clinton Streets; 
St. Elias’ Carpatho-Russian, 724 Leonard Street; Holy Ghost and St. 
Nicholas (both Ukrainian), 160 North 5th Street and 222 17th Street. In 
Yonkers there are also two: St. Nicholas Carpatho-Russian, 79 Ash Street, 
and St. Michael Ukrainian, 29 Chestnut Street. 
%*Andrew J. Shipman, 4 Memorial of Andrew J. Shipman—His Life and 

Writings, edited by Conde B. Pallen, p. 183. 
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Greek. A Melkite priest may celebrate entirely in Greek if he 

so desires, and the Catholic Missal is printed with parallel columns 

in Arabic and Greek. 

The Maronites are those who use ancient Syrian in the Liturgy 

and are proud to boast that they still use the very language which 

our Lord spoke while on earth. They speak Arabic as their ordi- 

nary tongue, but use Syriac and Arabic on the altar. The rite 

has become more and more modeled on the Roman Rite. The 

altar bread is unleavened and like the Latin Host in shape. Com- 

munion is distributed to the laity under the species of bread alone. 

Of all the rites now in union with Rome, it alone has no dissident 

rite of corresponding form and language. 

The Armenian Rite is peculiar in that it is a rite for one people. 

Only Armenians belong to it, and only Armenians are ordained 

to the priesthood. Missals and church books are printed in that 

language, and the Divine Liturgy is offered in ancient Armenian. 

This variation of rite and language emphasizes the Catholicity 

of the Church and substantiates St. Paul’s words, “For we, being 

many, are one bread, one body, all that partake of One Bread.’”!® 

®St. Paul, I Corinthians, 10-17. 



VI 

DISTINCTIVE STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

The form of the Greek altar and sanctuary, and even of the 

entire Church, is different from that of Roman churches. It is 

a peculiar cross shape—Slavonic—which consists of the usual 

cross with the head-band and foot piece added to it. This type 

of structure, of course, is not found here in our city churches, 

first, because it is too expensive and there are not sufficient mem- 

bers of each rite to support their churches adequately, and second, 

because, as Monsignor Ghosn, Archimandrite of the Melkites in 

New York, said, the great difference in architecture would tend 

to repel Western Catholics rather than attract them as they do 

not yet understand our Eastern neighbors. There is, nevertheless, 

a tendency to introduce Eastern architecture gradually. The re- 

marks on structure found in this chapter refer to the usual Eastern 

church around which the life of the Oriental has always centered, 

and which he misses very much. 

The building is surmounted by domes of varying number, the 

number used having a specific significance. If there is one large 

dome, it signifies our Lord; three of equal size, the Trinity; 

three, two of which are smaller, the Old and New Testaments 

on either side of Christ; five, our Lord and the four Evangelists. 

There are always two altars. The main altar is usually nearly 

square in form and arranged so that the clergy may pass entirely 

around it. On the gospel side is found a smaller altar, or table 

of oblation, on which the Proskomide is said. An iconostasis 

divides the sanctuary from the church proper. This is the chief 

and most distinctive feature of all Greek churches. It is the 

differentiating note between Greek and Roman architecture. 

The iconostasis consists of a great screen or partition extending 

from side to side of the apse or across the entire end of the 

church and is built of solid materials such as stone, metal, or wood. 

Reaching often to the ceiling of the church, it completely shuts 

off the altar and the sanctuary from the worshipper. There are 

three doors; the great royal door in the center, so called because 

it leads directly to the altar upon which the King of Kings is 
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sacrificed ; the deacon’s door at the right, and the door of the 

Proskomide (preparation for Mass) upon the left, when looking 

at the structure from the standpoint of the worshipper in the 

body of the church. 

On every iconostasis there must appear two particular pictures 

or icons (statues are not used by the Eastern Church) no matter 

how humble the structure may be—the picture of our Lord on the 

right of the royal door and that of our Lady on the left. There 

may be and usually are many other elaborately decorated icons. 

This structure is really an Oriental development in adorning 

the holy place about the Christian altar. Originally, in both the 

Eastern and Latin Rites, the altar stood out plain and severe. 

The iconostasis is never used in the Roman churches and was 

unknown in the early Church. The present form is merely a 

matter of development of church architecture, suitable and adopted 

to the Greek Rite.?° 

*The facts contained in this chapter were obtained from Andrew J. 
Shipman, op. cit., pp. 130, 151-153, 217. 



VII 

“Tuat ALL May BE One...” 

Attempts have been made at reunion between the West and her 

dissident Eastern colleagues. From the fifteenth century a steady 

stream of Easterners has been coming “home”. They have seen 

the light and have subdued all political influence and local pride 

in order to return to the one Fold. 

Rome has always been more conciliatory to the Eastern Church 

than to the Protestants. This is only natural, as the former are 

nearer to us. “. . . the points in which the Faith of the East 

and West differ are small in comparison with the vast area in 

regard to which they are completely agreed.”*!_ What then keeps 

them apart? The separation may be attributed to lack of under- 

standing. Only when there is a true appreciation of each other’s 

temperaments and ideas will the obstacles of schism be overcome. 

“In order that Catholics of all rites may perfectly cooperate with 

one another, they must learn to know each other correctly. Only 

so can they come to understand each other, and finally to appre- 

ciate the true worth of each other.”** The West must gain a 

knowledge and understanding of the things these people hold 

dear, of the wrongs that have been inflicted upon them. “Ignorance 

of things Eastern built up the attitude which demanded imperi- 

ously that the East submit to the Pope.”** This ignorance must 

be overcome. How can we love what we do not know? 

The Church in order to bring about reunion has made many 

overtures toward our separated brethren. Of course, she has per- 

mitted no divergence from dogma, but any concessions possible 

have been granted. She has not required any change in their 

rite, nor even in their calendar. The whole of the Greek Catholic 

liturgy, service and discipline, including the ordination of married 

men as priests, was approved by Clement VIII in the Bull 

“Magnus Dominus”, and was repeated in his Brief “Benedictus 

Sit Pastor”, which was addressed to the Ruthenian bishops and 

people. 

“Leslie J. Walker, S.J., op. cit., p. 30. 
=Donald Attwater, op. cit., p. VII. 
Rev. Theophane Carroll, O.F.M. “Eastern Christian Churches—Catholic 

and Non-Catholic,” quoted from Crusader’s Almanac, 1944. 
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Reunion has been very close to the hearts of all the popes who 

have reigned since the Great Schism, but to a few in particular 

may be accredited outstanding work in this regard. Clement VIII, 

Benedict XV, Pius IX, and Leo XIII have done special and 

signal work with reference to the Greek Rite. The encyclical of 

Leo XIII, “Dignitas Orientalium”, deserves specific mention, and 

in his encyclical on the Reunion of Christendom, he gives voice 

to his great longing for unity. “. . . the yearning desire of Our 

Heart bids Us conceive and hope that the day is not far distant 

when the Eastern Churches, so illustrious in their ancient faith 

and glorious past, will return to the fold they have abandoned.’’* 

In 1908 at the Vatican, Pius X presided at a magnificent cen- 

tenary celebration in honor of St. John Chrysostum. A Pontifical 

Greek Mass was celebrated there, for the first time since the 

Council of Florence, by the Patriarch of Antioch in the presence 

of twenty-six Greek Catholic bishops and numerous Greek clergy 

from all parts of the Oriental Catholic world and a host of Roman 

prelates and clergy. The same Pope also appointed two Greek 

Catholic bishops for America. 

The Pontifical Institute for Oriental Studies in Rome is one 

of the most distinguished accomplishments of Pope Benedict XV. 

Created after World War I, it serves as a scientific basis for the 

work of the Holy See and of the Church in the Near East. Ac- 

cording to the desire of its institutor and of his successor, Pius XI, 

it is an establishment for high intellectual training on all ques- 

tions concerning the Near East. The Pope himself appoints the 

Professors; he wishes to be kept informed of everything re- 

garding the Institute and has furnished funds for its library. 

The work was very dear to the heart of the founder, and each 

succeeding Pope has evinced the same close interest in its activi- 

ties. It is destined to spread far and wide the Peace of Christ 

in both East and West. 

This Holy Father, often called the Pope of the Eastern Rites, 

was also the founder of the Catholic Near East Welfare Associa- 

tion, with its headquarters in New York City. For nearly twenty 

years this Association, which now has as its President Archbishop 

Francis J. Spellman, has been the Pope’s mission aid for the 

“Pope Leo XIII, Reunion of Christendom, encyclical, 1894. 
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Catholics of the Near and Middle East. Pius XI clearly deter- 

mined in its charter that, though its first aim would always be to 

raise funds among generous American Catholics, it was also to 

help educate Western Catholics in the gorgeous rites and customs 

of our Eastern brethren. The Association is directly under the 

jurisdiction of the Sacred Oriental Congregation in Rome, whose 

present head, Eugene Cardinal Tisserant, has also specially blessed 

the Oriental Conferences now being held annually at Fordham 

and throughout the country. These “Oriental Days” are in direct 

response to the command of Pope Pius XI, given in 1928 and 

often repeated. 

Pius XI also commissioned the Benedictine Abbey of St. Proco- 

pius, Lisle, Illinois, in May, 1940, to serve as the center of the 

Russian apostolate in America. Two Benedictines were ordained 

in the Eastern Rite, the first ones so designated for the Byzantine- 

Slavic Rite in America. To the same Pope is due the existence 

of the Russicum in Rome, a special Russian College to train priests 

in this ancient rite. The priests trained there are expected to 

enter Russia, in God’s good time. Meanwhile, they are laboring 

in many countries, and their apostolate is a complete justification 

of the high hopes of the sainted Pontiff. 

The present Holy Father continues the great work of his pre- 

decessor. Although his pontificate has been set down amid the 

turmoil of this world conflict, Pope Pius XII has inspired clergy 

and laity throughout the world to interest themselves and others 

in the Eastern rites. Already the signs of great advances are 

apparent. No one can doubt that, if all continue to have the same 

charitable and informed mind on matters Oriental, the longed 

for reunion of the dissidents will yet be seen. 



VIII 

East Meets West IN New York City 

New York City, the pulse of the nation, throbbing with activity, 

teeming with life! Truly it has been the “open sesame” to a bright 

future for millions of people. Persecuted in their own countries, 

either for religious or political beliefs, people fled to the “land of 

promise”. They wept when they gazed upon the symbol of liberty 

standing at the gateway to America. Among these refugees were 

thousands of Eastern Catholics. Upon their arrival, they looked 

for “their” church, but found none. They were not understood ; 

they were looked at with askance. Saddened, they withdrew from 

contact with their Western neighbors and built about themselves 

a wall of protection. 

“Again and again, I declare that our whole Eastern mission 

depends on the attitude of our Western colleagues.”*> Neither 

understood the other. To the Easterner his American acquaint- 

ances were cold, uninterested in his difficulties ; to the Westerner 

his Oriental neighbors were odd, strange people, who had un- 

usual practices. What could be done to overcome this situation? 

The Holy Ghost, the Spirit of Truth, breathes where He will. 

He inspired several priests and laymen in New York City to take 

up the banner of better understanding and attempt to place it 

permanently high above the differences existing between East and 

West. Their work was launched in the early twentieth century. 

One of the prominent figures in this field is Right Reverend 

Bernard Ghosn, Ph.D., S.T.D. Born in Syria, in a Catholic 

Melkite family, he was ordained at Rome in 1900, where he re- 

mained until 1903. Having obtained his doctorate in philosophy 

and theology, he returned to Syria to work in the parishes and 

schools as a Melkite Basilian monk. During his tenure as rector 

of the Basilian Patriarchal College in Damascus, he accepted the 

Melkite Mission Church in New York. Here, with the help of 

several thousand Latin Catholics, he rebuilt St. George’s Church, 

an old Roman Catholic church in lower Manhattan. His Latin 

a eee Fedorov—Exarch of the Russian Catholic Church of Eastern 
ite. 
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confreres consider him their friend and father-confessor. He is 

greatly admired, and has been able to do marvelous work among 

the people in his vicinity, where he is a familiar figure. 

St. George’s has about sixty Syrian families, who, with the 

Latin Catholic workers of down-town New York, help to support 

the church. The Sacrifice is offered daily at twelve-fifteen and 

is largely attended. Monsignor feels that Latins must be gradu- 

ally introduced to Eastern practices, as an abrupt plunge might 

more likely result in complete dissatisfaction. To clarify the 

Melkite Liturgy he has written a pamphlet “The Mass in Arabic”, 

which he distributes among the people. It gives a simple, yet 

enlightening, description of their Liturgy. In this way much is 

done to foster better relations between the two branches of the 

Church. 

Monsignor Ghosn has participated at the concelebration of the 

Liturgy held at St. Patrick’s Cathedral within the last few years, 

and was the principal concelebrant at the Liturgy of the Melkites 

there on April 3, 1943. (The origin of these concelebrations will 

be discussed later.) 

The Reverend Andrew Rogosh, S.T.L., priest of the Russian 

Rite, is another figure of importance in the work being done. He 

is the pastor of St. Michael’s Chapel for Russian Catholics at 

266 Mulberry Street, Manhattan. “This holy shrine of Russian 

Catholicity was founded nine years ago by Father Andrew 

Rogosh, one of the first graduates of the Russicum, the college 

founded in Rome in 1929 by Pope Pius XI for Russian apos- 

tles.”2° The activities in Russia made it impossible to go there, 

so His Holiness sent Father to New York in 1936 to use his 

zeal in an American Apostolate. The chapel serves not only as 

a place of worship for Russians of the Byzantine-Slavic Rite, as 

well as groups of converts from Russian Orthodoxy, but also as 

a mecca for Oriental enthusiasts of the Roman Rite. St. Michael’s 

was originally the old Chancery office building used over a hun- 

dred years ago by Archbishop John Hughes. Father Rogosh 

asked for permission to use it, and having received it, began the 

work of renovation. Downstairs was transformed into a beautiful 

Rev. Thomas J. McMahon, S.T.D., “Mulberry Street Is Center of Inter- 
est in Eastern Rites,” Catholic News, March 6, 1943. 
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Byzantine chapel, and upstairs was arranged so that it would 

serve as a meeting place for his people. 

In 1937 St. Michael’s Guild was formed, which, according to 

Father Rogosh, was the result of the sympathy manifested by 

visitors, who “. . . when they saw the extreme poverty of the 

Chapel, decided to come more regularly, studied the rite, dis- 

cussed and, those who had some voice, formed a now well-trained 

choir ; others made themselves useful in other ways, like serving 

in the sanctuary, arranging things, helping me to clean, spreading 

interest in Eastern rites outside the Chapel. . . .”27 The activities 

of the Guild have been somewhat curtailed because of the war; 

it may justly be called a pioneer movement in the United States. 

Father Rogosh disclaims all credit for the widespread interest 

now displayed in the Eastern Rites, but one of his associates says, 

“Ultimately the greatest credit for all the interest in Eastern 

Rites in New York must go to Father Rogosh.”** This, coming 

from one who is himself an eminent figure in promulgating inter- 

est in Oriental Rites, is a certain indication of the great good 

Father Rogosh has done.”® 

The Capuchin Fathers of St. John the Baptist Church, New 

York City, were also instrumental in bringing before the people 

of the Latin Rite the beauties of the Eastern Liturgy. In Febru- 

ary 1938, a concelebration of the Eucharist, according to the 

Byzantine-Slavic Rite, was offered in their church. The Reverend 

Appolinaris Baumgartner, O.M.Cap. pastor, graciously permitted 

the Eastern Churches Guild to use the church. Arrangements 

were made with his assistance by Reverend Andrew Rogosh, 

S.T.L., and Reverend Cuthbert Gumbinger, O.M.Cap., S.T.D. 

Priests of the Ukrainian, Melkite, Italo-Greek, Podcarpathian, 

and Russian Rites concelebrated. This Sacrifice was the fore- 

runner of others, because since that time several have been ar- 

ranged through the Fordham Conferences in Oriental Rites and 

Liturgies. 

ae Andrew Rogosh, S.T.L., quoted from a letter dated January 25, 

*Rey. Thomas J. MacMahon, S.T.D., quoted from a letter dated Janu- 
ary 24, 1944. 

*Father Rogosh has been Assistant Secretary of the Catholic Near East 
' Welfare Association since July, 1 
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This organization was projected in 1938 by several priests and 

laymen interested in acquainting members of the Roman Rite with 

the Eastern Rites. At that time the President of Fordham Uni- 

versity, Father Gannon, S.J., warmly received the proposal that 

the University sponsor the events, and it has done so ever since. 

“The purpose of these meetings is to diffuse among Western 

Catholics knowledge of the venerable dignity of the Eastern 

Christian Churches, of the beauty of the Oriental Rites, and of 

the co-equality of all rites, Oriental and Latin.’’°° This group has 

had remarkable success in fostering good will. Conferences have 

been held each year since 1939. The subjects discussed have been 

such as would enlighten the unfamiliar and lead them down paths 

of hitherto unexplored splendor. The lectures, although learned 

and the work of experts, are always popular in tone. They were 

first held in Keating Hall, Fordham Campus, but since the num- 

bers attending swelled to over a thousand, they are now given in 

the larger Collins Auditorium. Originally the liturgies were cele- 

brated in the Fordham Chapel, but in 1942, they were transferred 

to St. Patrick’s Cathedral, at the invitation of Archbishop 

Spellman and Monsignor Joseph F. Flannelly, the Administrator. 

Attendance has been over three thousand. The Conference com- 

mittee, consisting of many priests and laymen, representatives of 

every Catholic College and of the leading Catholic organizations, 

has been able to extend its influence to many parts of the United 

States. 

Besides the priests already mentioned, several others have been 

most zealous in their activities. Among these are: Reverend 

Thomas J. McMahon, S.T.D., National Secretary of the Catholic 

Near East Welfare Association, who is widely known as a speaker 

on Oriental Rites, chairman of the committee on Liturgies for 

the Conferences, and formerly professor of Church History and 

Patrology at St. Joseph’s Seminary, Dunwoodie ; Reverent Robert 

L. Ryan, S.J., S.T.L., chairman of the committee on lectures for 

the Fordham Conferences ; Reverend Joseph I. Ledit, S.J., former 

professor at the Oriental Institute and the Gregorian University, 

both at Rome; Right Reverend James E. Griffiths, Vice Chancellor 

of the Military Ordinate. Not to be neglected are the sterling 

Quoted from the Invitation to the Fordham Conferences, March, 1942. 
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Catholic laymen, whose cooperation has been paramount in the con- 

tinued success of the Fordham Conferences. Although the num- 

ber of these is great, two are exceptionally worthy of special men- 

tion: Henry J. O’Grady and Edmund C. Burke. These are but 

a few of the heroic priests and laymen who have given their time 

and extensive knowledge of Oriental Rites to the great cause. 

Father McMahon has made remarkable contributions. Besides 

the work he has done for the Conferences in arranging for the 

concelebrations, Father has held many round-table discussions 

on the subject in which he has such a great interest. These have 

been conducted in and around New York before large groups of 

the laity, who are anxious to know more about their Eastern 

neighbors. The meetings have become very popular, and their 

success speaks highly for the efforts Father has put forth to 

spread kindly feelings between the East and West. 

All these various projects have been carried on in accordance 

with the wishes of our Sovereign Pontiffs. It has been their 

ardent desire that the great rift between Orientals and Latins 

be healed and all be united once more in the Church of Christ, 

so that “. . . there shall be one fold and one shepherd.’’*? 
* * * 

932 It was our Lord’s fervent prayer “... that all may be one..., 

and His successors have done all in their power to keep that 

unity intact. But human interest caused a dimming of spiritual 

values, and so, in time, sheep and their shepherds strayed from 

the flock of Christ. For these we pray earnestly, joining our 

prayers with those of our Holy Father, hundreds of bishops, 

priests, and lay people throughout the world, that soon we may - 

see a grand reunion of all Christendom. 

“OQ Lord, Who hast united all nations in the confession of 

Thy Name, we pray to Thee for the Christian peoples of the 

East. Mindful of the eminent place they have held in the Church, 

we beg of Thee to inspire them with the desire to occupy it again, 

so as to form with us one single fold under the guidance of one 

and the same shepherd. Grant that they, together with ourselves, 

may be penetrated with the teaching of those holy doctors of 

*St. John, X-16. 
#St. John, XVIII-21. 
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theirs who are also our fathers in the faith. Preserve us from 

every false step which could widen the breach between us. Grant 

that the spirit of peace and charity which is the mark of Thy 

Presence with the faithful may hasten the day in which our 

prayers may be united with theirs so that every people and every 

tongue may acknowledge and glorify Our Lord, Jesus Christ. 

Amen,’’83 

*®Benedict XV, Prayer for the reunion of East and West, quoted from the 
appendix to Sts. Cyril and Methodius, Rev. Cyril J. Potocek. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tuesday, April 13, 1943, was the occasion for the Bicentennial 

Anniversary of the birth of Thomas Jefferson. On this day, 

in the Nation’s Capitol, a Memorial was dedicated to his honor. 

Inscribed on one of the interior walls of this monument are the 

classic words of the Preamble of the Declaration of Independence, 

which were penned by Jefferson and revised by the Second 

Continental Congress : 

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 

created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain unalienable Rights, among these are Life, Liberty 

and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these 

rights, Governments are instituted among Men .. .” 

“Deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed” 

are the next words of the Declaration which do not appear on 

the inscription. 

The Preamble of the Declaration is not a statement of mere 

“glittering and sounding generalities of natural right” as Rufus 

Choate thought.” Nor a piece of “ultra-democratic idealism” which 

‘Jefferson was also the author of the Preamble of the Virginia Declara- 
tion of Rights. A comparison of the two documents will show the wisdom 
of the Declaration of Independence. Cf. John A. Ryan and Moorhouse F. X. 
Millar, S.J., The State and the Church, New York, Macmillan Company, 
1930, pp. 176, 177. Cf. Beard, p. 239: “While Jefferson twisted and winced, 
some lines were struck out, others were amended and a few added.” (Charles 
-~ 7 Beard, The Rise of American Civilization, New York, Macmillan 

o., 1941.) 
7Art. “Criticism on Declaration of Independence” (Moses C. Tyler) 

Harper’s Encyclopedia of United States History, New York, Harper & 
‘ Bros., 1902, Vol. III, p. 40. 
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was toned down by the Constitution.* Neither is it . . . a “some- 

what rhetorical statement of the case of the colonies and of their 

determination to separate from Great Britain.”* Still less can it 

be said that the political philosophy behind these principles is 

“indefensible’’® since it is not that of Locke. . 

On the contrary, the Preamble is a statement of sound philo- 

sophical principles which James Madison declared to be “. . . rich 

in fundamentals and saying everything that could be said in the 

same number of words . . .”® whose soundness can be best ex- 

plained in terms of scholastic philosophy traceable to Bellarmine 

and Suarez.? Such is the way in which the most outstanding 

and influential men at the Philadelphia Convention understood 

these principles and embodied them in that masterpiece of politi- 

cal genius—the Constitution of the United States. This is the 

burden of this Thesis. 

Providence indeed, blessed America when He drew to the Con- 

vention of 1787, such men as James Wilson, James Madison, 

Alexander Hamilton and Daniel Carroll. They were men of in- 

telligence, prudence and courage; intelligent enough not to aban- 

don the experience of the past, prudent enough to make the proper 

application of their heritage to the present circumstances and cour- 

ageous enough to speak out their thoughts for what they believed 

to be the best way “to secure the blessings of liberty” for them- 

selves and their posterity. James Wilson, James Madison, Gouver- 

neur Morris, George Mason, Eldbridge Gerry and Roger Sher- 

man were the six who spoke most frequently at the Convention.® 

Three of them, Wilson, Gerry, and Sherman (who was on the 

committee with Jefferson when he drafted the Declaration) were 

signers of that famous document. Foremost among this group 

*William B. Munro, Makers of the Unwritten Constitution, New York, 
The Macmillan Co., 193), p. 87. 
“Cambridge Modern History (ed. by A. W. Ward, G. W. Prothero and 

S. Leathes), New York, Macmillan Co., 1934, Vol. VII, p. 207. 
*American Nation, a History (ed. by A. B. Hart), New York, Harper 

and Bros., 1933, Vol. IX, (The American Revolution by Claude H. Van 
Tyne), p. 85. 
°F otters and Other Writings of James Madison (Published by order of 

Congress), New York, R. Worthington, 1884, Vol. III, p. 481. 
bt 3 Ryan and Millar, op. cit., p. 161, sq. 
*Homer C. Hockett, The Constitutional History of the United States, 

New York, Macmillan Co., 1939, Vol. I, p. 207. 
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rank James Wilson and James Madison. The former has been 

styled the “Aquinas” of America® whose “depth of learning and 

soundness of judgment in political affairs . . . was unsurpassed 

by any member of the Constitutional Convention” ;! while the 

latter was said to be “unquestionably the leading spirit.”"4 Thus, 

some would place Wilson first and Madison second while others 

would give the precedence to Madison.1* Whether one should 

be given the preference over the other, or whether they should be 

given honors “ex aequo” need not be disputed in this Thesis. This 

much remains true: no one can question the importance or influ- 

ence of these two men in the framing and adoption of the Consti- 

tution. 

Although he is not numbered among the men who spoke most 

frequently at the Convention, Alexander Hamilton is one of those 

who, with Madison and Jay, wrote most frequently in the New 

York newspapers urging the ratification of the Constitution. Their 

essays are now found in the Federalist, which is “. . . the most 

authentic exposition of the text of the Federal Constitution, as 

understood by the Body which prepared and the authority which 

accepted it.”28 

While the names of Wilson, Madison, and Hamilton will un- 

doubtedly go unchallenged for their influence at that Assembly 

of 1787 and for their untiring efforts in securing the adoption and 

ratification of the Constitution, the fame of Daniel Carroll of 

Rock Creek, Maryland, is all too little known. He was a Catholic 

whose education and associations eminently fitted him to be a dele- 

gate to the Convention: 

“While Carroll could hardly have escaped the influence of 

Jesuit political philosophy during his course at St. Omer’s, 

yet even if it had made little impression on him at the time 

he would have been brought well under its influence later 

through the contact and association with his brother, the 

"Randolph G. Adams, Selected Political Essays of James Wilson, New 
York, Crofts & Co., 1930, pp. 7 and 8. 
“Edward Elliott, Biographical Story of the Constitution, New York, 

Putnam & Sons, 1910, p. 55. 
“Max Farrand, The Framing of the Constitution of the United States, 

New Haven, Yale University Press, 1913, p. 196. 
*Ibid., p. 197. 
*Madison’s Works, Vol. III, p. 481. 
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bishop and former Jesuit, and his cousin, Charles Carroll of 

Carrollton who had had further training in philosophy and 

political science after leaving St. Omer’s, and was a friend 

of Edmund Burke who accepted in full the Suarezian doc- 

trine of the sovereignty of the people.’’4 

Not only were these men recognized as almost without peers, 

but what is more to the point of this thesis, they were sound in 

their understanding of the principles of the Declaration and wise 

in their application of them to the Constitution. The soundness of 

the political philosophy of Carroll has already been reasonably ac- 

counted for. As for Madison, Wilson, and Hamilton, they were 

Whigs whose theory of government: 

‘ 
*... was formulated mainly on the basis of scholastic principles 

and set forth, as occasion demanded, against adverse theories 

and erroneous political views in order that the Medieval tradi- 

tion of liberty embodied in English law and constitutional 

forms might be preserved and developed.”?® 

Writing on the Declaration of Independence, Jefferson himself 

declared : 

“With respect to our rights, and the acts of the British gov- 

ernment contravening those rights there was but one opinion 

on this side of the water. All American Whigs thought 

alike on these subjects.’’2® 

Making allowances for the universal statement of Jefferson, the 

Whig theory of government must have been well known. 

Yet no one work expounded the doctrine fully, the works of Burke 

excepted.17 There is, however, some ground for affirming that 

Madison and Wilson and possibly Hamilton were acquainted with 

Bellarmine and Suarez.1® 

“With regard to all three there is this peculiar fact to be 

noted and accounted for. They were strangely in agreement 

as to all fundamental and vital points. Their reasons for dis- 

agreeing with such authorities as they do acknowledge are 

4]. Moss Ives, The Ark and the Dove, New York, Longmans Green and 
Co., 1936, p. 405. 
Ryan and Millar, op. cit., p. 160-161. 
Ryan and Millar, op. cit., p. 167. 
"Tbid., p. 161. 
*Tbid., p. 161 sq. 
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almost invariably the same and are moreover in accord with 

scholastic principles.”’!® 

The relationship between the two documents now under consid- 

eration was very clearly seen by John Quincy Adams, who in a 

speech delivered in New York in 1839 entitled “The Jubilee of 

the Constitution, a Discourse”, said: 

“The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of 

the United States, are parts of one consistent whole founded 

upon one and the same theory of government, then new, not 

as a theory, for it had been working itself into the mind of man 

for many ages, and been especially expounded in the writ- 

ings of Locke,?° but had never before been adopted by a great 

nation in practice. 

“There are yet even at this day, many speculative objec- 

tions to this theory. Even in our own country there are still 

philosophers who deny the principles asserted in the Declara- 

tion, as self-evident truths—who deny the natural equality 

and inalienable rights of man—who deny that the people are 

the only legitimate source of power—who deny that all just 

powers of government are derived from the consent of the 

governed. Neither your time, nor perhaps the cheerful nature 

of this occasion, permit me here to enter upon the examina- 

tion of this anti-revolutionary theory, which arrays state 

sovereignty against the constituent sovereignty of the people 

and distorts the constitution of the United States into a 

league of friendship between confederate corporations. I 

speak to matters of fact. There is the Declaration of Inde- 

pendence and there is the Constitution of the United States 

—let them speak for themselves.”’2* 

The method that will be pursued in this Thesis in order to show 

that the Declaration and the Constitution are “parts of one con- 

sistent whole” will be: 

A. To explain the principles in terms of scholastic philosophy. 

The connection between the Whig theory of government and that 

of the scholastics has already been indicated. Besides, it is the only 

sound explanation of the principles used in the Constitution. 

Moreover, since the equality and inalienable rights of the Dec- 

*Tbid., p. 161. 
*See below on “consent of the governed”. 
*Ryan and Millar, op. cit., pp. 99, 100. 
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laration are self-evident truths, they are the same for all men. 

As St. Thomas states: 

“Now a thing is said to be self- evident in two ways: first, in 

itself; secondly, in relation to us. Any proposition is said to 

be self-evident in itself, if its predicate is contained in the 

notion of the subject: although, to one who knows not the 

definition of the subject, it happens that such a proposition is 

not self-evident. For instance, this proposition, MAN IS A 

RATIONAL BEING, is, in its very nature, self-evident, 

since who says MAN, says a RATIONAL BEING: and yet 

to one who knows not what a man is, this proposition is not 
self-evident. Hence it is that as Boethius says (DE HEB- 

DOM.), certain axioms or propositions are universally self- 

evident to all; and such are those propositions whose terms 

are known to all, ass EVERY WHOLE IS GREATER 

THAN ITS PART, and, THINGS EQUAL TO ONE 

AND THE SAME ARE EQUAL TO ONE ANOTHER. 

But some propositions are self-evident only to the wise who un- 

derstand the meaning of the terms of such propositions : thus to 

one who understands that an angel is not a body, it is self- 

evident that an angel is not circumscriptively in a place: but 

this is not evident to the unlearned, for they cannot grasp it.”?? 

The “Federalist” would seem to agree with St. Thomas in re- 

gard to certain “. . . first principles, upon which all subsequent 

reasonings must depend.”? For example, in ethics and politics 

some first principles are: “. . . that there cannot be an effect with- 

out a cause; that the means ought to be proportioned to the 

end; . . .24 Thus it is that he who understands the nature of man 

created by God would also understand his intrinsic determination 

to an end transcending the state and therefore the endowment of 

certain means to help him attain that end. The consent of the gov- 

erned, implicitly or explicitly given, while it may not be a self- 

evident truth, is a logical conclusion to be drawn from certain pri- 

mary truths. 

B. Secondly, the application of the principles to the Constitu- 

™Summa Theologica (Trans. Fathers of English Dominican Province. 
2nd ed.), London, Burns, Oates & Washbourne, Ltd., 1927—Part II, (First 
Part) Q. 94, Art. 2. 
“The Foderalist (ed. Henry B. Dawson), New York, Charles Scribner, 

1864, Vol. I, p. 192. 
*Tbid., p. 193. 
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tion made by the framers and interpreted by the decision of the 

Supreme Court. The mind of the Convention will be best reflected 

by the words of Madison, Wilson, Hamilton and Daniel Carroll. 

Only three principles are to be considered, viz., equality, inalien- 

able rights, and consent, which will be applied to those portions 

of the Constitution where it is hoped that the truth of this Thesis 

will be most clearly seen. 



CHAPTER I 

EQUALITY 

“All men are created equal.” There are two ways of viewing 

the equality thus stated in the Declaration of Independence; one 

is pagan and the other is Christian. Aristotle did not know that 

all men were equal in the Christian sense; he had no knowledge 

of creation by a personal God. He was wise enough, however, to 

know from experience and reason that there were inequalities in 

men which flowed from their very nature. 

Cicero’s idea of equality is given in the following passage: 

“For no single thing is so like another, so exactly its counter- 

part, as all of use are to one another. Nay, if bad habits and 

false beliefs did not twist the weaker mind and turn them in 

whatever direction they are inclined, no one would be so like 

his own self as all men would be like all others.”? 

In other words, all men are identical in their being and differ 

from each other only because of mistakes. Thus Ciceronian 

equality would level down society and would make no allowance 

for men’s transcendent end nor for the gifts which God had freely 

bestowed on different men. This is the egalité of the French 

Revolution, which is sometimes declared to be the equality visual- 

ized in the two documents now under consideration: 

“The American ideal of equality [which means not that 

people are equal but that they stand equal before the law and 

shall have no artificial disadvantages placed in their way] also 

has difficulty in maintaining itself under modern conditions. 
First, because the only real equality is that of slaves under 

a master, of subjects under an oriental despot: it is freedom 

that brings inequality, by giving the best endowed an oppor- 

tunity to rise above their fellows.”? 

Nihil est enim unum uni tam simile, tam par, quam omnes inter nosmet 
ipsos sumus. Quod si depravatio consuetudinum, si opinionum vanitas non 
imbecillitatem animorum torqueret et flecteret quodcumque coepisset, sui 
nemo ipse tam similis esset, quam omnes sunt omnium.” M. Tullius Cicero, 
De Legibus (ed. J. Bakius) Lugduni-Batavorum, S & I Luchtmansios, 
1842, Bk. I, ch. 10, 29, p. 16 (Trans. above by Clinton W. Keyes, Loeb 
Classical Library, London), G. P. Putnams Sons, 1928. 
*American Nation, a History, op. cit., A. B. Hart (“National Ideals 

Historically Traced”) New York, Harper and Bros., 1907, Vol. XXVI, 
pp. 68, 69 and 84, 85. 
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It is no wonder that such equality and inequality has “difficulty 

in maintaining” its status. This may be the French ideal but it is 

certainly not the American ideal. Hamilton in no uncertain words 

condemned the philosophy of the “votaries” of enlightenment: 

“The practical development of this pernicious system has 

been seen in France. It has served as an engine to subvert 

all her ancient institutions, civil and religious, with all the 

checks that served to mitigate the rigor of authority; it has 

hurried her headlong through a rapid succession of dread- 

ful revolutions, which have laid waste property, made havoc 

among the arts, overthrown cities, desolated provinces, un- 

peopled regions, crimsoned her soil with blood, and deluged it 

in crime, poverty and wretchedness, and all this as yet for no 

better purpose than to erect on the ruin of former things a 

despotism unlimited and uncontrolled; leaving to a deluded, 

an abused, a plundered, a scourged, and an oppressed people, 

not even the shadow of liberty to console them for a long 

train of substantial misfortunes, of bitter suffering.’”* 

Even an economic determinist such as Beard rejects the French 

origin of the principles of the Declaration.‘ 

The scholastic doctrine of equality, on the other hand, 1s as 

different from French Egalitarianism and Ciceronian concepts as 

night is from day. Equality, in the Christian sense, is based upon 

the creation of man by God. Granting creation, there is no other 

end for which God could have created man save for Himself. 

“Thou hast made us for Thyself, and our hearts are restless till 

they rest in Thee.’’® It is in the light of this intrinsic ordination 

of man to his ultimate end that it can be said that all men are 

equal, i.e., specifically equal. Such is the meaning of St. Augustine 

when he says: 

“He made him reasonable, and lord only over the unreason- 

able, not over man, but over beasts. Whereupon, the first 

holy men were rather shepherds than kings, God shewing 

herein what both the order of the creation desired, and what 

*Works of Alexander Hamilton (Fed. Ed.: ed. by Henry Cabot Lodge), 
New York, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, Knickerbocker Press, 1904, VIII, 428. 

“Beard, op. cit., p. 240. 
®Confessions of St. Augustine (Trans. by F. J. Sheed) New York, Sheed 

& Ward, 1942, Bk. I, i-p. 3. 
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the merit of sin exacted. For justly was the burden of ser- 

vitude laid upon the back of transgression.”® 

It is also the meaning of Cardinal Bellarmine who quotes this 

passage of St. Augustine and further on explains what St. Gregory 

means when he says “all men are by nature equal”’, i.e., 

“... equal in essence and in human form, from which equality 

he rightly infers that one should not be dominated over by 

another, as man dominates over beasts but only that one 

should be ruled over politically by another.’ 

Edmund Burke, expounder of the Whig theory of government, 

in line with Christian tradition and sound scholasticism summar- 

ises the full significance of christian equality in his speech on the 

fourth day of the trial of Warren Hastings: 

“He have arbitrary power! My lords, the East-India Com- 

pany have not arbitrary power to give him; the king has no 

arbitrary power to give him; your lordships have not; nor 

the Commons; nor the whole legislature. We have no arbi- 

trary power to give, because arbitrary power is a thing, 

which neither any man can hold nor any man can give. No 

man can lawfully govern himself according to his own will, 

much less can one person be governed by the will of another. 

We are all born in subjection, all born equally, high and low, 

governours and governed, in subjection to one great, immu- 

table, pre-existent law, prior to all our devices, and prior to 

all our contrivances, paramount to all our ideas and all our 

sensations, antecedent to our very existence, by which we 

are knit and connected in the eternal frame of the universe, 

out of which we cannot stir.’ 

It is, therefore, by virtue of the natural law which God has 

impressed upon the nature of man, ordaining him to a final end, 

that all men are said to be equal. At the same time, however, there 

is also a natural inequality in men. Even in the state of innocence 

there would have been differences “. . . of height, of strength, of 

wisdom, and of virtue .. .” as Bellarmine observed.® Yet there is 

*St. Augustine, The City of God (Trans. by J. Healey; Re-ed. by Dr. 
Bussell) London, J. M. Dent & Sons, 1931, Bk. XV, ch. xv, p. 149. 

*TRobert Bellarmine, De Laicis (Trans. by Kathleen E. Murphy) New 
York, Fordham University Press, 1928, pp. 35, 36. 

®*The Works of the Right Honorable Edmund Burke (New ed.), London, 
C. & J. Rivington, 1826, XIII, pp. 165, 166. 

*Bellarmine, op. cit., p. 32. 
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no opposition between natural equality and natural inequality. 

For as long as men have free will, some will apply themselves 

more earnestly than others to the acquisition of knowledge and 

virtue.!° 

Nor was there ever intended to be any antinomy. For if God 

has endowed one man with more talents than another, he will 

have to make an accounting accordingly. Besides, why could it 

not well be that the man of greater wisdom or virtue ought to 

use his gifts for the benefit of the community in which he resides? 

From the specific equality of men, it follows that no man of him- 

self ought to impose his will on others. 

“Hence,” says Hamilton, “in a state of nature, no man had 

any moral power to deprive another of his life, limbs, and 

property, or liberty; nor the least authority to command or 

exact obedience from him, except that which arose from the 

ties of consanguinity.”™ 

What, then, does give a man a right to rule? “Voluntary com- 

pact” says Hamilton.’* Or, as James Wilson declared, “. . . all 

lawful government is founded on the consent of those who are 

subject to it;.. .”%8 . 

Consequently, when the wise and prudent men who were the 

delegates to that famous assembly of 1787 were requested to draw 

up a “Bill of Rights,” they were not a little persuaded by the same 

concepts of equality as expressed by those who spoke and wrote 

most frequently as well as by the experience of the past. 

Thus, they wrote into the first ten amendments, the principle 

of equality before the law: 

“Article V: No person shall be held to answer for a capital, 

or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or in- 

dictment of a grand jury, . . . nor shall be compelled in any 

criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of 

life, liberty or property, without due process of law;.. .” 
“Article VI: In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall 

Ibid., p. 33. 
"Works of Hamilton, I, 63. 
“Works of Hamilton, I, 63. 
“The Works of James Wilson (Ed. by James Dewitt Andrews), Chicago, 

Callaghan & Co., 1896, II, 508 (See below Chapter on “Consent”). 
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enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial 

Pee 

“Article VII: In suits at common law, . . . the right of trial 

by jury shall be preserved, .. .” 

Such equality before the bar of Justice ought not to be mis- 

understood. Men are given an equal opportunity to defend them- 

selves not because the law says so, but because the nature of man 

demands such treatment. In other words, equal justice must 

never be considered apart from the rights that are inherent in 

man’s nature which will be discussed shortly. 

On the other hand, the extension of suffrage to include negroes, 

as in the fifteenth amendment, and women, as in the nineteenth 

amendment, is by no means to say that a man is entitled to this 

right by nature. There is nothing in the nature of a man that 

says he has the right to vote. The right of suffrage is a privilege 

granted by the Constitution. A democracy implies the privilege 

of some participation in the choice of those who are to govern. 

The extension of this privilege might be construed as a piece of 

prudence. Many of the framers thought the privilege ought to 

be qualified by the ownership of some property. This, they felt, 

might make men more aware of their responsibility when they 

went to the polls. Even today, states may require certain qualifi- 

cations of its citizens, e.g., the payment of a poll tax, the pass- 

ing of a literacy test, etc., before conceding to them the privilege 

of voting. 

Consequently, a distinction ought to be made between the rights 

that are due to men because of their nature and rights that are 

due to citizens because of constitutional grants. 



CHAPTER II 

“UNALIENABLE RIGHTS” 

Explicitly stated in the Charter of ’76 are the words: 

“They are endowed by their Creator with certain unaliena- 

ble rights; that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit 

of happiness.” 

It specifies in simple, clear and certain terms that God created 

man with a human nature endowed with certain rights. These 

rights are unalienable, i.e., without which man could not work out 

his ultimate end. They were there when Adam first came from 

the hand of God and they were still there after Adam’s Fall. 

They are “. . . prior to all our contrivances . . .” as Burke said.? 

They are subject to the immutable and eternal laws of God. 

“Upon this law,” as Hamilton declared, “depend the natural 

rights of mankind: the Supreme Being gave existence to 

man, together with the means of preserving and beautifying 

that existence. He endowed him with rational faculties, by 

the help of which to discern and pursue such things as were 

consistent with his duty and interest; and invested him with 

an inviolable right to personal liberty and personal safety.’ 

Wilson re-echoed similar sentiments in the year 1775 when he said: 

“, . Our ancestors were never inconsiderate enough to trust 

those rights, which God and nature had given them, unre- 

servedly into the hands of the princes.’® 

The disregard of the natural rights of men by Great Britain was 

one of the causes of separation. 

“., . Americans contended that the chief rights of men arose 

from human nature. Instead of being created by municipal 

law, these rights themselves gave rise to all laws enforced by 

the State.” 

However wrongly some of the colonists may have misunder- 

stood the natural law, they knew man had rights given him by 

*Burke, loc. cit. 
*Works of Hamilton, Vol. I, p. 63. 
‘*Wilson’s Works, Vol. I, p. 557. | 
‘Cambridge Modern History, op. cit., p. 189. 
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God which were inherent in human nature. As Hamilton well 

said : 

“The sacred rights of mankind are not to be rummaged for 

among old parchments or musty records. They are written, 

as with a sunbeam, in the whole volume of human nature by 

the hand of Divinity itself, and can never be erased or ob- 

scured.”® 

How different is this lofty concept of natural rights from the 

pagans who made no distinction between the end of man and the 

end of the state! How clear and unequivocal is the statement of 

the Declaration of Independence and its understanding by the 

framers of the Constitution from the confused thought that per- 

vades the French Declaration of the Rights of Man! 

Pagans, such as Aristotle, thought that the happiness of the in- 

dividual was the same as that of the state. The framers of the 

Constitution, on the other hand, were well aware of the differ- 

ence. Man had an end transcending the state. This they knew 

from the fact that God created man. The end of the state is tem- 

poral happiness; this they knew from reason and experience. 

Least of all did the most prominent men of the Philadelphia Con- 

vention consider that the “pursuit of happiness’ meant the “Great 

est happiness for the greatest number.” They realized that law is 

a rule of action.’ Therefore they would have agreed with Suarez, 

who said: 

“As laws are imposed on the community, so they should be 

enacted for the good of the community, otherwise they 

would be in conflict with the due order of things.’”® 

When Hamilton writes that one way especially to ascertain the 

subordination due to the parent state is by “the supreme law of 

every society—its own happiness’”® he is thinking of a norm which 

Tbid., p. 189. 
*Aristotle’s Politics (Trans. Benjamin Jowett), London, Oxford Univer- 

sity Press, 1905, p. 259. 
"The Federalist, Vol. I, p. 434. 
a. . nam sicut leges communitati imponuntur, ita propter bonum com- 

munitatis praecipue ferri debent, alioquin inordinatae essent.” Franciscus 
Suarez, S.J.. Opera Omnia (New ed. by Carolo Berton) Parisiis, apud 
Ludovicum Vives, Bibliopolum Editorem, 1856, Vol. V, p. 30. (De Legibus, 
Bk. I, ch. 7, n. 4) (Trans. above cf. Ryan and Millar, op. cit. p. 175). 
*Works of Hamilton, Vol. I, p. 66. 
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is binding even on a majority. This, too, would seem to be the 

meaning of Wilson: “. . . the happiness of the society is the first 

law of every government.”?® Madison, however, is even more 

explicit. In 1786 he wrote: 

“There is no maxim, in my opinion, which is more liable 

to be misapplied and which, therefore needs more elucida- 

tion, than the current one, that the interest of the majority 

is the political standard of right and wrong. Taking the 

word ‘interest’ as syrionymous with ‘ultimate happiness,’ in 

which sense it is qualified with every necessary moral ingre- 

dient, the proposition is no doubt true. But taking it in the 

popular sense as referring to immediate augmentation of prop- 

erty and wealth nothing can be more false. In the latter, 

it would be the interest of the majority in every community 

to despoil and enslave the minority of individuals.” 

It appears to be fairly evident that the temporal happiness of the 

state should never exclude the eternal happiness of man, accord- 

ing to the framers of the Constitution. 

The “unalienable rights” of men were uppermost in the minds 

of the men who attended the Convention in 1787. In fact, so well 

aware were they of these rights that some of them saw no need 

for a written Bill of Rights. The written Constitution is itself, “in 

every rational sense, and to every useful purpose, a BILL OF 

RIGHTS.”?” 

“Here, in strictness, the People surrender nothing; and as 

they retain everything, they have no need of particular res- 

ervations.”’!% 

Furthermore, they thought it even dangerous to affix a Bill of 

Rights to the powers conceded to the Federal Government: 

“For why declare that things shall not be done which there 

is no power to do? Why, for instance, should it be said, 

that the liberty of the press shall not be restrained, when no 

power is given by which restrictions may be imposed ?””2* 

Historically, however, in view of the attempts to dehumanize 

Wilson's Works, Vol. II, p. 508. 
“Works of Madison, Vol. I, pp. 250, 251. 
“Federalist, op. cit., p. 600. 

‘ ®[bid., p. 598. 
“Tbid., p. 599. 
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man and rob him of his original rights, the addition of the first 

ten amendments was very fortunate. Even before the Declaration 

of Independence Edmund Burke saw the wisdom of a written Bill 

of Rights: 

“The rights of men,—that is to say the natural rights of 

mankind—are indeed sacred things; and if any public meas- 

ure is proved mischievously to affect them, the objection 

ought to be fatal to that measure, even if no charter at all 

could be set up against it. If these natural rights are further 

affirmed and declared by express covenants, if they are clear- 

ly defined and secured against chicane, against power, and 

authority, by written instruments and positive engagements, 

they are in a still better condition: they partake not only of 

the sanctity of the object so secured, but of that solemn public 

faith itself, which secure an object of such importance.’’?® 

First among the rights that men hold most “sacred” is the free 

exercise of religion. It is significant that the very first of the 

amendments to be adopted read: “Congress shall make no law re- 

specting the establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exer- 

cise thereof ...” It denies, first of all, to the national government 

the right to establish a state religion and secondly, is a written 

guarantee of the natural right of man to the free exercise of his 

religion in accordance with the dictates of his conscience. That 

such an amendment found its way into the Constitution of the 

United States was due in no small way to the Carrolls?® of Mary- 

land where the principle was first recognized. To this James 

Wilson well testifies : 

“To the inestimable writings of that justly celebrated man, 

let tribute of applause be plenteously paid; but while immor- 

tal honors are bestowed on the name and character of Locke, 

why should an ungracious silence be observed with regard to 

the name and character of Calvert? 

“Tet it be known, that before the doctrine of toleration was 

published in Europe, the practice of it was established in 

America. A law in favor of religious freedom was passed in 

Maryland as early as the year one thousand six hundred and 

forty-nine.’’!* 

“The Works of the Right Honorable Edmund Burke (World's Classics) 
London, Oxford University Press, 1926, Vol. III, pp. 58, 59. 
"Ark & Dove, Ives, p. 403. 
"Wilson's Works, Vol. I, p. 4. 
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When the debate concerning religious freedom came up in Con- 

gress, there was a Charles Carroll in the Senate and his cousin, 

Daniel Carroll in the House. Thus, “wherever the contest was to 

be . . . one of the two Carrolls was sure to be in the arena of 

action.”2® Charles Carroll of Carrollton was a member of the Sen- 

ate Conference Committee but whether he spoke in the Senate 

debate is not known. Of his convictions concerning religious lib- 

erty and of his awareness of his Maryland heritage, a letter to 

George Washington Curtis certainly bears witness : 

“When I signed the Declaration of Independence I had in view 

not only our independence from England but the toleration of 

all sects professing the Christian religion and communi- 

cating to them all equal rights. . . . Reflecting as you must, 

on the disabilities I may truly say of the prescription of the 

Roman Catholics in Maryland, you will not be surprised that 

I had much at heart this grand design, founded on mutual 

charity, the basis of our holy religion.!® 

On the other hand, it is recorded that Daniel Carroll did speak 

in the House debate” in favor of Madison’s draft of the amendment 

revised to read: “No religion shall be established by law nor shall 

the equal rights of conscience be infringed.’”’*! The “equal rights 

of conscience” harks back to a letter that appeared in the Gazette 

news of June 10, 1789, just when Congress was about to act on 

the proposed amendments. It was written by Bishop John Carroll. 

the brother of Daniel, under the pen-name of Pacificus in answer 

to a letter that appeared in the same newspaper from which could 

be inferred, either the “religious establishment” of the Protestant 

religion or “national support of the Protestant clergy.’’** Bishop 

Carroll’s letter was probably the strongest plea for religious free- 

dom that had appeared in print. He was the “recipient of the con- 

fidence of Washington, Franklin and Jefferson” and consequently 

his appeal “did not fall on deaf ears.”** In part he wrote: 

*Tves, op. cit., p. 387. 
*Joseph Gurn, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, New York, P. J. Kennedy 

& Sons, 132, p. 261. 
*Ives, op. cit., pp. 394, 395. 
"Ibid., p. 393. 
=Tbid., p. 389. 

*]bid., p. 391. 
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“Ts it pretended that they who are objects of an intended 

exclusion from certain offices of honor and advantage, have 

forfeited by any act of treason against the United States, the 

common rights of nature or the stipulated rights of the politi- 

cal society of which they form a part? This the author has 

not presumed to assert. Their blood flowed as freely in 

proportion to their numbers to cement the fabric of independ- 

ence as that of any of their fellow citizens. They concurred 

with perhaps greater unanimity than any other body of men 

in recommending a form of government from whose influence 

America anticipates all the blessings of justice, peace, plenty, 

good order and civil and religious liberty . . .” 

“IT am anxious to guard against the impression intended by 

such insinuations that liberty cannot coexist with or be cher- 

ished by any other religious institution, not merely for the 

sake of any one profession but from an earnest regard to pre- 

serve inviolate forever in our new empire the great principle 

of religious freedom. The constitutions of some of our states 

continue to entrench on the sacred rights of conscience and 

men who have bled and opened their purses as freely in the 

cause of liberty and independence as any other citizens are 

most unjustly excluded from the advantages which they con- 

tributed to establish. But if bigotry and narrow prejudices 

have hitherto prevented the cure of these evils be it the 

duty of every lover of peace and justice to extend them no 

further.” 

Thus through the influence of three great men was one of the 

“unalienable rights” of man written into the Constitution. But 

there are other provisions in the Constitution which protect his 

God-given rights; to wit, the fifth amendment quoted above and 

the fourteenth which makes a clear distinction between person 

and citizen. It is not, however, because of any civil enactment 

that a man is entitled to justice but because he is a person, made 

to the image and likeness of God. Therefore, it is contrary to the 

very nature of man unjustiy to deprive him of the means whereby 

he might perfect the nature that God has given him. It is for this 

reason that the Fourteenth Amendment, as if to clarify what had 

always been the mind of the Framers, makes the distinction be- 

tween a person and a citizen. All persons ought to be granted 

immunity from the arbitrary; only citizens have a legal right to 

“Ives, op. cit., pp. 389-391. (Files of the Gazette of the United States 
in Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University.) 
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the privileges of the state in which they reside. The Supreme 

Court took notice of this in the case of Barbier v. Connolly wherein 

Justice Field remarked: 

“The Fourteenth Amendment . . . undoubtedly intended 

not only that there should be no arbitrary deprivation of life 

liberty, or arbitrary spoliation of property, but that equal 

protection and security should be given to all under like cir- 

cumstances in the enjoyment of their personal and civil rights; 

that all persons should be equally entitled to pursue their 

happiness and acquire and enjoy property; . . .”%5 

A year later, in 1886, an even clearer exposition of the “due 

Process” clause was rendered by Justice Matthews. In so far as 

a “person” is concerned, the provisions of the Fourteenth Amend- 

ment 

“’ .. are universal in their application, to all persons . . . with- 

out regard to any differences of race, of color, or of nation- 

ality; .. = 

Further in the same decision when he considers the nature and 

theory of our institutions, he says: 

“But the fundamental rights to life, liberty and the pursuit 

of happiness, considered as individual possessions, are secured 

by those maxims of constitutional law which are the monu- 

ments showing the victorious progress of the race in securing 

to men the blessings of civilization under the reign of just 

and equal laws, so that, in the famous language of the Massa- 

chusetts Bill of Rights, the government of the commonwealth 

‘may be a government of laws and not of men.’ For, the very 

idea that one man may be compelled to hold his life, or the 

means of living, or any material right essential to the enjoy- 

ment of life, at the mere will of another, seems to be intolera- 

ble in any country where freedom prevails, as being the es- 

sence of slavery itself.”7 

There are two conclusions that can be validly drawn after a 

perusal of this chapter; firstly, the “unalienable rights” were not 

only presupposed but written into the Constitution; secondly, 

they were understood by the Framers in a Christian sense. 

*Eugene Wambaugh, A Selection of Cases on Constitutional Law, Cam- 
bridge, Harvard University Press, 1915, (Barbier v. Connolly), p. 658. 

*Tbid., (Yick-Wo v. Hopkins), p. 662. wage 
"Eugene Wambaugh, A Selection of Cases on Constitutional Law, pp. 663, 



CHAPTER III 

THE CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED 

Underlying the fabric of American Republicanism is that mean- 

ingful phrase of the Declaration: “Deriving their just powers from 

the consent of the governed.” It has been as variously interpreted 

as the character of Hamlet. Almost all political scientists agree 

that the consent of the governed is needed in some way or other 

to confer power on the rulers. But why is that consent needed? In 

what way does it bind men? How did it find its way into our Con- 

stitution? On such questions as these many political philosophers 

disagree. The vast majority seek its origin in the purely conven- 

tional and arbitrary theories of Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, or the 

chartered companies of the English Middle Class. In the Leviathan 

State of Hobbes men surrender every right by conferring “. . . all 

their power and strength upon one man or one assembly of 

men ...”! Hence it is as if every man should say: 

“... I authorize and give up my right of governing myself, 

to this man, or to this assembly of men, on this condition, 

that thou give up thy right to him and authorize all his actions 

in like manner.”? 

The compact theory of John Locke is somewhat similar to 

Hobbes’ on which Locke builds. No man, according to him, can 

be put out of the state of nature, wherein all men are supposed to 

have complete equality, 

“ .. without his own consent. The only way, whereby any 

one divests himself of his natural liberty, and puts on the bonds 

of civil society, is by agreeing with other men to join and 

unite into a community, for their comfortable, safe, and peace- 

ful living one amongst another, in a secure enjoyment of 

their properties, and a greater security against any, that are 

not of it.’”* 

Even less acceptable is the theory which traces the origin of 

1The Library of Original Sources (Editors Edition, ed. by Oliver J. 
Thatcher) Milwaukee, University Research Extension Co., 1907, p. 24. 

®Tbid. 
*Ryan and Millar, op. cit., p. 76. 
‘Library of Original Sources, p. 25. 
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consent to the mythical “general will’ of Rousseau who acknowl- 

edges his debt to Locke.® According to the Contrat Social : 

“Each of us gives in common his person and all his force 

under the supreme direction of the general will; and we re- 

ceive each member as an indivisible part of the whole.’ ” (sic)® 

While the Chartered Company of the English Middle Class’ ap- 

pears to be a more plausible explanation as to how the “consent 

of the governed” found its way into our Constitution, like the 

others its basis is sheer extrinsicism, a purely conventional affair. 

The only binding force in all the compacts just considered would 

seem to be force. 

The root of the error of all the above theories lies in a mis- 

conception of man’s true nature. For man is not totally depraved 

because of Adam’s transgression. He is not an anti-social animal 

who in the state of nature, thought Hobbes, lived in that “. . . con- 

dition of war of every man against every man.”® Nor is he, on 

the other hand, a “noble savage”, who in the state of nature “lived 

solely by and for himself.’® 

On the contrary, man, whether considered before or after the 

Fall, is a rational, religious, social and political animal, in short, 

a man whose nature is fundamentally sound. So sound that the 

Federalist could state that the “. . . People commonly intend the 

public good”?® which they could never do if their natures were 

corrupt. So sound that it is the very basis for self-government: 

“As there is a degree of depravity in mankind, which requires 

a certain degree of circumspection and distrust; so there 

are other qualities in human nature, which justify a certain 

portion of esteem and confidence. Republican Government 

presupposes the existence of these qualities in a higher degree 

than any other form. Were the pictures which have been 

drawn by the political jealousy of some among us, faithful 

likenesses of the human character, the inference would be, 

that there is not sufficient virtue among men for self-govern- 

*Ryan and Millar, op. cit., p. 75. 
*Library of Original Sources, p. 48. 
*THockett, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 22. 
*Library of Original Sources, p. 20. 
°The Political Writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau (ed. by C. E. Vaughan) 

Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1915, Vol. I, p. 9 
Federalist, p. 498. 
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ment; and that nothing less than the chains of despotism 

can restrain them from destroying and devouring one an- 

other.”!2 

As a consequence of such an understanding of the human char- 

acter, the consent of the governed must take on a different mean- 

ing, a Christian meaning. As understood by the scholastics, it 

embraces three elements: (a) a natural element, arising out of the 

nature which God created; (b) a juridical element which concre- 

tizes the natural element; (c) and a revelation confirmed by 

reason that all authority comes from God. 

All men are specifically equal; they are all intrinsically deter- 

mined to their final end. There is nothing in the nature of a man 

that gives him the right to impose his will on anyone else. It is 

only perverse pride, aping God, that seeks to impose a rule of its 

own on others.!? Nevertheless, such equality alone does not argue 

for the necessity of government and therefore to the consent of 

the governed, save as a matter of expediency. Any governmental 

compact sealed on this score alone would be a purely arbitrary 

contract. Yet, man is not only the equal of his fellowman; man is 

also a social and political animal. He was created by God to live 

in society that thereby he might perfect the nature which God has 

given him. Therefore, he who says he has no need of society 

“. . . because he is sufficient for himself, must be either a beast or 

a god:...”!8 That is, adds Bellarmine, “. . . either less or more 

than a man.’ For man, unlike the rest of animals must depend 

on other men for his physical, intellectual and even his moral per- 

fection. The essential interdependence of men, says St. Thomas, 

is indicated from the need of man’s nature. Nature has provided a 

means of defence for animals, whereas 

“Man, . . . was created without any natural provision for 

these things. But instead of them all he was endowed with 

reason, by the use of which he could procure all these things 

for himself by the work of his hands. But one man alone is not 

able to procure them all for himself; for one man could not 

“Tbid., p. 390. 
“Augustine, City of God, Bk. XV, ch. 12, p. 142. 
Aristotle, op. cit., p. 29. 
“Bellarmine, op. cit., p. 21. 
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sufficiently provide for life, unassisted. It is, therefore, natural 

that man should live in company with his fellows. 

“Moreover, all other animals are able to discern by inborn 

skill what is useful and what is injurious; . . . Man, however, 

has a natural knowledge of the things which are essential for 

his life only in a general fashion, inasmuch as he has power 

of attaining knowledge of the particular things necessary for 

human life by reasoning from universal principles. But it is 

not possible for one man to arrive at a knowledge of all these 

things by his own individual reason. It is, therefore, neces- 

sary for man to live in a group so that each one may assist 

his fellows and different men may be occupied in seeking 

by their reason to make different discoveries, one, for exam- 

ple, in medicine, one in this and another in that. ..... 

“If therefore, it is natural for man to live in the society of 

many it is necessary that there exist among men some means 

by which the group may be governed. For where there are 

many men together, and each one is looking after his own 

interest, the group would be broken up and scattered unless 

there were also someone to take care of what appertains to 

the common weal. In like manner the body of a man, or 

any other animal, would disintegrate unless there were a 

general regulating force within the body which watches over 

the common good of all the members.”?® 

The crux of the whole problem of consent has been reached. 

Since the inner exigencies of man’s nature demand a government, 

what form of government should men choose? “Willing or un- 

willing, they must be ruled over by someone, unless they wish the 

human race to perish which is against a primary instinct of na- 

ture.’”26 Choose, therefore, they must; their nature demands it. 

In other words, the general demand of man’s nature must be par- 

ticularized. This is done when the people consent to some form 

of government. Thus the implicit or explicit “consent. of the gov- 

erned” brings into existence a juridical entity demanded by the 

nature of man. 

But, by what authority have the people the right to consent to 

any form of government? All authority comes from God. This is 

known from Revelation. It is supported as well by reason and 

%St. Thomas Aquinas, On the Governance of Rulers (Rev. ed. Trans. by 
Gerald B. Phelan) New York, Sheed & Ward, 1938, pp. 34, 35. 
*Bellarmine, op. cit., pp. 24, 25. 
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experience. Is consent merely a pre-requisite to the exercise of 

authority by rulers? Do the people designate them and then God 

directly confers the power? It is not the purpose of this thesis to 

consider the objections to the traditional scholastic theory of the 

state. This thesis holds that the most outstanding and influential 

members of the Philadelphia Convention accepted the scholastic 

view of the state, so well explained by Bellarmine and Suarez. 

Therefore, it is necessary merely to explain how such men as 

Wilson, Madison, Hamilton and Daniel Carroll understood the 

necessity for consent and then to substantiate their explanation 

with pertinent decisions of the Supreme Court. 

It was Bellarmine who saw that the equality of men and the 

necessity and legitimacy of civil authority could be reconciled 

through the consent of the people.7 Authority, indeed, comes 

from God but: 

“. . . resides, as in its subject, immediately in the whole state, 

for this power is by Divine law but Divine law gives this 

power to no particular man [because of the specific equality of 

men] therefore Divine law gives this power to the collect- 

ed body. Furthermore, in the absence of positive law, there 

is no good reason why, in a multitude of equals, one rather 

than another should dominate. Therefore, power belongs to 

the collected body... . 

‘“, . By the same natural law, this power is delegated by the 

multitude to one or several, for the State cannot of itself 

exercise this power, therefore, it is held to delegate it to some 

individual, or to several, and this authority of rulers consid- 

ered thus in general is both by natural and by Divine law, 

nor could the entire human race assembled together decree 

the opposite, that is, that there should be neither rulers nor 

leaders. 
“ . , Individual forms of goverment in specific instances de- 

rive from the law of nations, not from the natural law, for, 

as is evident, it depends on the consent of the people to de- 

cide whether kings, or consuls, or other magistrates are to be 

established in authority over them; . . .78 

"Bellarmine, op. cit., p. 6 (Cf. Introduction by Moorhouse F. X. Millar, 
baie , 
Bellarmine, op. cit., pp. 25-27. This famous passage was synthesized by 

Filmer in his Patriarcha, a copy of which was in Jefferson’s library when 
he wrote the Declaration of Independence. Cf. Ryan and Millar, op. cit., 

p. 175 sq. 
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Such an understanding of consent together with the idea of a 

state constituting a corporate moral person, as explained by Suar- 

ez, form the foundations for the doctrine of Divided Sovereignty 

which was properly applied in the Constitution of the United 

States for the first time. The theory for the division of sovereignty 

was suggested by Bellarmine and Suarez, the practical application 

was made by the wisdom of such men as Wilson and Madison.?® 

Many who could not reconcile theory with practice were follow- 

ing Jean Bodin who thought that sovereignty was indivisible.”° 

This is partly due to the failure to grasp the difference between 

the necessity for civil authority because of man’s nature and the 

embodiment of that authority in a particular form of civil gov- 

ernment. 

“This simple point, that man cannot live alone, must be 

insisted upon, for all errors in the theory of authority are 

rooted in the assumption that man’s living in society, and 

thereby coming to be governed by social authority, is some- 

thing purely optional and conventional, a fashion which man 

could very well discard if he would, as he might discard the 

wearing of green clothes.”4 

“€ivil authority which is needed for the well-being of men 

who must live in society is of God, not by any revelation or 

positive institution, but by the mere fact that God is the author 

of Nature, and Nature imperatively requires civil authority 

to be set up and obeyed.” 

As will be shown later, Suarez claimed “common consent” nec- 

essary for the juridical existence of a state. Once such a cor- 

porate moral person exists it is in the nature of that whole to 

possess authority. Since the “collected body” possesses authority, 

there seems to be no good reason why they may not agree to 

divide sovereignty between a local and central government and 

limit the competence of each. 

“Authority must be, and God will have it to be; but there 

is no such natural necessity of authority being all centered 

*Ryan and Millar, op. cit., pp. 119, 120 and 184, 185. 
"David J. Hill, History of Diplomacy in the International Development 

ot Europe, New York, Longmans, Green & Co., 1906, Vol. II, p. 513. 
“Art. Authority (Joseph Rickaby) Catholic Encyclopedia, New York, 

The Encyclopedia Press, Inc., 1913, Vol. II, p. 137. ; ; 
@Art. Authority (Joseph Rickaby) Catholic Encyclopedia, op. cit., p. 138. 
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in one person. Authority is a Divine institution, but kings 

are a human invention.” 

The following is an excellent summary of the scholastic doc- 

trine of consent given by Father Macksey: 

“The title for the juridical existence of an actual State is 

the consent of the people who constitute it. Immediately con- 

sequent upon this follows by Divine right of the natural law 

sovereignty in the people, now a juridical unit, a body politic, 

a moral person. Logically and juridically subsequent to this 

comes constitutional organization of a form of government 

and a determination of definite rulers, who constitute the 

government, the juridical and derivative title to whose sov- 

ereignty is the consent of the body politic, the people. In 

this sense lies the truth of the principle that ‘governments de- 

rive their just powers from the consent of the governed.’ ”’* 

The principle of consent having been explained, nothing else re- 

mains save to show its application in the Constitution. The very 

manner in which the Constitution was ratified and accepted is an 

indication of the scholastic view of consent. This is very lucidly 

brought out by Chief Justice Marshall whose understanding of 

the American theory of government few will question. In answer- 

ing the objection that the powers of the general government have 

been delegated by the states and not by the people, he declared: 

“The Convention which framed the constitution was indeed 

elected by the State legislature. But the instrument, when 

it came from their hands, was a mere proposal, without obli- 

gation, or pretensions to it. It was reported to the then ex- 

isting Congress of the United States, with a request that it 

might ‘. . . be submitted to a Convention of Delegates, chosen 

in each State by the people thereof, under the recommendation 

of its Legislature, for their assent and ratification.’ This 

mode of proceeding was adopted; and by the Convention, 

by Congress, and by the State Legislatures, the instrument 

was submitted to the people. They acted upon it in the only 

manner in which they can act safely, effectively, and wisely, 

on such a subject, by assembling in Convention. It is true, 

they assembled in their several states—and where else should 

they have assembled? No political dreamer was ever wild 

*Tbid., p. 139. ' 
“Ryan and Millar, op. cit., p. 98 (cf. Chapter on “Sovereignty and Con- 

sent” by Charles B. Macksey, S.J.). 
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enough to think of breaking down the lines which separate 

the States, and of compounding the American people into one 

common mass. Of consequence when they act, they act in 

their States. But the measures they adopt do not, on that 

account, cease to be measures of the people themselves, or 

become the measures of the State Governments.”*5 

In other words, the people as a whole, in whom authority re- 

sides, following their accustomed mode of procedure, assented to 

the proposal of the Convention and thus from them did the cen- 

tral government derive its just powers. 

Moreover, unless consent be understood as giving a juridical 

existence to the exigencies of human nature, then the doctrine 

of Divided Sovereignty becomes an empty phrase, a fetish, a pure 

and simple fiction. 

Such, fortunately, is not the case as is evident from the word- 

ing of the Tenth Amendment: 

“The powers not delegated to the United States, nor pro- 

hibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respec- 

tively, or to the people.” 

The four little words “or to the people” which were added to 

the original Amendment by Daniel Carroll?® have a tremendous 

significance. They bespeak Carroll’s acquaintance with the poli- 

tical philosophy of Bellarmine and Suarez. As J. Moss Ives 

points out: 

“When Daniel Carroll made use of the word ‘people’ in his 

amendment it was not in any loose or general sense nor has 

it ever been interpreted by our courts as meaning the people 

en masse, without order or unity. Suarez for the first time 

gave a definite meaning to the word ‘people’ as constituting 

a state.”’27 

A “multitude of men”, ie. a “people”, according to Suarez, 

“wholly without order, or physical or moral union” is not a state. 

It has no juridical existence. What is it that gives juridical exist- 

ence to a state? It is “common consent”. For only when “...a 

multitude of men are joined by individual will or common con- 

*=Wambaugh, op. cit., p. 120. 
*Ives, op. cit., p. 404. 
"Tbid., p. 406. 
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sent in one body politic by one bond of society, that they may 

be of mutual aid in due order to one political end”*® then is there 

a corporate moral person, a state. 

Consequently, as soon as there exists a corporate moral person, 

then it is in the very nature of that whole to possess authority 

which can be delegated to others to be exercised for the common 

good of the whole. If, therefore, the people wish to choose a form 

of government in which some powers are given to a central gov- 

ernment, others to their respective state governments and to 

retain the rest in their own hands, they may do so. The people 

of the United States chose to form such a government in which 

the sovereignty was divided. 

James Wilson must have clearly grasped the significance of the 

Suarezian principles, when he declared: 

“Oft have I viewed with silent pleasure and admiration the 
force and prevalence, through the United States, of this prin- 

ciple—that the supreme power resides in the people; and that 

they never part with it. It may be called the panacea in 

politics. There can be no disorder in the community but may 

here receive a radical cure. If the error be in the legislature, 

it may be corrected by the constitution ; if in the constitution, 

it may be corrected by the people.”’”® 

In the same Pennsylvania Convention, some days later, he ex- 

plained how such a conception would not abolish State sovereign- 

ties : 

“When the principle is once settled that the people are the 

source of authority, the consequence is, that they may take 

from the subordinate governments powers with which they 

have hitherto trusted them, and place those powers in the 

general government, if it is thought that they will be produc- 

tive of more good. They can distribute one portion of power 

to the more contracted circle, called State governments; they 

can also furnish another portion to the Government of the 

United States.”*° 

*Suarez, De Legibus, III, 2, 4: “. .. hominum multitudo, quatenus speciali 
voluntate seu communi consensu in unum corpus politicum congregantur 
uno societatis vinculo, et ut mutus se juvent in ordine ad unum politicum, 
quomodo efficiunt unum corpus mysticum, quod moraliter dici potest per 
se unum... .” (Tr. by Moorhouse F. X. Millar, S.J.). 

*Wilson’s Works, Vol. I, pp. 543, 544. 
"Pennsylvania and the Federal Constitution (ed. by John B. McMaster 
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This division of sovereignty was not Wilson’s view alone. It re- 

flected the mind of the whole Convention of 1787. No one knew 

this better than James Madison who years afterwards wrote: 

“It has hitherto been understood that the supreme power, 

that is the sovereignty of the people of the states was in its 
nature divisible and was in fact divided according to the Con- 

stitution of the United States, between the states in their 

united and the states in their individual capacities and so 

viewed by the convention, in transmitting the Constitution 

to the Congress of the Confederation; so viewed and called 

in official, in controversial, and in popular language; . . . 

“Of late another doctrine has occurred which supposes that 

sovereignty is in its nature indivisible; .. . 

“If sovereignty be in its nature divisible, the true question 

to be decided is whether the allotment has been made by the 

competent authority; and this question is answered by the 

fact that it was an act of the majority of the people in each 

state in their highest sovereign capacity, equipollent [sic] to 

a unanimous act of the people composing the State in that 

capacity.””31 

The people of the United States, therefore, owe two allegiances ; 

one to their respective states which are sovereign, another to the 

central government which is also sovereign. Since the people as 

a whole are the earthly source of authority, they may freely choose 

whatever form of government which prudence and wisdom dic- 

tate is best for them. But choose they must. Once, however, 

the choice is made and the people as a whole consent, that choice 

is binding on all and no one individual is free to refuse to obey 

the just laws imposed by the government. The individual as such 

has no political authority but only when he acts with the other 

members of the corporate whole in accordance with the rules of 

procedure enacted by the whole community. Hence, a citizen of 

a state as an individual citizen has not made a contract with that 

state but the whole of the citizens have created a juridical being 

which their natures demanded. The binding force in such a cove- 

nant differs greatly from a league or treaty between the several 

and Frederick D. Stone), Lancaster, Inquirer Printing & Publishing Co., 
1888, p. 302. 
“Works of Madison, Vol. IV, pp. 390, 391 and 394. 
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juridical reality derived the powers enumerated in the Constitu- 

tution from the people. Just as the state constitutions bound 

the people in their respective states with the objects committed 

to them, so now this new government bound all the people of the 

United States with respect to the objects committed to it. When 

the people of the various States consented to their own State con- 

stitutions, they were consenting to something which their natures 

demanded. So, likewise, when the people of the United States 

consented to the Constitution of the United States they were act- 

ing in conformity with their natures. The binding force in each 

case was the same; it arose out of the nature of the relationship 

thus created. Hence it depended not on consent alone but the 

natural law. Therefore, just as it would be inconceivable for the 

people of the City of New York to secede from the State of New 

York, so it should have been just as impossible for any State of 

the South to have seceded from the Federal Union. The instru- 

ment of government drawn up by the people of New York and the 

People of the United States must remain in force until altered 

or changed by the “people” of either body. 

It was not, however, until after the Civil War, in 1869, that 

secession was Officially recognized as impossible. The decision of 

the Supreme Court was rendered by Chief Justice Chase in the 

case of Texas v. White. Texas had joined the confederacy in the 

Civil War. While Texas was still in its “unreconstructed”’ status, 

suit was filed by Texas in the Supreme Court against White and 

others concerning the payment of certain bonds by the Federal 

Government without the endorsement by the Governor of the 

State of Texas.** Since the Supreme Court had power over cases 

in which a “state” was a party, the first question to be decided 

was whether or not Texas was still in the Union. In this famous 

decision, Chase defined the constitutional meaning of State: 

“A state ... is a political community of free citizens, occu- 

pying a territory of defined boundaries, and organized under 

a goverment sanctioned and limited by a written constitution, 

and established by the consent of the governed.”’3? 

*Robert Eugene Cushman, Leading Constitutional Decisions (6th ed.), 
New York, F. S. Crofts & Co., 1939, p. 29. 
*™Wambaugh, op. cit., p. 142 (Texas v. White). 
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In 1845, he goes on to say, Texas entered the Union and ac- 

cepted all the “responsibilities and duties of the original States 

under the Constitution,” which was never a “purely artificial and 

arbitrary relation” but was based, among other things, upon the 

“exigencies of the country.” By entering into the Union, Texas 

did not lose its right of self-government, although its powers 

were restricted by virtue of the Tenth Amendment. As a matter 

of fact the Constitution demands that the States maintain their 

juridical existence because it “. . . looks to an indestructible 

Union composed of indestructible states.’** 

“When, therefore, Texas became one of the United States, 

she entered into an indissoluble relation. All the obligations 

of perpetual union, and all the guarantees of republican gov- 

ernment in the, Union attached at once to the State. The act 

which consummated her admission into the Union was some- 

thing more than a compact; it was the incorporation of a 

new member into the political body. And it was final. The 

union between Texas and the other States was as complete, 

as perpetual, and as indissoluble as the union between the 

original States. There was no place for reconsideration, or 

revocation, except through revolution, or through consent 

of the States.”® 

Is it difficult to see in this decision a continuation of the scholas- 

tic theory of government as held by the Framers? Is not the very 

definition of a “state” Suarezian #° The “consent of the governed” 

in this case is not that of a Chartered Company which would be 

purely arbitrary and artificial. Nor can it be that of Locke because 

this union is “more than a compact.” Furthermore, the relationship 

established by consent, as understood by the Supreme Court, is 

binding on the whole people until altered or changed by the whole 

people. Certainly no Chartered Company nor any purely volun- 

taristic theory of government ever dreamed of committing its con- 

stituents to a contract as permanent as this. The obvious infer- 

ence is that the “consent of the governed” is rooted in the inner 

exigencies of man’s nature. 

Washington, in his “Farewell Address” emphasized the bind- 

*Wambaugh, op. cit., pp. 143, 144. 
- *[bid., p. 144. 
“Cf. Wilson’s definition of a state. Works, Vol. II, p. 6. 
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ing character of the Constitution which was the “offspring” of 

the people’s choice. In so doing he showed himself to be in accord 

with the principles explained in this chapter. Since Madison, 

Jay, and especially Hamilton, had a hand in the drafting of this 

address, it may be said to contain the sentiments of all of them.*! 

The portion of the Address about to be quoted is a fitting ter- 

minus to this Chapter: 

“To the efficacy and permanency of your union a govern- 

ment for the whole is indispensable. No alliances, however 

strict, between the parts can be an adequate substitute. They 

must inevitably experience the infractions and the inter- 

ruptions which all alliances in all times have experienced. 

Sensible of this momentous truth, you have improved upon 

your first essay by the adoption of a Constitution of Gov- 

ernment better calculated than your former for an intimate 

union and for the efficacious management of your common 

concerns. This Government, the offspring of our own choice, 

uninfluenced and unawed, adopted upon full investigation and 

mature deliberation, completely free in its principles, in the dis- 

tribution of its powers, uniting security with energy, and con- 

taining within itself a provision for its own amendment, has 

a just claim to your confidence and your support. Respect 

for its authority, compliance with its laws, acquiescence in its 

measures, are duties enjoined by the fundamental maxims of 

true liberty. The basis of our political systems is the right of 

the people to make and to alter their constitutions of gov- 

ernment. But the constitution which at any time exists till 

changed by an explicit and authentic act of the whole people 

is sacredly obligatory upon all. The very idea of the power 

and the right of the people to establish government pre- 

supposes the duty of every individual to obey the established 

government.”4? 

“Documents of American History (ed. by Henry S. Commager) New 
York, F. S. Crofts & Co., 1938, p. 169. 
“Documents of American History, op. cit., pp. 171, 172. 



CoNCLUSION 

Three principles of the Declaration of Independence have been 

considered. The understanding of these principles depends upon 

an adequate view of human nature. Reason and experience aided 

by Revelation will show man the dignity of the human person. 

The scholastics built their theory of government upon an ade- 

quate understanding of human personality and that is why their 

theory of government is so sound. They knew man to be a crea- 

ture of God, created to His own image and likeness and ordained 

to eternal happiness ; therefore, they could say “all men are created 

equal.” They knew, too, that God had also endowed man with 

certain rights without which man could not pursue his happiness. 

Finally, since authority came from God and resided in the people, 

the “consent of the governed” was necessary to give juridical 

existence to the social and political nature of man. It was the 

business of the state, therefore, to provide for the common good 

in such a way that man could develop and perfect the nature 

given him by God. The states could not ignore man’s final end 

nor impugn his original rights. 

Such was the way in which Madison, Wilson, Hamilton and 

Carroll, who reflected the mind of the Philadelphia Convention, 

understood these principles. Such was the manner in which they 

embodied them into the Constitution. Witness the written Bill 

of Rights, the doctrine of Divided Sovereignty, and the decisions 

of the Supreme Court! Since men are equal, in the Christian 

sense, then laborer and capitalist, the merchant and the scholar, 

the more gifted and the less gifted,—all men should be treated 

equally before the law. Hence they wrote into the Bill of Rights 

the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Amendments. Secondly, since men 

are blessed with “unalienable rights” every man has a right to 

immunity from the arbitrary on the part of the government and 

it is the duty of the government to “secure’’ these God-given 

rights. The guarantee of the “free exercise of religion” and the 

“due process” clause fully attest the intent of the Framers to 

preserve the dignity of the human person. Finally the Framers, 

aware that governments derived their “just powers from the con- 

sent of the governed” incorporated into their masterpiece the 

doctrine of Divided Sovereignty. To this doctrine, the whole 

written Constitution as well as the wording of the Tenth Amend- 
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ment bear witness. Yet this achievement could never have been 

attained without a true understanding of the principles under- 

lying consent. Consent, therefore, as understood by the greatest 

men of that famous assemblage, was never a wholly arbitrary 

affair. Nor was it a matter of will alone but will subject to 

reason. Neither was it a case of the majority imposing its will 

on a minority but the use of a majority decision as a means of 

securing unanimity of agreement. The relationship thus estab- 

lished was binding on all and permanent because it juridically set 

up that which was inherent in man’s nature. 

Consequently, it can be said that the principles of the Declara- 

tion of Independence, understood in a scholastic sense, are pre- 

supposed in the Constitution of the United States. Moreover, if 

the Constitution is to weather the storms of “material and moral 

disintegration’? that now beset society, rulers and ruled must go 

back to those “bedrock, basic rules which govern society.”* They 

must realize that: 

“The origin and the primary scope of social life is the con- 

servation, development and perfection of the human person, 

helping him to realize accurately the demands and values of 

religion and culture set by the Creator for every man and 

for all mankind, both as a whole and in its natural ramifica- 

tions.’ 

“That social life, such as God willed it, may attain its 

scope, it needs a juridical order to support it from without, 

to defend and protect it.’ 

“From the juridic order, as willed by God, flows man’s in- 

alienable right to juridical security, and by this very fact to 

a definite sphere of rights, immune from all arbitrary attack.’’> 

Consequently every man 

“. . Should help to restore the State and its power to the 

service of human society, to the full recognition of the 

respect due to the human person and his efforts to attain 

his eternal destiny.”® 

1The Holy Season of Christmas and Sorrowing Humanity (The 1942 
Christmas Message of Pope Pius XII), The Catholic Mind, Vol. XLI, 
no. 961, January 1943, p. 53. 

"Tbid., p. 49. 
*Tbid., p. 48. 
‘Tbid., p. 49. 
*Tbid., p. 57. 
*[bid. 
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NOTES AND COMMENTS 

OUR ANNUAL MEETING 

The annual meeting of the Society was held in the Jade Room 

of the Waldorf Astoria, New York City, on November 17, 1944, 

with President Arthur J. Rémy as chairman. The paper, printed 

elsewhere in this volume, was read by Professor Charles Callan 

Tansill, Ph.D., formerly advisor to the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee, was until last year, Professor at Fordham University 

Graduate School. Dr. Tansill is at present Professor in the 

Graduate School of Georgetown University. Because of the 

Bishops’ Annual Meeting at Washington, His Excellency, Arch- 

bishop Spellman, Honorary President, was unable to be present. 

The Rev. Thomas J. McMahon, S.T.D., National Secretary of 

the Catholic Near East Welfare Association and Master of Cere- 

monies to His Excellency, was delegated by the Most Reverend 

Archbishop to represent him. Speaking before a large and dis- 

tinguished group of members and their friends, President Remy 

reviewed the efforts of the present Holy Father to effect peace 

in the world and remarked the timeliness of Dr. Tansill’s paper 

on the peace efforts of Pope Benedict XV during the last war. 

Dr. McMahon closed the meeting with a brief address of felicita- 

tion to Dr. Tansill and the Society, in behalf of Archbishop 

Spellman. 

OUR MONOGRAPHS 

Some have remarked the absence of Monograph XIX in their 

libraries, and it is well to note that, due to a mistaken enumeration, 

Adventures of Alonso was originally numbered eighteen, when 

it should be nineteenth in the list of the Society’s publications. 

Monograph Twenty, Thomas Francis Meehan: A Memoir, by 

Sister M. Natalena Farrelly, published last year, has received 

many noteworthy reviews. The review of the Rev. Daniel F. 

Reilly, of Providence College, in the January 1945 number of 

The Catholic Historical Review, calls Thomas F. Meehan “one 

of the leading American Catholic historians in the United States 

. . . whose wide and painstaking historical research has saved 
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much of Catholic Americana which the few real Catholic his- 

torians who preceded him were too busy to gather.” Father Reilly 

points out, what in his opinion is Sister Natalena’s greatest con- 

tribution: “It is no slight to the major narrative portion of Sister 

Natalena’s work to say that the most important part of her book 

is the careful and exhaustive list of Meehan’s productions which 

appears as the bibliography in an appendix. This is a rich vein 

of Catholic history which could be profitably mined by students.” 

THOMAS MEEHAN AND “AMERICA” 

The Reverend Francis X. Talbot, S.J., trustee of the U.S. 

C.H.S. and contributor of the third chapter in the Meehan 

Memoir, on Thomas F. Meehan’s lifetime association with the 

weekly review, America, has requested that the following com- 

ments on the contents of that chapter by the Reverend John J. 

Wynne, S.J., founder of the review, be incorporated in this vol- 

ume of the REcorpDs: 

“Written when he was within a week of death, Mr. 

Meehan’s memory was apparently failing, at least, as regards 

the inception of America. 

“For obvious reasons Gray was never considered as an 

assistant for the publication (pp. 83-85). Nor was he needed 

as such, since the foreign correspondence had been provided 

for, and four of the editors were to take care of communi- 

cations in the principal European languages. 

“Nor was Thomas Haggerty ever considered for assistant 

(p. 83). Indeed mention of him in this monograph is all I 

know of him. 

“Meehan makes no mention of Swift from New Mexico 

as one of the editors (p. 84). Williams was not Minister, nor 

business manager, but procurator only (p. 84). 

“Four of the Editors (p. 84) had had practical experience 

in preparing copy for the press,—Drummond for years on the 
Northwest Review, Swift on the Rivista Cattolica, Spillane 

for two years on the Messenger publications—and they had 

the last word before the copy went to the printer. 

“What Meehan apparently did not know, or had forgotten, 

was that when planning the style for the weekly, by advice of 

the printer, the Editors experimented on fonts of type, caps, 

spacings, etc., and this, of course, necessitated more than 
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overhaulings of the proofs. By long experience I had learned 

the economy of proper copy revision. Indeed, it was a hobby 
of mine. 

“There was really neither confusion nor excitement among 

the Editors over the production of the first number of 

America, and as I look back now, its appearance still wears 

well. Meehan overlooks the fact that it was a transition from 
the Messenger. 

“That item about my plan to make part of the second build- 

ing a rendezvous is pure imagination (pp. 85, 86). Such a 

notion never entered my mind. 

“There were never any differences among the Editors in 

regard to policy (p. 86). Two of the staff had their personal 
antipathies, which unfortunately they used to air among the 

assistants, but the Editors proper accounted for this by the 

fact that they were misfits so far as editing was concerned. 

“How Meehan could write (p. 86) that as late as April 9, 
1910, Spillane told him of the ‘cable’ announcing my removal 

as Editor is more than a mystery. Spillane knew in mid 

February, after the meeting of the provincials in St. Louis, 

that I was to leave the work. This ‘cable’ announcement I 

never heard of. A letter came relieving me as Superior, but 

Father Hanselmann, Provincial, begged of me to stay on as 

Editor, which, in view of the circumstances, I declined to do. 

The work had been started. I had done my part and I was 

quite satisfied a way would be found for carrying it on. Nor 

have I ever regretted my decision. 

“Some minor points: I did not publish that volume issued 

by the Alumni Sodality on the occasion of my Golden (not 

my Diamond) Jubilee as a Jesuit. The Sodalists did that. 

I had nothing to do with it (p. 87). 

“Miss Neale it was who did the Index Volume of the 

Encyclopedia, not Miss Kelly, who was no longer with us 

in 1914. 
“Of a Josephine Donovan on the Encyclopedia (p. 27) I 

never heard before. She is not on the old payroll and none 

of the original staff can recall her. 
“As I have never been accustomed to write of ‘long cher- 

ished ambition’ (p. 83) I would have to see that letter of 

which Meehan speaks. At the time we were meeting almost 

daily and not exchanging letters. He knew in 1908 that my 

journeys over the States and Europe were for the purpose 

of starting America. The project of a National Weekly was 

approved in Rome in 1902. Soon after I was ordered to go 

‘as Secretary to a bishop in the Philippines. But it’s a long, 

long story. Only why not keep the record right?” 
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FATHER TALBOT 

The departure of Father Francis X. Talbot from the editorship 

of America to the Institute of Social Order was the occasion for 

a magnificent banquet, attended by hundreds of the friends and 

admirers he has attracted to himself in his multiple activities for 

the Church. No priest and scholar has served our Society with 

greater fidelity and fruitfulness than this brilliant scholar and 

writer, who has served on the Executive Council for many years. 

Father Talbot’s new position permits him to continue his services 

to us. For this, we know, the officers and members of the Society 

are deeply grateful. 

NEW ARCHIVIST 

Mr. Thomas F. O’Connor, M.A., historiographer of the Arch- 

diocese of New York, has been appointed Archivist of the Society 

by the Executive Council. Mr. O’Connor was long associated with 

the late Reverend Gilbert J. Garraghan, S.J., of St. Louis Uni- 

versity, and he has already prepared for publication the History 

of the Diocese of Syracuse. At present he is engaged with Mon- 

signor Guilday in completing the “Life and Times of Archbishop 

John Hughes.” His activities in behalf of the Society are already 

noteworthy. On November 10, 1944, he addressed the American 

Association for State and Local History, at Harrisburg, on the 

subject, “Historical and Archival Activities of the Roman Catho- 

lic Church in the United States”, and on November 14, he was 

the speaker at the sixty-first anniversary meeting of the American 

Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia. We welcome Mr. 

O’Connor to the post of Society Archivist, and augur for him 

continued success in his chosen field of American Church history. 

CATHEDRAL LITURGY 

The seventh annual Fordham Conference on Eastern Rites and 

Liturgies was held on March 23 in Collins Auditorium, Fordham 

University. The topic was “The Eastern Churches in the Post- 

War World.” The Reverend Clement C. Englert, C.SS.R., pro- 

fessor at the Redemptorist College at Northeast, Pa., and graduate 
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of the Oriental Institute, Rome, spoke on “The Present State of 

the Eastern Churches”. The Reverend Thomas J. McMahon, 

S.T.D., National Secretary of the Catholic Near East Welfare 

Association, discussed “The Eastern Churches in the Islamic 

World” and the Reverend Gerald G. Walsh, S.J., Editor of 

Thought, Fordham University organ, closed with an analysis 

of “Russia and the Eastern Churches”. On the morning of March 

24, Archbishop Spellman presided at a Pontifical Concelebration 

of the Maronite Liturgy of St. James in St. Patrick’s Cathedral. 

Chief concelebrant was the Right Reverend Chor-Bishop Mansour 

Stephen, pastor of Our Lady of Lebanon Maronite Church, 

Brooklyn. The address of welcome was given by the Right Rev. 

Monsignor Joseph F. Flannelly, Administrator of the Cathedral. 

Both functions were exceptionally well attended. Elsewhere in 

this volume is an article on “The Eastern Churches in New York 

City,” to which readers are referred for a proper evaluation of 

the significance of this movement in our midst. 

BOSTON’S HISTORY 

The publication of History of the Archdiocese of Boston in the 

Various Stages of Its Development, 1604-1943, by Robert H. 

Lord, John E. Sexton, and Edward T. Harrington (Sheed and 

Ward), in three imposing volumes, is of great moment for the 

history of the Church in America. After twelve long years of 

untiring application to original sources the authors have most 

certainly succeeded in achieving the objectives of their preface: 

“The authors have aimed to make this not merely a readable and 

informative, but a scholarly, history.” Other reviewers have 

remarked the absence of statistical tables of clergy, parishes and 

institutions, and the omission of maps and a formal bibliography, 

but these defects are of little importance when we realize what a 

monument to Catholic historical scholarship has been given by 

these three truly adequate historians, under the aegis of the late 

Cardinal O’Connell. 
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LATEST PROJECT 

Members of the Society will be happy to know that Monograph 

XXI is now almost ready for publication, El Rio Del Espiritu 

Santo, an “Essay on the Cartography of the Gulf Coast and the 

Adjacent Territory during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centu- 

ries”, by the Rev. Jean Delanglez, S.J., Ph.D., Research Professor 

of History at Loyola University, Chicago. Thus will be continued 

our custom of publishing one volume of REecorps AND STUDIES 

and one monograph every year. The Board of Publications wel- 

comes from American Catholic historians like material, suitable 

for publication. 
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